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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this intrinsic case study was to understand the function and
significance of Java Jam—an annual music performance event at a public high school in
which students select and rehearse music to perform. Five questions guided the study:
How do different groups of Pikeford High School community members view Java Jam?
How does Java Jam influence music-making? What are the successes and failures of
Java Jam? What are the connections between Java Jam participants and school music?
And, how does Java Jam affect the Pikeford High School community? In this study, I
provide a detailed description of Java Jam through the perspective of 24 participants
representing varied roles among PHS community members: students, teachers, parents,
and alumni.
The study was bound by both time and place, and data were collected at Pikeford
High School during the 2013-2014 school year. Data used in this study consist of
personal interviews, a focus group session, observations, and archival data submitted by
participants. The research results are presented as both a personal narrative and case
description from participant perspectives. This study provides an example of
extracurricular alternative music making in which students engage in self-directed
learning and peer learning. This study impacts the field of music education in that it
demonstrates positive outcomes from an event such as Java Jam, including increased
student autonomy, space for musical creativity, and increased confidence among student
participants. I present additional implications for the field of music education, music
teacher education, and future research to close the study.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
October 2nd, 2013
2:30 P.M.
After a long day of teaching, I gather my books, camera, recorder and head
upstairs to the science office. It’s refreshing to venture to a different part of the building.
Pikeford High School1 is segmented in such a way that teachers stay within their
department and venture out only to make a copy or grab a cup of coffee from the
cafeteria. My room is located in an isolated hallway on the first floor. The few people I
see around my classroom are the other music teachers and the community counselor. It’s
rare for me to travel to the second floor—unless we have a faculty meeting. As I pass by
some students on my way to the science wing, I am not surprised to see their looks of
confusion. I’m sure they aren’t used to seeing me out of my “environment.” “What
brings you up here?” some students ask, as though they’ve been reading my thoughts.
It’s funny how this trip is somewhat akin to the trip my co-worker Tony will take
in a few months time. Each year in February, he makes the trip to the first floor to help
transform the cafeteria into a cozy performance space. A science teacher, Tony T.
founded Java Jam and has continued to run it for more than 15 years. For this event, he
breaks free of his “science teacher” role and enters the role of mentor for the sake of
music-making. I know that this case study should begin with his perspective. I feel
anxious and excited to interview him.

1

The name of the study site has been changed to maintain site anonymity.
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When I enter the office, other science teachers are buzzing around, grading
papers, cleaning up lab equipment, and working with students in the adjacent science
classrooms. Tony rushes in to meet me, explaining that he has to tutor a student for a few
minutes. He invites me to set up in room 209 and wait for him there. At Pikeford, this
scene is not unusual: teachers mentoring students long after classes end. After the 8th
period bell rings at 2:25, the day is not over. Students can be found in most classrooms
looking for extra help, planning school wide events, or just “hanging out.” Most
teachers are accommodating and will stay at school far past their contracted time in
order to help students in any way possible. Tony is no exception.
Room 209 seems so different from my music classroom. It’s a sterile space with
neat rows of desks, chairs, and lab tables. There are a few computers positioned
throughout the room. Mauve cabinets encircle the space, and classroom decorations
only consist of astronomical wonders printed on standard computer paper. While
looking around, I wonder if this classroom is shared among multiple teachers. I begin to
set up my recorder and camera and take notes about the room. I notice the loud air
conditioner in the corner (I don’t have that type of air conditioner in my room) and the
clean smell of the space.
After sitting for a few minutes, Tony finally appears, a ball of energy, and asks if
he can help me. We need to prop the camera and end up using some foam lab mats from
the office shelf. I set everything to record, explain the format of the interview, and Tony
takes a deep breath. We each take a minute to forget the hustle of the day and focus on
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the task at hand. For the past 8 hours, we were teachers and mentors. Now, we begin
our new roles as researcher and participant.
Introduction
This study begins with a person, a question, and a purpose. For the past 7 years, I
have worked as a music teacher in a public high school. I have had the privilege of
working with a diverse group of learners in many different contexts. After graduating
with a degree in music education, I began working at Pikeford High School and teaching
a variety of music courses. Pikeford High School (PHS) has a strong music program with
two full-time and one half-time, certified music teachers. In many ways, PHS has what
could be considered a traditional high school music program. Most of the curricular
music-making at the school occurs within the large ensemble context. The large
ensembles participate in yearly festivals and concerts and the Pikeford community is very
supportive of the music program. When I first began working in this program, I found
that my job was mainly to “plug leaks” by filling many roles in the music department.
My job has changed each year as needs within the school have changed. I have worked
with a variety of ensembles in the school: band, orchestra, and choir. And, I have taught
various elective courses. Additionally, I have had the opportunity to teach all students at
PHS in a compulsory course: Art, Music, and Culture. My role in teaching a variety of
learners has affected the way in which I view music-making and music education at the
secondary level.
Although it was clear from my first day at PHS that students participating in large
ensembles enjoyed a robust music program with immense support, there were many
3

students in my general music classes who were musically driven and talented who could
not find a permanent place in the school music program. Many of these students were
self-taught instrumentalists or played an instrument that did not fit within the traditional
ensemble model. I understood the plight of such students. As a classical pianist and
flutist, I had many favorable experiences in large ensembles during my high school years.
However, I also played in rock bands from age 12 and felt that my popular music-making
habits did not belong in the school or university setting. I felt a strong disconnect
between “school music” and “home music.” Discovering that many students at PHS
desired to make music at school but felt disconnected from doing so led me to a question:
How do we include all students in meaningful music-making at the secondary level?
This question led me to seek other educators and researchers in music education who
were investigating the same issue.
Through investigating others’ thoughts on music education at the secondary level,
I found that many acknowledge a disconnect between school music offerings and
adolescents’ music-making behaviors. In schools, secondary-level music education
offerings traditionally focus on large performing ensembles such as band, choir, and
orchestra (Abril & Gault, 2008; Elpus & Abril, 2011). In those traditional ensembles,
most of the music teaching and learning interactions can be described as formal, in which
music teachers predetermine and sequence musical goals and activities for students
(Folkestad, 2006). While some adolescents enjoy the repertoire and sense of community
as participants in such ensembles, many adolescents who enjoy and make music outside
of school do not. Reimer states that the diversification of experiences for students will
4

bring benefits to the music education field at large: “Every movement in the direction of
diverse musical service will make us that much more whole, that much more relevant,
that much more central to education . . . ” (Reimer, 2012, p. 26). As an orchestra
director, I understand the value of traditional ensembles and yet continuously look for
ways to include more students in music-making experiences. The desire to involve all
students in music-making experiences fueled the purpose for this research. While
reviewing the literature, I sought to understand music programs and courses that were
inclusive in nature and described alternatives to the traditional music education structure
at the secondary level.
My interest in expanding and diversifying experiences at the secondary level is
not unique (e.g., Reimer, 2004; Williams, 2011). In recent years, researchers have
investigated programs and courses that center on alternatives in secondary music
education and expand traditional curricular offerings (Abramo, 2010; Abril, 2010; Beitler
& Thorton, 2010; Constantine, 2010; Dammers, 2009; Gardner, 2010; Seifried, 2006;
Tobias, 2012). Primarily through case studies, they have described alternative
approaches in traditional music classes and elective courses that expand music-making
experiences at the secondary level. Researchers have also studied the diversification of
music-making opportunities through the lens of informal learning (Abramo, 2011; Green,
2001; Green, 2008; Jaffurs, 2004a; Jaffurs, 2004b; Vakeva, 2009). This growing body of
research provides models of successful programs and courses for music educators to
consider in relation to their curricula. However, in my purpose to investigate alternative
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programs and courses at the secondary level, I found that there is still an area of need for
research: alternative extracurricular music-making.
For adolescents, music-making (through listening, sharing, performing, and
creating) rarely ends when the school day ends. Many high schools in the United States
offer extracurricular music-making opportunities. Some of these, such as marching band,
jazz band, and select choir, are tied directly to large ensembles. That is, their
membership is derived from their large ensemble counterparts, and although meeting
after school, students extend their curricular learning and participate in additional
performance exclusively through direct and formal music teaching strategies. Yet, other
extracurricular music-making opportunities for students present alternatives to traditional
performing ensembles, such as Battle of the Bands or school-wide talent shows. Many
schools offer such events and still, there is little research detailing their function and
significance. In an effort to expand music-making opportunities for all students,
alternative music performance events could provide a space for inclusive music-making.
Music educators could benefit from case studies detailing such events.
The deficit in research on alternative extracurricular music-making led me to
conduct a case study on a music performance event at my school, Java Jam. Java Jam is
an annual event during which students perform music in a coffeehouse type setting. Java
Jam offers all students at Pikeford High School the opportunity to perform. By learning
about an event such as Java Jam, music educators may find it provides a model for
satisfying the diverse preferences among music makers in their schools, and expands
music performance opportunities. This study could also provide important information
6

on how such an event can enhance both adolescent music-making and secondary school
music programs. Finally, this is a unique case because it centers on a program that is not
run by a music educator. Although Pikeford High School has a robust music program
and dedicated music staff, Java Jam was founded by and is run by a science teacher.
This study could be valuable for providing an example of music education that is
influenced by members of the larger school community, not just the music department:
There is much to be learned about music education from watching other
teachers in other disciplines, just as we have much to teach our colleagues.
Additionally, music teachers will need to think more deeply about how the
school’s music program relates to the culture outside of school. (Webster,
1999, p. 190)
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this intrinsic case study (Stake, 1995) is to understand the function
and significance of Java Jam through the beliefs, values, and experiences of those
involved with the event. Java Jam has been in existence for 17 years and is an integral
part of the school culture at Pikeford High School. This case study will shed light on
music-making outside the traditional large ensemble model and will provide valuable
information on extracurricular music programming at the secondary level.
Although the findings from this study will not be generalizable, perhaps
administrators and teachers at other schools and districts could find this model of
alternative music-making useful for considering ways to involve a wide variety of their
students. By seeking to understand the beliefs and values of participants, I hope to
provide insight into the motivations of those who participate in such a program. Through
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the examination of the successes and failures of the program, I hope to outline
possibilities for replication in the field.
Research questions
The main goal of this research is to provide a detailed description and analysis of
the case. To determine the function and significance of the event, five research questions
shape the study. These questions are detailed below with specific reasons for inclusion.
1. How Do Different Groups of Pikeford High School Community Members View
Java Jam?
Java Jam involves a wide range of persons including students, administrators,
teachers, and parents. Therefore, I sought to gain a variety of perspectives on the
program. I also desired to capture the perspectives of alumni who had participated in
Java Jam in years past. In order to present a holistic view of the case, I sought to
understand the perceptions and experiences relating to Java Jam from these varied
perspectives.
2. How Does Java Jam Influence Music-Making?
The second research question points to a central focus of the case. Even though
Java Jam is only a one-night event, students spend months learning music and preparing
for their performance. Additionally, Java Jam participation is not dependent on other
types of school music involvement. Consequently, this event and preparation for the
event could influence music-making and music learning in unique ways. In this study, I
sought to understand the music-making behaviors and activities of those involved with
Java Jam.
8

3. What are the Successes and Failures of Java Jam?
Java Jam seems outwardly successful in terms of longevity and number of
students involved. Nonetheless, I wanted to gain a deeper understanding of the
program’s successes and areas in need of improvement. I investigated the successes and
failures of Java Jam through the experiences of individuals. Understanding such nuances
could provide a more rounded view of the case and could be helpful for music educators
hoping to implement a similar program.
4. What are the Connections Between Java Jam Participants and School Music?
As an extracurricular event, Java Jam involves a wide variety of participants.
Some are actively involved in the school music program and others are not. I sought to
understand the relationship of each student to the school music program. I wanted to
know whether Java Jam participation influenced participation in other types of school
music, or vice versa. This question also guided my investigation on whether Java Jam
offered a music-making experience that was unique at Pikeford High School.
5. How Does Java Jam Affect the Pikeford High School Community?
Originally, I was curious to understand the meaning Java Jam has for students
involved in the performing at the event. As I developed the protocol for this study, I
began to realize that this question applied to all of the subjects involved in the study:
teachers, parents, alumni, and administrators. I sought to understand the outcome of
performance and attendance on long-term music-making and personal development.
Additionally, I hoped to understand how this event affected the school community.
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Teacher and Researcher
In choosing to craft a research study at my workplace, I sought to establish my
roles as teacher and researcher. As teacher, I have a connection to the case. I have
worked with many of the students at PHS and had prior knowledge of Java Jam. To
prepare for Java Jam, students have used my classroom to practice both during and after
school. I have attended Java Jam many times and even performed a song during Java
Jam in 2010. This prior knowledge is what led me to acknowledge the unique aspects of
this event and its far-reaching effects on students’ music-making.
As researcher, I sought to separate my teacher self and presuppositions from the
case in multiple ways. First, I have never been involved in organizing or running Java
Jam. My roles have been as attendee and performer. Second, although I knew many
students involved in Java Jam in past years, I sought to enroll study participants who I
initially did not know personally and who were not enrolled in any of my classes during
the 2013-2014 school year. I relied on Tony and other students to help identify potential
participants whom he believed to be most important to this case (Patton, 2002). Third, I
crafted time and space for research outside of teaching in order to view the case with
“fresh eyes”—away from the classroom. While continually collecting and analyzing
data, I consciously adjusted my role as researcher. I will detail my analysis methods
more thoroughly in chapter 3.
When I began this study, I thought it would be easy to separate these two roles.
Yet, something interesting began to happen as I moved through the study and reflected on
my notes and researcher’s journal. My identity began to change. The lessons I learned
10

through research began to influence my teaching and the change in my teaching made me
view the research in a new light. Instead of seeing this as a detriment to the research, I
realized that it infused the case with new life. My understanding of the school
community helped me engage deeper with participants and my ability to make immediate
changes in the classroom actively put research into action. Embracing this dual role, I
report the case as researcher and provide insight into my perspective as a teacher at PHS.
It is my goal that my experience provide other teacher researchers with the tools they
need to be reflective practitioners while positively affecting the field of music education
with quality research.
Study Structure
In this paper, formal research chapters describing the case include personal
vignettes to share a first-person experience of Java Jam 2014. Chapter 2 is a review of
related literature and an outline of the research methodology is provided in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, I provide a detailed description of the case through the experiences of my
subjects and personal vignettes. The chapter is segmented by vignettes in which the title
of each section corresponds to the opening line of the vignette. In Chapter 5, I
summarize the research questions guiding the study, highlight lessons from the case, and
provide implications for music education, music teacher education, and future research.
Throughout the study, I refer to various types of music-making experiences at the
secondary level: traditional programs and classes refers to those that are mainly
structured large ensembles or classes, and reflects formal, ensemble music-making
traditions; in contrast, alternative programs and classes refers to those mainly structured
11

to explore types of music-making other than those of the large ensemble tradition and
reflects informal music making. I also describe extracurricular and curricular musicmaking experiences. Curricular experiences are those that are tied to a school course in
which students are awarded credit and a grade at the completion of a course.
Extracurricular refers to those experiences that largely occur after school in which
participation does not precipitate a grade or credit.
Finally, this study is a result of my work as a teacher and researcher. The beliefs
represented in this study are my own and are affected by my work, education, and
personal connection with the material.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Understanding Java Jam requires understanding alternative programming at the
secondary level and adolescent music-making habits. While few studies closely mirror
this study, there is important research surrounding elements that influence the
understanding of this case. Specifically, I investigate research on adolescent learning and
music-making habits, the current state of secondary music programs, extracurricular
involvement, and alternative programming in high school music. Due to the nature of
music learning and repertoire selection present in Java Jam participation, I also detail
research on informal learning.
Secondary Students in the United States
Adolescence is a phase in which social and individual development occurs.
Social interaction is monumental during the high school years for shaping identity, selfesteem, and success in school among adolescents. Researchers have investigated these
critical years of development in reference to the manner in which adolescents interact
with their environment. Following is a summary of research that provides important
information for understanding the population represented in this study.
The typically developing adolescent is heavily dependent on peers and adults
during his/her high school years. Researchers have investigated adolescent influences
and orientation toward specific social groups and the effect it has on their academic
motivation and connection to the school environment. Peers influence adolescents in
positive and negative ways (Fuligni, Eccles, Barber, & Clements, 2001) and many
13

adolescents have difficulty crossing boundaries among different types of social contexts
(Phelan, Davidson, & Cao, 1991). While peer influence is strong among adolescents,
adult influence also has significant value. In a study conducted by Phelan, Davidson, &
Cao (1992), adolescents self-reported desires for positive experiences with adults during
their high school years. They voiced the desire to work with teachers who demonstrate
respect, humor, and openness to their students (Phelan et al., 1992). Therefore, it seems
that high school programs that involve constructive peer and adult interactions could
positively affect students.
During high school, students tend to exhibit low levels of motivation; successful
development is critically dependent on a balance between intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation (Wormington, Corpus, & Anderson, 2012). Activities that provide
opportunities for students to self-regulate and utilize intrinsic motivation techniques are
more likely to engage students in the wider school culture (Westling, Pyhalto, Pietarinen,
& Soini, 2013). Extracurricular activities, such as Java Jam, could provide spaces for
self-esteem development, positive interactions among peers and adults, and the
opportunity to internally regulate motivation without the regular pressures of school.
The benefits and possibilities for extracurricular involvement will be detailed further in
this paper.
Adolescent Music-Making Habits
Music-making, in and out of school, can affect adolescent development; the
numerous benefits to music participation have been well-documented. There is a strong
connection between students’ self-efficacy and music performance (Rosevear, 2010).
14

Music participation can provide a community for students in ways that traditional
academic departments do not (Countryman, 2009). There are many emotional benefits to
making music during adolescence (Campbell, Connell, & Beegle, 2007) and social
benefits derived from greater self-esteem (Costa-Giomi, 2004; Rickard, Appleman,
James, Murphy, Gill, & Bambrick, 2013).
In 2007, Campbell, Connell, and Beegle conducted a study on adolescents’
expressed meanings of music in and out of school. The data for the study consisted of
essays written by middle and high school students in which they wrote about the meaning
of music in their lives. The researchers found that adolescents have a desire to make
music in a school setting but many are unhappy with the current state of secondary music
education specifically relative to course offerings (Campbell et al., 2007). Adolescents
want to engage with music. In many cases, adolescents are finding ways to engage with
music on their own.
Adolescents choose to engage with music and music-making activities through a
variety of means: “Society and technological progresses have also created a multitude of
new ways for people to create, perform, and in other ways be actively involved in music”
(Partti & Karlsen, 2010, p. 369). Adolescents engage with music through listening
(Anastasi, 2005; Delsing, ter Bogt, Engels, & Meeus, 2008; Garrido & Shubert, 2011;
Kistler, Rodgers, Power, Austin, & Hill, 2010; Krumhansl, 2010; Miranda & Claes,
2009;), creating and performing music in virtual communities (Partti & Karlsen, 2010;
Carlisle, 2011), and creating and performing music in physical communities (Campbell et
al., 2007; Green, 2001; Jaffurs, 2004b; Nuttall, 2008). Self-directed music engagement
15

among adolescents can become a tool for self-presentation and can be used for mood
regulation, self-care, communication, and empowerment (Partti & Karlsen, 2010).
One type of music engagement found among adolescents is music listening.
Currently, music is easily accessible and many adolescents have personal electronic
devices for selecting, organizing, and listening to music. Consequently, individuals are
able to develop a music listening identity, creatively curating personal “soundtracks” to
accompany their daily activities. Because students involved in Java Jam have the choice
to learn and perform music they like and “prefer,” music preference is important to this
study.
Researchers have investigated adolescent listening habits as a way to understand
social implications and indication of music preference. Specifically, they have studied
adolescents’ music preferences in relation to media influence (Gracyk, 1999), friendship
formation (Selfout, Branje, ter Bogt, & Meeus, 2009), parental influence (ter Bogt,
Delsing, & van Zalk, 2011), subjective experiences of listening (Thompson & Reed,
1995), personality characteristics (Delsing et. al, 2008), and listening as it affects selfconcept and identity (Kistler et. al, 2010). It appears that music listening and music
preferences are heavily influenced by external sources, the strongest of which are friends,
family, and media.
Music listening among adolescents has also been linked to cultural familiarity and
personal preference. In a 2008 study, researchers found that music preference among
high school students had much to do with music that was familiar to their culture (Teo,
Hargreaves, & Lee, 2008). Listening to preferred music is a highly personal experience
16

for adolescents. High school students use music as an escape or a coping tool (Anastasi,
2005; Miranda & Claes, 2009). And, with the availability of personal music players,
adolescents can use music to “drown out” society around them and experience sonic
isolation (Vogel, Brug, Hosli, van der Ploeg, & Raat, 2007). This cultural and personal
experience for music listening is important to acknowledge when investigating other
music-making activities that engage adolescents.
Given that the adolescent years are critical for developing preferences and music
tastes that transfer into adulthood (Krumhansl, 2010), music educators have a significant
duty to provide meaningful music-making experiences during the high school years.
While the research on music listening and preferences during adolescence reveals much
about the influences and outcomes on music listening, there is a need for research
involving music-listening preferences relative to other music-making activities. In this
study, students use their music preferences to influence music learning and performance
goals. They also work in self-selected groups to learn and arrange music. This type of
engagement closely mirrors informal music learning. The research on informal learning
practices will shed light on self-directed music-making using preferred instruments and
music content.
Informal Music Learning
Research on informal learning has been influential to music education, especially
since the early 2000’s. Folkestad (2006) defines informal music learning as a set of
learning processes that are not sequenced beforehand by a teacher or instructor. In
addition, processes that come as a result of interactions among participants drive informal
17

music learning. In most cases, this contrasts with formal learning that takes place in the
music classroom in which teachers sequence activities beforehand and control the content
of activities. However, these two types of learning should be seen not as a dichotomy but
as points on opposite ends of a continuum that can be found in most educational contexts:
“ . . . in most learning situations, both these aspects of learning are in various degrees
present and interacting in the learning process” (Folkestad, 2006, p. 143). Researchers
have investigated informal music learning both in and out of the classroom.
In 2001, Green researched the learning processes of popular musicians to explore
and explain informal music learning. Green found key elements to informal music
learning processes: repertoire is selected by the learner, learning happens within
friendship groups, and learning does not always follow a patterned sequence in the way
that most formal music education does (Green, 2001; Green, 2008). Most important: the
nature of informal music learning involves choice on the part of the learner, including
instrumentation and repertoire (Jaffurs, 2004a). Secondary elements in characterizing
informal learning have been identified by Folkestad. He contrasts informal and formal
learning practices in regard to situation, learning style, ownership, and intentionality
(Folkestad, 2006).
Researchers have investigated informal music learning in contexts outside the
classroom. In 2004, Jaffurs conducted an ethnographic study on a youth rock band
comprised of students from her school. Her research purpose was to discover how
students developed and formed a rock group outside of school. As a teacher, she
intended to carry the lessons learned from the study into the classroom to influence
18

classroom instruction. Jaffurs observed and recorded two rehearsals and interviewed the
band members’ parents. In all, there were five band members involved in the study (2
girls and 3 boys) and three families represented. After the initial data collection, she met
with the band members to discuss the video footage from their rehearsal.
The results of Jaffurs’ study provide insights to the way in which people learn
music informally. Jaffurs found that the participants used peer learning and peer critique
to improve. The students in her study were active in giving directions to each other and
addressed each part of the whole band. Jaffurs observed that democratic action
characterized the majority of the band’s interactions and that each person contributed to
rehearsals. She also found that these observed interactions provided different information
about the musicality of each student than their performance in the music classroom: “The
achievements that these students demonstrated in the school music program in no way
portrayed their capabilities in an informal setting” (Jaffurs, 2004b, p. 198).
Researchers have also investigated informal music learning practices applied in a
classroom setting. Green conducted a highly influential study (2008) on informal music
learning in which she collected data from 21 secondary schools throughout the UK.
Green’s purpose in conducting this study was to investigate ways in which “pedagogy in
the music classroom could draw upon the world of informal popular music learning
practices outside the school” (Green, 2008, p. 1). Each of the schools in the study piloted
a music curriculum based on the tenets of informal music learning practices. Students
formed bands in friendship groups and participated in music projects in which they were
able to choose repertoire and engage in self-directed learning. Teachers in the study were
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given the task not to control or pre-determine the learning sequence, but to serve as a
guide and mentor for students as they navigated the learning process. In all, Green
collected more than 100 hours of audio recordings capturing interactions among students.
She also interviewed study participants and conducted observations. She found that
participants engaged in peer learning and enjoyed the ability to choose music to work on,
creating a sense of autonomy and ownership. Teachers in the study also reflected on the
positive aspects of their changing role in the classroom. They noted that they were able
to view students in a new light once students were given the space to work and create
(Green, 2008).
Both studies by Jaffurs and Green highlight the inclusion of democratic action in
informal music learning settings. Through negotiating decisions such as song selection,
instrument selection, and performance execution, students create an environment in
which each person became critical to the goal of music learning (Green, 2007). Each
study points out that in a democratic learning environment, the role of the teacher will
inadvertently change. Teacher and student alike will share in growth and struggles, and
learn from each other to co-construct music-making experiences. Peter Webster
describes this change in his 1999 article on music teacher preparation:
The role of teacher is less the provider of all knowledge that is worth
knowing and much more a guide or leader of learning through the maze
that is our information age. What this means for music education is that
the model of the dominant music teacher leading an ensemble or teaching
a class by defining all content is rapidly coming to an end. (Webster, 1999,
p. 195)
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If music teachers are to embrace the knowledge and opinions of students, they
must approach learning sequences differently. Instead of scaffolding learning for
students, teachers provide students the opportunity to creatively solve problems and
develop autonomy through self-directed learning (Andrews, 2013). Vakeva and
Westerlund agree that approaching a democratic learning environment in the classroom
will require re-thinking learning contexts: “Music educators that want to apply
democratic procedures need to constantly invent new ways of co-operation and continue
to search for meaning in relation to the experience of the students and to the educational
situation and contexts” (Vakeva & Westerlund, 2007, p. 103).
The studies on informal music learning also highlight the importance of repertoire
selection. Students in Jaffurs’ and Green’s studies enjoyed learning music that held
inherent meaning for them. Valuing connections between students and music repertoire
can enhance secondary music education programs. During high school, students are
commonly seen as being musicians or non-musicians due to their familiarity with
traditional music education and large ensemble abilities (Jaffurs, 2004a). Yet, music
programs could reach all students with relevant repertoire and diverse music-making
practices found through informal music learning: “Musicians of every time have wanted
to create, perform, and listen to their own music” (Jaffurs, 2004a, p. 190).
Informal music learning practices also involve choice regarding friendship
groups. This differs from many music classes at the secondary level in which students
are grouped based on ability, instrument, voice part, or grade level. Through informal
music learning, individuals make music with friends in small groups and learn together:
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In contrast to musical genres which reproduce themselves over time by
incorporating younger practitioners into ongoing, pre-existing bodies (e.g.;
orchestras, marching bands, jazz ensembles, led by directors or conductors
and composed of older, more experienced musicians), most beginning
rock musicians have their first ensemble experience in a beginning band, a
band which is starting from scratch . . . the most striking characteristic of
the process of rock-music training is the extent to which the learning
process is a peer-based experience in which adults have little or no direct,
interactional input. (Clawson, 1991, p. 104)
Peer connections are important for developing cooperative methods of learning,
the ability to work together, and forming a group identity that overrides individual
differences (Clawson, 1991). Such skills are necessary and valuable for students at the
secondary level and can be acquired through informal music learning practices. While
group choice may operate differently in a school setting with a teacher serving as a guide,
it is important to acknowledge that students learn well when situated with other learners
with whom they are familiar.
In many ways, the processes of informal music learning stand in contrast to
processes found in most secondary music classrooms in which the majority of music
instruction happens within the large ensemble framework. However, researchers are
beginning to investigate secondary music classrooms that present alternatives to this
structure. To understand the potential impact for alternative programming and studentled music interactions, we first must understand the current state of music instruction in
secondary schools.
High School Music Involvement
Two major themes in recent research on secondary school music instruction are
relevance and reality. As educators and researchers, we must constantly assess our music
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programs to ensure that we remain relevant to the students we teach. At the same time,
many researchers are looking at the reality of music programs in terms of students served,
courses offered, and music educational outcomes. To understand assessment across the
educational landscape that surrounds programs such as Java Jam, we first need to
understand research describing the current state of music education. While many
secondary schools in the United States offer music instruction (91% during the 20082009 school year), the type and quality of these offerings are of particular interest to this
study (Parsad & Spiegelman, 2012).
Two recent studies provide helpful information on the state of music in secondary
schools. In one study, Abril and Gault (2008) surveyed secondary school principals to
investigate music programs from their perspective. Principals in the study reported their
belief that standardized testing and budget cuts have negatively affected the arts. They
also indicated that music teachers in their schools spend more time and energy teaching
to reach performance goals rather than other musical goals (such as improvisation and
composition). While most schools represented in the study had two full-time music
teachers, there was a lack of variety in course offerings. The most common course
offering was band. Alternative courses such as guitar, piano, and music technology
classes represented a small percentage of the reported music curricula (Abril & Gault,
2008). In general, the principals in this study seemed to have positive feelings toward
school music programs and seemed supportive of expanding opportunities for students.
In the other study, Elpus and Abril (2011) conducted a demographic profile on
high school music ensembles in the United States. They found that in 2004, about 21%
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of high school seniors were enrolled in music courses—a 10% decline from 1982. It
seems that factors such as finances, race, and gender were affecting school music
participation. Again, the most common offerings at the high school level were found to
be those that fit under the umbrella of large ensemble performance-based courses. Band
consistently engaged the largest percentage of students taking music courses (Elpus &
Abril, 2011). Some have argued that expanding the traditional large ensemble structure
with diverse courses and practices would effectively create relevancy in music education
(Allsup & Benedict, 2008; Williams, 2011).
Whether traditional music education offers relevancy at the secondary level, the
reality is that most secondary students do not experience any type of music education in
school. Kratus (2007) refers to the urgency with which music education needs to fill a
void for those students in an article he aptly named “Music Education at the Tipping
Point,” in which he writes, “For music education to remain relevant and provide value, it
too must change with the times” (p. 42). He highlights a study prepared by the Music for
All Foundation. This study reported the status of music education in California public
schools using data from 1999-2004. This report demonstrated a statewide decline of
students taking music classes by 505% during the given 5-year period. This was the
sharpest decline experienced by any academic subject during that timeframe. While this
report focused only on California, it highlights one area of the country in which music
education is reaching fewer students each year. Kratus argues that this decline has much
to do with relevancy and the fact that music education has become disconnected from the
prevailing culture:
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I contend that the long-term problems of music education will be fixed
neither through improved advocacy for the status quo nor with ‘music
makes you smarter’ campaigns . . . Perhaps we must just admit that music
education did not adequately change with the changing cultures in music
or in music education. (Kratus, 2007, p. 46)
Randall Allsup (2007) argues that the need for relevancy in the music education
classroom relates to the way in which we view students and approach educational
democracy. Allsup calls for progression and change through democratic principles:
“music education faces two related challenges that resist the practice of democratic
teaching and learning. These are the degree to which we prepare or train the minds of our
students and the way we teach performance skill” (Allsup, 2007, p. 54). He continues to
make the case that many music teachers approach students as if they are musically
deprived individuals, needing to be filled with certain skills through music approved by
the academy before they have “arrived” as musicians. Instead, he contends that we
should embrace students for the experience they bring to the classroom.
I can learn very little from children if I see them as empty vessels, as
deficient in the subject matter I am offering to teach. I will learn a great
deal more if I see them as growing people. But I must also see myself that
way, too. (Allsup, 2007, p. 55)
In a study (2003) on small group instrumental ensembles, Allsup describes
democratic learning in the music classroom: “Democratic learning seems to benefit both
cognitive and skills-based development while encompassing broad humanist values of
fairness and equity. After all, cooperative learning—a basic component for
organizational democracy—is the primary vehicle for the construction of knowledge”
(Allsup, 2003, p. 28). The concept of giving students space to create and make music can
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benefit them as musicians and independent thinkers:
when students are given space to explore freely, to work democratically,
they will create (from one of their musical worlds) a context about which
they are familiar, conversant, or curious . . . the materials that students
choose to explore will represent a world that is theirs, a world they
understand, a world that defines who they are. (Allsup, 2003, p. 35)
He argues that a disconnect between school music and music experienced at home
reinforces a false dichotomy of cultures that are considered to be opposing. As a
solution, he encourages music educators to create a workable space in their classroom in
which music can be created and shared (Allsup, 2003).
The call for heightened relevancy in music education to include diverse practices
and the need for thriving programs have led some to begin investigating alternatives to
traditional music curricula. Researchers have studied alternative forms for music-making
in secondary schools, particularly in small group settings in which students are creating
and arranging music. Most frequently, researchers have investigated such courses in the
curricular setting (Abramo, 2010; Abril, 2010; Beitler & Thorton, 2010; Constantine,
2010; Dammers, 2009; Gardner, 2010; Seifried, 2006; Tobias, 2012). Those studies
provide examples of music-making that do not follow the traditional large ensemble
structure usually found in secondary schools. A few of the above studies are particularly
important for this case because they detail courses in which students demonstrate
autonomy to learn and create music.
Tobias (2012) conducted a case study with the purpose of investigating the way in
which students engaged with music and acted as musicians in a songwriting and
technology course at the secondary level. Tobias used interviews, observations, and
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recording data to generate a deeper understanding of how students in the course engaged
with music as songwriters, performers, sound engineers, mix engineers, and producers.
He found that this course enabled students to view their musicianship in a holistic way:
. . . although participants had strengths and/or preferences related to
particular roles, most viewed themselves holistically as musicians.
Expanding from a large ensemble and performance-focused paradigm or
other curricular models in which students focus primarily on one musical
role to this more comprehensive approach towards teaching and learning
music requires both conceptual and structural changes across secondary
music programmes. (Tobias, 2012, p. 342)
Through learning and creating with a variety of means, students without formal
music training were able to develop as musicians. The class was structured physically
and pedagogically so students could move through these roles in a fluid manner. Tobias
found that this method of learning through multiple roles was effective due to the
constant flow of feedback, scaffolding, and facilitation on the part of the teacher (Tobias,
2012). Tobias’ study provides an example of alternative music-making at the secondary
level in which students draw upon each others’ interests and experiences to learn and
create.
Other researchers have investigated secondary music courses that provide
students with the opportunity to learn and create despite students’ music background. In
Alternative Approaches in Music Education: Case Studies from the Field, Clements
(2010) invited authors to share narrative case studies that highlight innovative practices in
music education. Each author describes
what the program consists of, why and when the program was started or
created, who participates in the program, how the program was started or
created, and any difficulties or successes during its creation and the
current successes of the program. (Clements, 2010, p. xiii)
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In this collection, Constantine (2010) investigated a high school music program in
which informally trained rock musicians work with formally trained string orchestra
members to create a rock orchestra, The Lakewood Project. The orchestra students
expand their traditional and formal music-making experiences as they create, arrange,
and improvise musically. While string players in the orchestra also participate in other
school ensembles and take private lessons, The Lakewood Project provides an alternative
music-making experience and enables them to work with peers who are not otherwise
engaged in the school music program. Additionally, the music teacher who founded the
orchestra serves as a facilitator and mentor to the students. Rehearsals, repertoire
selection, and arrangements are largely student directed. This case highlights an
alternative music-making experience that also ties curricular music-making to
extracurricular performing. Students participating in the rock orchestra are expected to
rehearse and perform regularly throughout the school year and summer (Constantine,
2010).
Another example of alternative programming at the secondary level is highlighted
in Gardner’s case study on a high school course entitled Rock Ensemble (2010). In this
course, the majority of enrolled students do not take part in the traditional music
ensemble courses at the school:
The State High Rock Ensemble is extraordinary because it is a creditbearing course in a high school music program that meets during the
regular school day. It is not an extra-curricular program or an extension of
any of the existing traditional music ensemble classes. Previous musical
experience is not necessary to participate . . . . (Gardner, 2010, p. 84)
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Students learn rock band instruments, create arrangements to popular rock songs,
and learn the technical aspects of running live sound and lighting. While the music
teacher, Mr. Robinson, directs students and keeps them on task, he also allows space for
students to practice on their own and make decisions as a group. The course culminates
in a spring concert in which students perform approximately 25 songs. It is important to
note that this course came as a direct result of a need at the high school. The need was to
find a way to include students in the music program who were interested in performing
rock music. The high school in the study had a high level of participation for the annual
extracurricular Battle of the Bands event, yet many of the participants were not a part of
the school music program. Mr. Robinson advocated for the course when he
acknowledged the number of students interested in performing rock music at his school
(Gardner, 2010). Gardner’s case study is a prime example of curricular changes resulting
from music engagement already happening among adolescents. It provides yet another
example of alternative programming that reaches additional students outside the large
ensemble model.
By investigating alternative classes such as technology and rock band classes,
researchers have shown ways music teachers can provide benefits to students by
acknowledging their musical tastes and providing a place for students who would
otherwise not be involved in school music (Seifried, 2006). Courses centered on
democratic practices in which students are decision makers can provide a place for
problem solving and development of rehearsal techniques, two important skills for
adolescents (Abramo, 2011).
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Most studies on alternative programming at the high school level are conducted in
the context of curricular music-making experiences. That is, contexts in which students
are working within normal school hours, earning grades for their work, and earning
credits at the completion of a course. However, two researchers conducted studies that
focused on informal music-making in extracurricular settings. Allsup conducted an
ethnographic study (2003) in which he gathered small groups of musicians in an
extracurricular setting for the purpose of creating and arranging music (Allsup, 2003).
His research purpose was to understand how these groups evolved and defined
themselves through the practice of composing and analyzing music. He also sought to
know how such a project was congruent with philosophies on democratic education. In
all, Allsup worked with 9 high school instrumentalists in an afterschool setting. The
instrumentalists were divided into two bands and were given the task of learning music
together.
Allsup found that the two “bands” in this study successfully created a unique
sense of community but struggled with the lack of choice pertaining to group formation.
Since the study participants were pre-determined, groups did not form naturally. Even if
the group selection process was not completely democratic, Allsup still identified many
principles of democratic education that were reflected in the practices of the study
participants. Students engaged in cooperative and peer learning throughout the study and
viewed the researcher as more of a “coach” or “friend” rather than teacher. While this
study provides valuable information on group learning in the extracurricular setting, it is
limiting in that the study includes only students with prior participation in the school
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band program. Specifically, Allsup selected only participants with intermediate or
advanced skills on their chosen instrument. Therefore, this study does not reveal much
information about the way in which students not enrolled in the music program work
within a group to make music.
Andrews (2013) conducted a study on extracurricular music-making among
primary school children. As the teacher of the study participants, her purpose was to
compare teacher-directed and group learning within an instrumental group. In this case,
she studied students in an extracurricular recorder club. She found that students had an
overwhelming sense of corporate endeavor when working within a group. They used
personal strengths and weaknesses to influence each other: “The sense of any one pupil
being the expert lessened as all pupils combined their incomplete understanding to reach
a joint solution” (Andrews, 2013, p. 141). Despite the fact that students expressed
enjoyment in working independently, they also expressed a desire for teacher input.
Andrews found that most students enjoyed a balance between “standing on their own two
feet” and having guidance from the teacher (Andrews, 2013).
Both the Allsup and the Andrews studies highlight benefits for the inclusion of
informal music learning practices in extracurricular contexts. However, there is still a
need for research on extracurricular music-making involving a variety of students. These
studies focus on students already participating in formal music tuition. While it is clear
that many researchers are beginning to focus on curricular and extracurricular programs
that present alternatives to traditional music instruction, it is important to continue to
investigate programs that expand opportunities for students not participating in school
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music. The goal for such research, and for this study, is to provide experiences that
include a greater majority of the school population: “Many in our profession have
demurred from teaching the total school population because they are too busy identifying
and teaching the talented—or because their primary concern is preparing to defeat others
in music contests” (Gerber, 1989, p. 37). Given the complex issues plaguing current
music education, it is clear that music educators need to re-think music learning and be
willing to innovate. To remain relevant and change reality, we must continue to research
and apply alternative forms of music-making.
Extracurricular Involvement
As stated previously, Java Jam is an extracurricular music event. There is a lack
of research on extracurricular participation in music among adolescents, specifically in
reference to popular styles. However, there has been much research regarding
extracurricular participation among adolescents in general. Sociologists have found
positive associations between participation in extracurricular activities and adolescent
functioning (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005). Many students in high school are involved in
extracurricular activities throughout their high school career, perhaps because many
colleges and universities use those as indications of well-roundedness. In 2002, about
28% of all high school seniors participated in some sort of extracurricular experience
pertaining to the arts specifically (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005).
Students participate in extracurricular activities for a variety of reasons (Feldman
& Matjasko, 2005). They may participate to gain support from peers and adults or to be
challenged in a way that differs from their school day experiences. Adolescents form
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their identity by developing skills, discovering preferences, and associating themselves
with others (Eccles & Barber, 1999). “Extracurricular activities offer a means to express
and explore one’s identity, generate social and human capital, and offer a challenging
setting outside of academics” (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005, p. 161).
Researchers have found that most extracurricular activities are structured in ways
that promote students’ abilities to develop identity, self-concept, and self-esteem
(Blomfield & Barber, 2009; Feldman & Matjasko, 2005). A study by Holland and Andre
(1987) linked high self-esteem among male students with participation in activities that
were likely to bring them publicity. In general, involvement in certain identity forming
activities can also lead to higher self-esteem. Researchers have found that performing
arts involvement can shape adolescent identity through self-expression. For example,
Eccles and Stone (2001) examined the relationship between identity formation and selfesteem and found that performing arts involvement as a pro-social activity may be seen
as the highest expression of individuality. Individuality helps shape identity and can
contribute to high levels of self-esteem. Developments in identity and self-esteem in turn
help students positively contribute to the greater school community: “Extracurricular
activities can facilitate adolescents’ developmental need for social relatedness and can
contribute to one’s identity as an important and valued member of the school
community” (Eccles & Barber, 1999, p. 29).
Researchers have investigated extracurricular involvement and its affect on
adulthood. In regard to leadership skills, it seems that mentorship within the framework
of an extracurricular activity greatly affects the way in which adolescents view their own
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leadership skills. Parental support has also been found to be a significant predictor in
students’ perceptions of their leadership skills in such activities (Hancock, Hyjer Dyk, &
Jones, 2012). Extracurricular involvement has positive correlations to educational, civic,
and occupational successes in young adulthood. These outcomes are positively
correlated with the duration and intensity of involvement (Gardner, Roth, & BrooksGunn, 2008). In general, it seems that extracurriculars teach skills that students need for
adulthood (Kronholz, 2012).
Extracurricular involvement not only affects students in terms of social skills and
skills that benefit adulthood, it also affects academics. Extracurriculars can produce
positive results among adolescents because they provide additional structured time with
adults and can make school more enjoyable for students who may otherwise dislike
school or are disconnected from the school culture (Kronholz, 2012). Recent research on
extracurricular involvement and academic achievement includes specific studies related
to literacy and numeracy (Shulruf, Tumen, & Tolley, 2008), sports and academic
achievement (Broh, 2002), and academic success in relation to socioeconomic status and
program availability (Covay & Carbonaro, 2010; Stearns & Glennie, 2010).
Despite budgetary cuts and other pressing issues affecting education,
extracurricular involvement is extremely important to student development and should be
sustained (Paterson, 2012). Such activities “provide opportunities for meaningful
participation, including a sense of ownership, autonomy, and relatedness, according to
the adolescents” (Westling, Pyhalot, Pietarinen, & Soini, 2013, p. 33). These positive
factors should continue to be a focus for more research given the mutable nature of
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society and education. Currently, most extracurricular research focuses on sports
involvement (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005); there is a need for research in other areas of
participation, such as performing arts extracurricular involvement. There is also a need
for research on specific forms of extracurricular involvement. Many studies lump all
extracurricular activities together (Holland & Andre, 1987) and there is a paucity of
research focusing specifically on music performance. Researchers have shown that
performing arts involvement can promote pro-social behavior (Eccles & Barber, 1999)
but there is not much research about other effects from extracurricular music
participation. Additionally, there is research examining extracurricular instrumental
groups comprised of music students (Allsup, 2003; Andrews, 2013), but there is a need
for similar studies involving all students.
Researchers who study afterschool music engagement may fill an important void
in the current literature on extracurricular involvement at the secondary level. Some
researchers have called for extracurricular research through a more person-centered
analysis that focuses on the activity as it actually occurs (Farb & Matjasko, 2012). The
Java Jam case study will help accomplish that charge through a thorough investigation of
personal experiences with Java Jam. If extracurricular activities create a place at school
where students can learn important skills outside of the classroom (Covay & Carbonaro,
2010), understanding the function and significance of such activities may help the field of
music education tip toward relevancy rather than obscurity. This case study will add to
the body of existing literature by examining an extracurricular music performance event
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that touches on informal music learning, alternative types of music-making in the school
setting, and extracurricular arts involvement.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
Case Study Research
For this study, a qualitative case study design was the best fit to understand the
function and significance of Java Jam. In the book, The Art of Case Study Research,
Robert Stake defines case study as “the study of the particularity and complexity of a
single case, coming to understand its activity within important circumstances” (Stake,
1995, p. xi). With a case study design, Stake explains that the complexities of the case
can be investigated and described for further application. In the field of general
education, a case study detailing an educational program can be beneficial for replication.
It can also provide an in-depth understanding of the case as reported by those involved
with the case.
A case study exists within a bounded system (Creswell, 2007; Stake, 1995; Yin,
2009), meaning, “the case or cases being studied are fixed in time and place and have
identifiable confines such as a program, an event, an activity, or an individual”
(Birnbaum, Emig, & Fisher, 2005, p. 126). In this study, the case was bound by time and
place. Each of these boundaries will be described further in this chapter. In conducting
this case study, I chose to view the case as an intrinsic case:
It is not unusual for the choice of case to be no ‘choice at all’. . . the case
is given. We are interested in it, not because by studying it we learn about
other cases or about some general problem, but because we need to learn
about that particular case. We have an intrinsic interest in the case, and
we may call our work intrinsic case study. (Stake, 1995, p. 3)
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In this study, the case itself was of primary interest. It was not of secondary
interest in order to help explain a greater phenomenon or other cases. Therefore, this
study is considered an instrinsic case study.
Background on the Study Site
Pikeford High School (PHS) is a small public high school located just outside a
large city in the Northeast region of the United States. PHS contains only three district
public schools: one elementary, one middle, and one high school. In the 2013-2014
academic year, 734 students in 9th-12th grade attended the school. PHS is a suburban
school in an upper middle class neighborhood with a largely white population.
Specifically, during the 2013-2014 school year, the high school enrollment consisted of:
White (81.33%), Asian (14.58%), Black or African American (2.04%), Hispanic (1.36%),
and Multi-Racial (0.68%) students. The school boasts a strong academic focus with a
99% graduation rate.2
During the 2013-2014 school year, a total of 452 PHS students were enrolled in
music courses. Of that number, 189 students were enrolled in large ensemble instruction
(the largest percentage were in band), 87 students took elective courses, and 176 students
were enrolled in the compulsory Art, Music and Culture course. The curricular ensemble
offerings consisted of 9th grade Concert Band, Symphonic Band, Wind Ensemble, String
Orchestra, and Concert Choir. Music electives offerings at PHS change based on demand

2

Demographic information for PHS was obtained through the school district’s human
resources department. In order to maintain anonymity for the school district, this
resource is not cited.
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and teacher availability. During the 2013-2014 school year, the following electives were
offered: Piano Lab, Beginning Guitar, AP Music Theory, Jazz Improvisation, Singing &
Vocalization, and Advanced Guitar. Additionally, all students at PHS are required to take
a semester long course entitled Art, Music and Culture. This art and music appreciation
course is co-taught by the art and music departments. Art, Music and Culture is
traditionally offered during the sophomore year. My teaching load in the 2013-2014
school year consisted of Art, Music, and Culture; Beginning Guitar; Advanced Guitar;
and String Orchestra.
Design
Because Java Jam is a school-based event with established traditions and
timelines within a given school year, some aspects of the overarching design and
structure of this case study were predetermined. However, throughout the study I
acknowledged the following:
The research process for qualitative researchers is emergent. This means
that the initial plan for research cannot be tightly prescribed, and that all
phases of the process may change or shift after the researchers enter the
field and begin to collect data. (Creswell, 2007, p. 39)
I focused the study on the preparation process for the 17th annual Java Jam
during the 2013-2014 school year. I also invited participants to reflect on past Java Jam
events, especially the 2013 Java Jam. Throughout the data collection and analysis, I
remained flexible. Prior to conducting any research, I obtained permission from The
Pikeford School District and Temple University’s Institutional Review Board
(APPENDIX A). First, I was aware that the success of the study was critically dependent
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on the compliance of The Pikeford School District and Tony T., the teacher who founded
and runs Java Jam. I have known Tony professionally since I began teaching in 2007. In
the spring of 2013, I approached Tony and asked if he would be willing to be a part of a
case study investigating Java Jam. He enthusiastically agreed. Next, I approached my
principal and superintendent in person and in writing. After addressing areas of concern
involving confidentiality and study benefits, both parties granted me their approval. My
superintendent proposed the study to the district school board at their monthly meeting in
June. The study received a positive reception and the board granted written permission
for the study on June 5, 2013 (APPENDIX B).
I received research approval from the Temple University Institutional Review
Board on September 12, 2013 and began data collection. To gain a holistic view of the
case, I used multiple sources of data (Creswell, 2007), shown in Table 1. In total, data
collection lasted from September 2013 through February 2014 with the annual Java Jam
event. I viewed the case as bounded by time (the 2013-2014 school year) and space
(Pikeford High School). While I did collect archival footage and other data from
correspondences that occurred outside the school, all data was relevant to the event.
Additionally, I chose participants who had either prior or current experience with the
case.
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Table 1
Data Collection Types, Methods, and Timeframe
Data Type
Method of Collection
Most participants were
Personal Interviews
interviewed after school
hours in the school
building. One alumni
interview was conducted at
a coffee shop and one
teacher interview was
conducted at her home.
Student participants
Focus Group Session
attended a focus group
session in the school
building after school hours.
I observed students
Direct Observations
rehearsing in my classroom
and hallway during and
after the school day.
I searched for archival
Archival Records:
-Youtube videos
records and requested them
from study participants
-Email correspondences
through email or face-to-Text messages
face interactions.
-Flyers
-Student created lead sheets
-Social Media interactions
I observed audio and video
Indirect Observations
recordings of student
practice sessions.
Throughout the study, I
Researcher Journal
documented my thoughts
and reactions as part of
reflective analysis.

Time of Collection
October 2013February 2014
(Most of the interviews
were conducted during
October, 2013)
November 13, 2013

October 2013February 2014
October 2013February 2014
(Most records were
collected between
November, 2013 and
February, 2014)
October 2013February 2014
October 2013February 2014

Although participants generated a variety of data for the study, I derived the
majority of the findings from interview data. For participant sampling, I employed
“purposeful sampling” and “snowball sampling” techniques. Having known some of the
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individuals involved with Java Jam, I first sought to enroll a wide range of participants
that I knew would represent varying perspectives relative to the case. My attempt was to
engage in purposeful maximal sampling (Creswell, 2007). I also wanted to sample from
participants who were unfamiliar to me. To do this, I used snowball sampling by asking
students and teachers participating in the study to identify possible participants (Creswell,
2007). To gain a holistic view of the case from a variety of participant types, I sought to
enroll an inclusive participant population: students, alumni, teachers, administrators, and
parents. However, the majority of participants were students.
Once I identified participants, I invited them to participate in the study. I
communicated with potential participants either face-to-face or via email, depending on
my proximity to the participant. If a participant expressed interest, I gave her/him a letter
(APPENDIX C) detailing the study with necessary consent and/or assent forms to sign
(APPENDIX D). If a participant consented/assented to study participation, we
determined a time and date for an interview. In all, I interviewed 24 Pikeford High
School community members and included them in the study. The participants are shown
in table 2.
Table 2
Participant Names, Categories, and Roles in Java Jam
Name
Participant Category
1. Caroline G.
12th grade student; Female
2. Caroline M.
11th grade student; Female
3. Chris
12th grade student; Male
4. Jenn
5. Joey
6. Karina

11th grade student; Female
10th grade student, Male
10th grade student; Female
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Role in Java Jam
Performer (3 years)
Performer (3 years)
Performer (2 years)
Tech Crew (4 years)
Performer (2 years)
Performer (1st year)
Performer (1st year)

Table 2
Continued
Name
7. Matt
8. Michelle
9. Ruth
10. Shane
11. Tyler
12. Vince
13. Erin
14. Jess B.
15. Jess S.

16. Sandy
17. Tom
18. Tony
19. Dina
20. Mike
21. Glen
22. Julian
23. Teddy
24. Julien

Participant Category
12th grade student; Male
10th grade student; Female
10th grade student; Female
11th grade student; Male
12th grade student; Male
10th grade student; Male
Full time music teacher at
PHS; Male
Full time special education
teacher at PHS; Female
Full time music teacher at
PHS (on maternity leave
during 2013-2014 school
year); Female
Half time Spanish teacher at
PHS; Female
Full time English teacher at
PHS; Male
Full time science teacher at
PHS; Male
Parent of Tyler; Female
Parent of alumni who
performed at Java Jam;
Male
PHS alumni; current college
graduate and music
educator; Male
PHS alumni; currently
performing as a singer
songwriter; Male
PHS alumni, currently
pursuing a college degree;
Male
Principal at PHS; Former
PHS German teacher;
Female
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Role in Java Jam
Performer (2 years)
Tech Crew (4 years)
Performer (2 years)
Performer (2 years)
Performer (1st year)
Performer (3 years)
Performer (2 years)
Attendee
Attendee
Attendee

Attendee/Teacher performer
Attendee/Teacher performer
Founder/Director
Attendee
Assists with A/V
Attendee
Assists with A/V
Performer
Performer
Performer
Attendee

Note. Participants are ordered according to category and are alphabetized by their first
name within each category. To maintain anonymity, participants’ last names are omitted.
I prepared general questions that guided the semi-structured personal interviews
(APPENDIX E). I developed these questions to answer the larger research questions.
However, many additional questions emerged during the interviews based on participant
responses. Each interview lasted approximately 15 to 60 minutes. I recorded personal
interviews on a Tascam DR-40 audio recorder and filmed on a Canon EOS 60D camera.
I, along with two transcribers, transcribed each interview and saved them as word
documents. Participants received a copy of their transcription and were encouraged to
review the data. They were also given the opportunity to clarify, change, or omit
anything that was said during the interview. All participants replied positively to the
transcriptions and no one requested changes. During the interviews, I tried to maintain a
positive rapport with participants. I would begin each interview with casual conversation
to make the participant feel comfortable before I began recording the formal interview. I
made it clear that study participation and interview data (or their decision to withdraw
from Java Jam or the study) would not affect my relationship with any of the study
participants.
Once the majority of the interviews were complete, I determined a time for a
focus group session involving students. Students were invited to come to the session via
email and face-to-face invitations. I derived questions for the focus group from themes
that emerged during the initial interviews (APPENDIX F). I used the focus group session
to expand and possibly disconfirm my assumed connections (Creswell, 2007). The focus
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group session occurred after school in my classroom. Students were given time to
socialize over pizza and drinks before the session started. In all, 10 students (out of 12)
came to the focus group session. The session was audio recorded, and I selectively
transcribed data based on relevancy to the case analysis. I sent all focus group data used
in the study to participants to member check. I stored all data on my personal laptop and
kept backup files on an external hard drive.
Analysis
Consistent with other qualitative studies, I viewed data analysis as an iterative and
reflexive process in which analysis occurred throughout the data collection period (Stake,
1995). During analysis, I viewed the case holistically in order to prepare a detailed
description and provide emergent themes from the case. When viewing interview
transcriptions and other forms of data, I sought to ignore my pre-determined ideas of
Java Jam in order to have an objective view of themes that emerged from the text. I
employed methods of direct interpretation and categorical aggregation to analyze the data
(Creswell, 2007). Through categorical aggregation, I established themes and patterns and
also used direct interpretation to draw meaning from single instances within the data.
To analyze the interview transcriptions, I created in vivo codes. These codes
were generated to ensure that the concepts reflected research participants’ own words and
included terms used by participants (King, 2008). I then transferred these codes to larger,
thematic codes. All of the codes were then recorded on a spreadsheet in which I
compared themes and data among each participant. Next, I grouped recurring themes and
took verbatim quotes from the text that served as an example for each theme. I classified
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the data into descriptive information about the case and thematic information relating to
specific research questions.
In Chapters 4 and 5, I report my findings as a case description, thematic analysis,
and interpretation of findings and assertions. I consider the findings “lessons learned”
from the case. In reporting findings, I attempt to present an in-depth picture of the case
using narrative and descriptive text. The description of the case alternates between a
first-person account of Java Jam 2014 and a third-person description through data
analysis. I write persuasively to capture the sense of “being at PHS,” in an effort to bring
the reader into the experience of the case (Creswell, 2007). In general, I attempt to
achieve a balance between descriptive and first-person analysis, between conceptual and
practical applications (Barrett, 2007).
Triangulation
Throughout the study, I employed multiple methods of triangulation in order to
ensure validity. I used data source triangulation by comparing material among
participants and also referring to prior case studies (Stake, 1995). I used investigator
triangulation by having an outside investigator from my institution view the data and
confirm or deny assertions. And lastly, I used methodological triangulation through
multiple methods of data collection. I investigated themes and assertions through
multiple data sources for confirmation or denial.
I continually member checked with study participants throughout the study
(Stake, 1995). All participants were given the opportunity to review their interview
transcript and make edits. I also provided study participants with a review of the rough
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draft of the dissertation, highlighting the portions directly associated with a participant’s
contributions, asking them to decide whether I properly represented the beliefs and values
of each participant.
Results
As a qualitative study, the findings of this study will not be generalizable. This
case study offers a unique view into an alternative extracurricular music program at the
secondary level.
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CHAPTER 4
JAVA JAM: THE CASE
3:30 PM: It has been an hour
February 27th, 2014
3:30 P.M.
It has been an hour since the final bell rang, signaling the end of the school day
and declaring the beginning of the frenzy that Java Jam setup creates. The school fills
with students practicing in hallways and classrooms. I leave my room where five
students, including Ruth, work on perfecting the song, “Pompeii,” for their performance
tonight. Most of them are performing at Java Jam for the first time and are clearly
nervous. They’ve asked me to listen to their performance multiple times and give them
feedback so they can keep improving. When I leave the room, I notice there are a few
keyboards plugged into the wall throughout the hallway and students are singing and
playing guitars around them. Passing by the auditorium, I watch students load a dolly
with lights and sound equipment to take to the cafeteria.
On my way to the cafeteria, I pass many Java Jam participants. Some look
engaged and determined with a clear goal for grabbing gear or moving instruments.
Others wander aimlessly, and I direct them to the cafeteria to find a job for setup. When
I arrive at the cafeteria, the room is abuzz. Tony is running around, uncharacteristically
giving orders: “We need tables! More tables…,” “Go help the tech guys grab
equipment,” “We need to set up the food,” “We are supposed to start sound checking
now. Why aren’t we ready?” The room is mostly empty compared to its usual state
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during the school day. Students have covered the ceiling and walls with black paper and
black fabric. All of the windows are blocked as well. There are carpet squares lining the
floor and few couches/chairs facing a small stage. The tech crew is setting up wires and
lighting, passing everything to a sound board in the back of the room facing the stage.
Erin, my colleague and high school band director, emerges from the cafeteria
kitchen. He is helping students brew coffee for the event and tells Tony that he is making
the students dilute what he calls, “rocket fuel.” He laughs at the fact that many of these
students have never brewed coffee before this event. I ask him about his role in the setup
process, and he states that he’s there to do whatever Tony tells him to do. Now it’s 3:45,
and at this point, it’s hard to believe that the event is slated to start in just three short
hours. At the entrance to the cafeteria, students are setting up tables to collect the $10
admission charge. On the far end of the room, a couple of parents and a few of the
senior class officers prepare tables for coffee and treats.
Students begin to arrive in the space with instrument cases. Today, all of the
large groups will sound check before the actual event. Anyone performing on a single
instrument like keyboard or guitar will not sound check prior to performing. In a couple
of hours, the setup will be complete and over 300 attendees will begin arriving, staking
their claim to a spot on the carpet, or a couch (if they’re lucky) to witness the 17th annual
Java Jam . . .
In 1997, Tony T. took his first full time teaching job at Pikeford High School as a
science teacher. He grew up with a strong interest in music but usually felt more
comfortable helping “behind the scenes” with performances than actually performing.
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But, as a music hobbyist, his lifelong love for music kept him interested in performance
throughout the years:
TONY: . . . if like every band has a guitar tech that wishes he could
actually play, that would probably be me. And I’ve been trying to play
ever since, but I get there, and then I get the calluses on my hand, and then
they go away ‘cause I can’t stay with it, and stuff. It’s work. I wanna play
some day, I can play a little.
As a first-year teacher, Tony was only a few years older than his students but
continuously looked for ways to connect with his students in the science classroom. He
soon found that music could bring them together. He reflected that many of his musical
interests coincided with his students’ at that time, given the small age gap between them.
He invited students to choose music to listen to while they were working on labs and used
music to explain principles in physics. He used personal experience from performing and
going to concerts to influence his lessons. For example, Tony would discuss feeling bass
vibrations in a loud rock concert to introduce frequency. He would ask students to offer
similar experiences. Through making connections with students in his classes, he found
that there were many students at PHS who loved to play music and had no outlet for it:
TONY: . . . and rock was big in Pikeford back then, and it kinda is big
now, but those kids were always looking for something to do. And I had
always said we should have some type of event for kids, ‘cause you’d see
them playing guitar in the hallways . . . and I was just like, “You guys
sound great. We should totally do something with this.”
Having lived in the city and attended concerts and open mic nights at coffee
shops, Tony thought it might work to bring an acoustic, coffee-house style atmosphere to
PHS. Tony started working with another teacher who was the senior class advisor. They
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decided to start Java Jam as a fundraiser for the senior class. From the very first year,
Tony envisioned that this night would be informal.
Java Jam began at a time when PHS did not have a strong music program in
general. The ensembles were quite small, and there were few music electives offered at
the high school level. There was only one full-time music staff member who ran a small
choral program with about 15 students. Other music staff members at the middle school
“plugged leaks” at PHS by running a small band program (fewer than 10 students) and an
extracurricular orchestra program. At the same time Tony began working at PHS, the
principal hired a new music teacher, Erin, to grow the concert band program by recruiting
more students.
During that first year teaching, Tony and Erin were roommates. Immediately,
they shared enthusiasm for the concept of Java Jam. From the very beginning, there was
collaboration between Tony and Erin to bring the event to fruition.
ERIN: . . . we talked about it. I mean, there’s someone that wants to start
something . . . obviously he’s a physics teacher, but he understands the
value of music. He’s someone who’s very educated about music and can
actually have a very intelligent conversation with you about music, and
also understands the importance of music in the schools, in his own
children’s lives. He gets it. So the idea was to give the kids an outlet to
just perform for each other, in an atmosphere that’s not forced and allow
them to choose what they want to play.
The camaraderie between Tony and Erin made it possible for Tony to begin a
music event that was supported by the music staff at PHS. This mutual support between
Tony and Erin has lasted throughout the years and is integral to the success of Java Jam.
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The initial preparation for Java Jam was extensive, as it took effort on the part of
Tony and his students to gain permission to hold the event. Tony worked to educate
administrators about the event, describing its potential positive outcomes: Java Jam could
provide a space for students to engage in a positive school event while raising money for
the senior class. From the start, he realized the need to combat stereotypes about
behavior at this type of event:
TONY: Well, it gives off the vibe that it’s just a bunch of kids hanging out
in a low-lighting room with candles, playing laidback music, and
everybody’s just hanging out. It unfortunately comes with certain
connotations, which we’ve never found to be true. I mean, we’ve done it
every year since ninety-eight, and we’ve never had trouble.
After the initial year, Tony noted that the event became a well-respected High School
event, and he no longer had to make the case for its existence.
Once the principal gave Tony permission to hold the event as a senior-class
fundraiser, Tony began planning with a few dedicated students. These were students who
were passionate about performing music in this type of setting and wanted to work to
make the event a reality. They chose the cafeteria for the venue. On the night of the
event, they transformed the room with dim lighting and covered the windows with black
drapes. Students brought stools and guitars, and attendees were encouraged to bring
bean-bags or sit on the floor. Tony positioned himself with the students and performed
alongside a few acts. The entire night was acoustic:
TONY: . . . back then it was literally unmic’d, no amps, and that’s why we
went all acoustic. The kids came in with a couple of stools and they just
played, and they sang, and it was great . And it was, in some ways it was
more fun because it was so like, just organic. And, just, I felt like the kids
could replicate it at home, and I’d say, “Hey, you could carry these lessons
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home. And you guys could do this in your basement instead of going to
parties and losing your mind, maybe you could actually be productive in
things.” So that’s kinda what that first year looked like.
ERIN: [about the first year] It was obvious right away that it was going to
be something that we were going to do every year.
For 17 years, the event has involved a large percentage of the PHS community.
At the 2014 Java Jam, it was clear that this event continues to further Tony’s initial
mission of involving a variety of students in music-making.
6:45 PM: Standing at the soundboard
February 27th, 2014
6:45 P.M.
Standing at the soundboard, I notice the busy cafeteria. Dark walls, couches, and
Christmas lights all work together to transform the normally drab space. There is
laughter and chatter filling the air with excitement and anticipation. Tony offers a few
last minute instructions to students running the show and approaches the stage.
Grabbing the microphone, he asks everyone to listen. “Welcome to the 17th annual Java
Jam.” I hear cheers ring throughout the room. Tony continues, providing a brief history
of Java Jam and explaining the importance of this event. Next, he introduces the first
performer and makes his exit.
I look around the room. Even though the night is just beginning, there are so
many people here, waiting to hear music. I think about this event and its popularity at
PHS. So many students know about Java Jam; most of that is due to word-of-mouth
promotion. There aren’t any fancy commercials on the morning announcements. Few
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posters hang on the walls the week of the event, with minimal information. Tony doesn’t
send out an email to staff before the event, as some teachers do for other school events.
Still, all of these people know about Java Jam. “Are you going to Java Jam?” is a
question I’ve heard many times during my career at PHS. I remember being asked that
question on the first day of school in 2013. Teddy, a senior, came to my room to ask
about my summer and ask if I was going to Java Jam. The event, 5 months away at the
time, was in the forefront of his mind when he returned to school. Students like Teddy
feed this event. They promote it, they make connections, and help sustain it each year.
I think back on the past year and the music-making I have been able to witness.
So many students here tonight have worked together since the fall to perfect their Java
Jam performance. Others have eagerly anticipated watching their friends perform. I
think about the fact that this one-night event affects so many students during the school
year. Java Jam is more than an event. With it comes an entire culture that has shaped
how the event functions . . .
From Java Jam’s inception, its success has been highly dependent on student
participation and input. Tony had a core group of students in 1997 that worked to get the
event off the ground. Since then, students have recruited, set up, and run Java Jam.
Long before the event comes to fruition each year, students begin making plans to
attend or perform in Java Jam. To spread the word about the event, Tony and student
organizers rely heavily on word-of-mouth promotion. Most of the participants in this
study either heard of Java Jam from Tony directly or from other students who were
previously involved. Even with the prevalence of social media and other types of
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technological connectivity, students still largely learn about Java Jam through personal
connections.
TONY: I sort of like letting, just, the people talk about it, you know? I
mean, we could be making big websites and commercials every single day
on the announcements, but I sorta just want it to grow from kids talking to
one another. And if they wanna come, then they’re gonna come. I
probably could make a couple more bucks, I guess, if we pushed harder,
but normally it’s the kids playing guitar in the hallways, and they talk . . .
word of mouth is still, even with the internet, and vine, and twitter, and
instagram, it’s still best to have one human being telling another human
being about this event.
As a word-of-mouth proponent for Java Jam, Tony invites many students to
attend. Tyler, now a senior at PHS, remembered when he was a freshman, and Tony
invited him to Java Jam :
TYLER: So I had always known him [Tony] so we were friendly, and he
was like, “are you coming to Java Jam?” And I was like, “What’s that?”
And he told me and I was like, “Yeah, I’ll go.”
Other students heard about Java Jam from friends. Caroline G. started attending Java
Jam her freshman year:
CAROLINE G: I think just people were talking about it saying it was a
really fun event and everybody—everybody went so I had to go.
Teddy, a 2013 graduate, described the first time he heard about Java Jam and attended:
TEDDY: It was my freshman year. As soon as I got to high school, um…
a lot of my friends that I made after starting making music, they were a
couple years older than me. And…they, they did Java Jam. You know, I
didn’t know what Java Jam was. I didn’t know who Tony was, or
anything. And, you know…a friend of mine, he asked me if I wanted to
come to Java Jam. So I said, “sure.”
Even teachers like Jess B. hear about Java Jam from face-to-face communication with
their students:
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JESS B: And you know, you hear about it, the students talking about it.
Or, students in my class talking about how they were involved in it…
Students also find out about Java Jam through avenues such as social media or
influence from siblings. At times, students know about Java Jam before they even reach
the high school.
KARINA: I was friends with Jilian3, and I saw a video on Facebook of
Jilian. And it said, “Jilian and Teddy at Java Jam,” and that’s how I found
out about it. And I just watched all of the videos, and I wanted to do it,
like, ever since.
MICHELLE: . . . ‘cause I knew what Java Jam was before I came here
[the high school] . . . ‘cause my sister and brother used to, like, come to it
and used to tell me about it.
Many times, students discuss Java Jam long before the February event. During
the 2013-2014 school year, I witnessed students rehearsing on nearly a daily basis to
prepare for Java Jam. Participants described the way in which they prepared for the
event. In October, Michelle was already beginning to plan her performance and shared
her ideas for Java Jam 2014.
MICHELLE: Oh, I thought about doing, um, “Can’t Take My Eyes Off of
You,” by Lauryn Hill. But, um, I just, like, heard that last week, so I’m
not sure. It kind of goes in phases, like, one week I wanna do this song,
one week I wanna do a completely different style . . . I think me and Tyler
are gonna do a duet this year. We haven’t figured out what song, but we
are already talked about doing a duet, and . . . people have been asking me
to sing for them a lot . . . literally just as I was coming here, someone
asked me if I would.
Like Michelle, many students spend the majority of the school year discussing
plans for Java Jam, practicing a variety of songs, and putting a group together. Most
students perform with others, and they usually perform cover songs. Occasionally,
3

Names of non-participants have been intentionally changed to maintain anonymity.
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students perform original music. It seems that in preparing for Java Jam, students focus
on picking music that the crowd will enjoy (usually popular songs that are familiar to
most of the student body) and on picking the right group to perform with. Students
practice individually and work on parts to bring together for the full group. Caroline G.
performed in a large group in 2013. She described their practicing habits:
CAROLINE G: We practiced after school a lot. Um, I think we went to
Matt’s house one day after school, and we stayed after school a lot…and
then we did a lot of work on our own, because it was busy, with
homework and everything. So it was more just, we’d practice our parts
and then we came together a couple times.
Many students learn music for Java Jam using online tutorials, learning by ear, or
learning from peers. This is especially true among students who are informally trained in
music and have had little experience with school music. Ruth described her learning
process for a 2013 Java Jam performance in which she sang and accompanied herself on
the piano:
RUTH: . . . well, mostly by ear . . . listen to the chords in the background
and then kind of figure it out like by what it sounds, and I just listen to the
same song over and over again.
Other students approach the music-learning process using skills they’ve acquired
through formal music training. Chris led a group in 2013. He described spending time
transcribing a song before bringing it to the rest of his group. Because he and his group
members were all formally trained and could read lead sheets, he believed that this was
the most effective way to learn the song quickly. In 2014, Chris’ group also used social
networking to prepare for Java Jam and learn songs. They used a Facebook group to
discuss song selection, choose the key of the song, negotiate lyric changes, and figure out
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the chord progression. As with other groups, once the initial planning phase was
complete, Chris’ group came together to practice the music.
Some parents are involved in the preparation process and have resources at home,
making it easier for their children to prepare for Java Jam. Dina explained the
preparation for Java Jam involving her son, Tyler:
DINA: My husband built a soundproof music room down there [in the
basement] and he’s set up with an editing station and you know, a
microphone and all his guitars are down there. So he [Tyler] would have
the freshman students come and they would have rehearsals there so they
were uninterrupted . . . and I went down and would see them and they
would ask my advice, they would record it and they would ask my advice
. . . It was really rewarding to watch him [Tyler] interact with the
underclassmen.
Tyler recruited two freshman, Michelle and Vince, to perform with him in 2013
and they practiced in Tyler’s basement. Michelle talked about specific ways their group
rehearsed to prepare for the event:
MICHELLE: I mean, there was a lot of practicing, but . . . it wasn’t like
how in music class, you know . . . “OK. We’re gonna learn this part and
this part and this part.” It just, like, we did it at once, and worked on what
we needed to work on, and then, I thought it came together easily. I think
that’s kind of what I liked, that we didn’t have to [learn it] piece by piece.
We had to just, kind of learn on our own and figure out what we need to
work on ourselves. And then, when we figured out what we needed to
work on, we could figure out what we needed to work on as a whole. . .
But, I liked the idea of learning by myself, ‘cause I feel like sometimes,
like, music class, it’s kind of, like, intimidating when you’re with a big
group of people, and you have to figure it out . . .in front of everyone. It’s
kind of intimidating, so . . . I like the idea that I can just do it on my own.
Preparing for Java Jam affects the music-making activities of students throughout
the year. As they prepare Java Jam, they also develop autonomy, learn to self assess,
learn to peer critique, and expand their music-making experiences in general. Through
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observations and conversations, I noted that Java Jam participation helped develop
overall musicianship. It provided students with a clear goal for which they could practice
and improve. Their participation in Java Jam increased both the frequency and quality of
their music-making throughout the year.
Java Jam seems to affect the way students view their music-making in terms of
progress. Because the majority of the preparation for the event is student driven, students
learn to self-assess their progress and set goals for the following year. This process helps
students learn to be reflective and self-critical about their music-making. In the reflection
cycle, they increase their intentionality to ensure a successful performance, including
repertoire selection, who to perform with, how to perform, and how to improve. Caroline
M. used her experience with Java Jam 2013 to influence her next performance and select
a song that would be better to perform at Java Jam 2014:
CAROLINE M: [on being disappointed with last year’s performance]:
‘Cause, like, we had the other song down so well, and, it was easy, too, to
play. And the other song was definitely more challenging, and much
faster, and, it was just harder . . . It was a cooler song, that’s what attracted
us to it. But, the performance wasn’t as good as I hoped it would be . . .
Chris, who played in two groups in 2013, explained why his second group, a jazz trio,
was less successful then his first group, a large band playing pop tunes:
CHRIS: . . . we were also less prepared, and brought less energy in that
group to the stage. And I think it, it would have been better in the middle,
or in nearer to the beginning of the show. It was the second to last act . . .
Yeah. I don’t think that that, uh, a jazz trio like that will happen again.
So it will be mostly the bigger group, probably doing two songs again.
Caroline M. also mentioned that preparation would be key for succeeding in 2014:
CAROLINE M: Yeah. We’re gonna be more prepared this year . . .
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It seems that many students view Java Jam as a chance to work harder musically
and to take risks, even learning new instruments. Chris, a bass player, learned the ukulele
and banjo to play at Java Jam 2014. Tyler saw his favorite guitarist perform with a
harmonica and decided to learn harmonica for Java Jam. Other students talked about
their desire to try new things musically at Java Jam due to the fact that it was a safe and
supportive environment.
Multiple participants noted the freedom and creativity found through preparation
for Java Jam. Preparing for Java Jam gave students the opportunity to explore and make
mistakes. Many students change songs throughout the course of Java Jam preparation
and take part in a series of “trial and error” rehearsals before they decide on repertoire,
arrangement, and group members. This freedom to experiment and even fail leads to
greater confidence once students succeed and perform at the event.
Java Jam participation seems to influence the way students approach other types
of music-making. Students involved in large ensembles at PHS claimed that Java Jam
participation helped them learn music by ear and grow more confident in making musical
decisions on their own. Caroline G. talked about how the ability to improvise and
perform popular music helped her in other areas:
CAROLINE G: [Improvising] made me more confident in my classical
playing too . . . Because if I feel like, if I can play a song that I don’t even
know and that I don’t even know the notes to or what is going to come
next, then I can play things that are already written out for me.
Given that most students perform at Java Jam in groups, the preparation process
involves peer critique to improve music-making. Students rely on feedback from their
friends to improve throughout the year and prepare for the event. Ruth relied on others
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during her freshman year to provide criticism and support during the preparation process.
RUTH: . . . me, Michelle, Vince and Kerry, sometimes we would just kind
of stay after school and just practice and Michelle and Vince were singing
a duet and then, so I would listen to them and we’d critique each other and
it was really cool because I got close to them through that because I didn’t
talk to them before Java Jam, so . . . It was definitely a good experience….
Yeah, we kind of kept each other in check, like, “Okay guys we have to
practice,” because otherwise we would’ve all forgotten about it and just
sang the day of, so . . . It was cool because we—it was like support there
so like when you did mess up it was like, “Okay this is what you could
probably do to make it better,” so it was definitely a cool way of getting
better.
Ruth’s comments provide an example of students learning to work together to
make music and become better musicians. This is key to the music-making process for
students involved in Java Jam. Learning within a group context helps them develop as
musicians. Karina, an informally trained musician, began practicing in October 2013 for
Java Jam 2014 and described the preparation process.
KARINA: We practiced last week. . . . [about working together] It was
actually a lot easier than I expected. ‘Cause Alex picked up the song really
fast and so did Jacob. So I helped them with, like, the tempo, and slowing it
down, and, like, speeding it up during the chorus and the intro, and, um, it was
just a really fast process, and I was surprised, and, like, I incorporated the
singing in it, too, because it helped them to figure out how the beat is
supposed to sound.
Simply operating within a group seems to have positive affects on students
involved in Java Jam. Many students talked about enjoying the social aspect of
performing in Java Jam because it diminishes the pressure they would feel if they were
performing alone. Students seek friends to perform with, or are approached by other
students in the school looking for skills that they can offer. Although solo acts are
welcome at Java Jam, most participants mentioned the preference to perform with others.
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While preparing for his first performance, Joey stated that he was looking for people to
perform with and that he would rather perform in a group:
JOEY: . . . it’s just I’d rather have someone up with me, instead of just
being up there. It’s not—I could do it alone, but I’d rather have someone
up with me.
For students involved in music classes, making connections and finding others to
play with can be easy. However, there are many students that do not have such
connections and therefore have to put themselves in vulnerable situations in order to
make new friends and play music with others. Many students described the way they
began performing with others at Java Jam. In a number of instances, relationships
formed as a result of performing in Java Jam that did not exist prior to preparation for the
event. Teddy first performed at Java Jam because another student asked him to play with
her:
TEDDY: Monica, she asked me- we had homeroom together, and she
asked me if I wanted to do Java Jam. And I said, “What?” You know, I
was still, like, “Uh, I don’t know, I don’t if it’s a . . . good idea.” And
she’s a very talented singer and guitarist. And she’s like, “tell you what,
let’s just have a practice today after school in the music room, we’ll see
how we sound and then you can decide then.” And I was like, “Alright.”
So, the entire day, I’m thinking, like, uh, how’s this gonna play out? And,
uh, we went to the music room here, and we got two guitars, and I asked
her what song she wanted to do, and she wanted to do “Little Talks” by Of
Monsters and Men. And I said, “Good song.” I guess, ‘cause I didn’t
really know it. And, she played it, and she was like, “There’s a girl singer,
there’s a guy singer. You’re a guy, I’m a girl. We can do this.” So I
knew the chords, thank God [laughter] for it. And, we started playing it,
and, you know, I heard her sing it, and we sang, I sang my part. And, not
even, like…thirty seconds in, we kind of just, like, looked at each other,
and just started smiling, ‘cause it was, like, it was an awesome moment.
You know, when you, like, when you’re playing it with a friend, too. And
I hadn’t really done that a whole lot either. Most of the times I’d play
alone, or something. But, like, playing with her, and first time hearing
her, and I guess, first time singing with somebody else . . . it was, like, it
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was awesome. It was an overwhelming feeling. You’re like, “wow, this
is fun.” . . . And we decided to do Java Jam that year.
Although Teddy and Monica weren’t close friends when they began performing
together, they soon became close friends and many students in the school recognized
them as a music duo. They continued to perform at other events at the school, including
talent shows and school assemblies.
Michelle and Vince performed at a talent show at PHS and heard each other sing.
They each wanted to perform at Java Jam as freshmen and thought it would be best if
they performed together:
MICHELLE: . . . he heard me, and he thought I was good, and I thought
he was good, and . . .
SARAH: Had you ever talked to him before?
MICHELLE: Um, no, not really. I had, like, he was in a couple of my
classes so I said, like, a few words to him, but I never, I wasn’t, like,
friends with him before that.
SARAH: So you didn’t know he could sing.
MICHELLE: No.
SARAH: Did you guys talk right after that performance then?
MICHELLE: Uh, no. He texted me, like, a couple weeks, or actually it
was, like, I think it was a couple days after the first meeting for Java Jam.
And he was like, “do you wanna do a duet with me and Tyler?” And then
it all just kind of, like, came together.
Even though students have the opportunity to self-select groups and work together
for Java Jam, group dynamics can be tricky to navigate. Students need to learn to be
comfortable with each other and willing to receive criticism. Participants mentioned that
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group dynamics were difficult or awkward at times. However, in the end, this seemed to
strengthen the group as they moved past these hurdles to make music together. Michelle
and Vince struggled to sing together initially but it gradually became easier through time
and practice.
MICHELLE: The first time we sang, like, none of us talked at all, like, it
was just an awkward hour, like, that we practiced. And then, after that, we
all got to know each other and it was, like, more comfortable.
Some students in this study talked about the difficulties in working with a group
to prepare for Java Jam. Caroline G. described a conflict during preparation for the 2013
Java Jam event in which group members could not agree on song selection.
CAROLINE G: . . . we decided to do an acoustic version of “Titanium” by
David Guetta, so that was fun. And then we got together for a couple
weekends and then we picked another song. There was more controversy
over the second song we were going to play too. I feel like when you play
to a crowd, that’s a bunch of kids from school, they don’t really want to
hear classic rock. I feel like they want to hear pop music, so we, so that’s
what we did, because I feel like that’s a crowd-pleaser, the majority of us
wanted to do these two pop tunes, I mean, and they’re both good songs,
so, and a couple different people wanted to play old, classic rock songs.
Eventually, two of the group members compromised and agreed to play the song
that others wanted to play. However, the group decided to split for Java Jam in 2014
because of further repertoire conflicts. Many groups morphed and changed throughout
the course of the study. Students experimented with a variety of musicians before
settling on an “act” for the event. Some students even performed in multiple groups,
playing different roles in each group. For example, Chris played ukulele, bass, and banjo
in three different groups. Caroline G. sang in one group and played violin in another.
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Tony is a strong advocate for social interactions among Java Jam participants. If
students are considering performing in Java Jam but don’t have others to play with, Tony
will work to introduce them to other students who could help. He talked to me about his
philosophy of having live music instead of background or accompaniment tracks for
performers to provide students with the space to interact. Chris described the way in
which Tony brings students together:
CHRIS: Uh, [Tony] will sometimes pair up people. Like, if you come to
the meeting to sign-up and you say, “I’m a vocalist. I don’t know what to
do.” And then there are a couple other people that say, “I’m a guitarist. I
don’t know what to do.” Uh, he’ll direct matching them up. Or if you just
say, uh . . . if-if you just come and say, “I’ll play with anybody. I play
piano.” Like, he’ll match you up to put you together.
Overall, the students in the study seemed to value the experience of working with others,
even students they were unfamiliar with, in order to perform in Java Jam.
VINCE: . . . it was pretty cool how this new kid who nobody really knows
[talking about himself] can just bond with other kids by making music.
RUTH: I feel like that’s the cool thing about music because . . . it kind of
just makes you close to people and like, we kind of discover different
things about our voices through that, which is a really cool experience.
Students make connections through their experiences performing in Java Jam and
these connections may transcend social groups and age differences. Many of the
participants perform with students from a different grade or different friend group.
Julien, the PHS principal, reflected on the fact that Java Jam brings a diverse population
of students together.
JULIEN: . . . this night has kids from all different groups that otherwise
have been unconnected perhaps in high school. And it’s interesting
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sometimes to see in a group performance the different, you know, I
hesitate to use the word ‘clique’ but the different kind of role that a kid
plays in another venue in the high school and then you have a group of
kids who are up there performing music and one may be a football player
and one may be on the chess team and one may be in the drama club and
another may be doing nothing at all other than coming to school here, and
yet in that evening you see them collaborating and performing together.
So inherently those kids are all affiliated with different walks or groups of
kids here at the high school and they all come to support their friend. So,
it’s, the way that kids are interwoven in that setting is a little bit different
than some of the other activities that we have here.
Working together to create music helps students develop autonomy. After
observing multiple rehearsals and taking notes on student interactions, I was impressed to
see the ways students took leadership roles and negotiated tasks. In some rehearsals,
students worked together simply to play the song as close to the original version as
possible. In other cases, students negotiated creative choices throughout the music. In
one rehearsal I observed, Joey and Vince gave each other input and direction in order to
develop an arrangement for their Java Jam selection. They tried multiple singing
combinations and practiced switching vocals on parts of the song before they settled on a
desired arrangement. During rehearsals such as these, I often felt the desire to “step in”
and tell students what I thought would work best. But, as I held back, I noticed that
students always progressed and came to a consensus through practice.
Students appreciate the space to exercise autonomy in their Java Jam preparation
and performances. Participants detailed what it was like to prepare for a performance and
have the authority to make decisions. Chris believed that this experience taught him how
to work with a group:
CHRIS: . . . you are working together, and sometimes it will be a specific
person with an arrangement, or with a song idea. And sometimes it’ll just
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be, “Ok, everybody kind of figure everything out at once.” But there is no
direction given from a, a higher authority, it’s different . . . It’s a good
experience to have, because, uh, I mean, at some point you will not have a
higher authority. So it’s good team working and good team building in
that respect.
Matt, active in concert band and jazz band at PHS, contrasted performing in a
school ensemble versus a Java Jam group. He believed that Java Jam gave him more
creative control and the ability to make decisions.
MATT: . . . ’cause when you do it yourself, it’s sort of like no one’s really
much of a leader, so it’s kind of like, you just have all these ideas for your
own playing and for other people’s playing. You just kind of throw ideas
around and it kind of grows from there. Whereas, like, in a larger
ensemble with a leader, it’s sort of like the leader will give you ideas . . .
So, what I’m comparing that to is playing with, you know, your own
doing, making your own ensemble, and . . . it’s your own group, and
playing something from, you know, your own ideas.
The students in this study clearly valued having space to form groups, create
music, and make decisions. However, it is important to note that these students still
valued the input from teachers and others outside their group. During the course of the
study, many students approached me for feedback on their progress. There were multiple
occasions in which I observed students practicing and asked them to “pretend I wasn’t
there.” Inevitably, they would ask my opinion about something with their performance.
The frequency of input requests seemed to increase as Java Jam approached.
In one instance in February, I stayed after school to help Ruth and a group of
students prepare for their Java Jam performance. They were having trouble playing the
song in the original key and wanted help transposing the song so Ruth would be
comfortable. While I was sitting with them, explaining the new chord progression, Vince
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and Joey (who were practicing in the adjacent room) asked me to come and help them.
When I arrived in their space, they said they needed help blending their voices together
and wanted to make sure that the song they picked sounded “ok.” I noticed that as the
study participants became more comfortable with me throughout the year, they became
more apt to ask for my opinion and criticism.
Students in this study desired space for creativity and autonomy and yet they still
valued guidance and input from an external source. Both Jess. S. and Erin talked about
students approaching them for feedback as they prepared for the event. Jess S., the choral
teacher, believed that helping students with Java Jam was important because it ultimately
accomplished her goal of helping students learn music in any way possible:
JESS S: In my experience, I think any teacher would feel that if a kid
reaches out to you, it’s a good opportunity to reach back and help them
with something. But I think, you know, helping them with a song gets
them really excited, it gets them excited about making music, and that’s
the ultimate goal, whether or not it’s specific to my class or not they’re
still going to learn skills. They’re still learning proper technique. They’re
still—you know, it’s all connected, and I think that’s important to
remember.
Student-led music-making and learning continues throughout the year as students
prepare for the event.
6:50 PM: The first chord of the night
February 27th, 2014
6:50 P.M.
The first chord of the night rings through the cafeteria, and people begin to listen
to the song, “San Francisco,” sung by a junior girl nervously clenching the microphone.
The room is full of students from all different social groups and grade levels. Through
the required Art, Music and Culture course, I know many students in the room. Having
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taught many of them, I recognize that this environment is unique. There are students who
are star sports players sitting next to members from the high school orchestra. Students
chose to come, and are mixed together all for the purpose of hearing the talent that PHS
has to offer.
The mix of performers is incredible as well. Students from all different music
backgrounds, ages, and interests are coming together tonight to make music for others to
hear. Set-lists are hanging throughout the cafeteria with approximate performance
times. Tonight, there are 36 acts on the set list involving over 75 performers. Each act is
given four minutes per song. Three of the acts listed are scheduled to perform two songs.
All of the performances are slated to occur within a 3 ½ hour time frame. It will be a
whirlwind of music.
This year, more performers than ever before will get onstage. I remember talking
with Tony about years past where there would be a total of 10 acts throughout the night,
with each act performing 20-minute sets. Tonight, over a tenth of the PHS student body
will perform. I think back on the past month and the process students went through to
sign up for the event and audition. Tony called this process, “disorganized chaos . . .”.
Each year, in late-January/early-February, Tony holds an informational meeting
for those interested in Java Jam. Students learn about the meeting through the morning
announcements and peer interactions. Although many students practice for Java Jam
throughout the year, some do not know about the event until the month prior when the
meeting is announced. Caroline M. and Jenn found out about Java Jam during their
freshman year when their friend, Nick, invited them to attend the meeting. He wanted to
sing and needed backup instrumentalists. Another student, Ruth, first became interested
in Java Jam because of the morning announcement:
RUTH: I saw it on the announcements and I was like, “Okay I don’t really know
what this is, but I’ll think about it.” And then I think a lot of my friends knew
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what it was because they all have older siblings. So, they were saying, “Oh my
gosh, you should sing in Java Jam, this is a cool thing and this is how it works.”
And I was like, “Okay, I’ll go to the meeting and see what happens.”
As Ruth stated, many students hear about Java Jam but rely on peers or teachers
to explain the event to them. For students looking for an outlet to perform music, Java
Jam provides an exciting opportunity. Students like Glen hear about Java Jam a few
weeks prior and decide that the event will be a good opportunity for them to show what
they have been working on outside of school:
GLEN: I remember sitting in class and hearing about—either from him or from
upper classmen—that it was coming up and that it was going to be an opportunity
. . . being the adventurous type with the guitar and kind of that whole side of the
informal playing, we [the garageband] kind of collectively got together and said,
“you know we’re all playing down here [his friend’s basement] every week, we
might as well put something together.”
Once students decide to be involved in the event, they attend the meeting after
school. Here, Tony describes the event and tries to estimate the number of students
interested in performing. Senior class officers help sign up “acts” and count the number
of performers. In the early years of Java Jam, this meeting functioned only to enlist
performers. Anyone who wanted to play would be able to play. However, because of the
increased interest over the past three years, Tony has started holding auditions in which
students are required to send in a video of their performance a couple weeks before the
actual event.
When I began this study, participants described Java Jam auditions as more of a
formality and less an actual audition process where performers were “cut.” Essentially,
Tony used the audition video deadline to ensure that all performers interested in
performing were serious about the event and had properly prepared for it. Nevertheless,
it was still nerve-racking for many students who were performing in Java Jam for the
first time. Ruth described her feelings during this process when preparing for Java Jam
2013:
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RUTH: [Tony] was like, “Okay guys, so we have a lot of interest so you
all have to make an audition Youtube video if you want to do it.” And
that made me more scared than anything because—I don’t know, when
you see the video over and over again, you see everywhere you mess up,
so it’s just like people watch you mess up over and over again, because
when you audition somewhere live it’s just like they hear you once and
they don’t really have time to dwell on that, so that was probably more
nerve-wracking for me.
Other participants also described the video making process. During the focus group
session, students shared their views:
SARAH: Do you think that’s a good test to see if people are serious, to
have them send in a video?
CAROLINE M, CAROLINE G, & MATT: yeah
CAROLINE M: It’s not that hard to just send in a video.
SARAH: Was that part nerve-wracking, to make a video? [laughter]
CAROLINE G: No.
JENN: A little.
VINCE: It was . . . difficult.
SARAH: What was difficult about it?
VINCE: Well, like, you know I think when we did it [recorded the
performance], it was like the first crack at it and it took like a while but we
finally got it, so . . .
TYLER: That’s ‘cause me and Michelle couldn’t stop laughing, for no
reason.
Students record audition videos and then upload them to Youtube, sending the
link to Tony. During Java Jam 2013, Tony created a committee to help him view
Youtube videos and make sure each performer was prepared to perform. The committee
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consisted of the senior class officers and teachers that Tony would poll for specific
feedback on particular students with whom he was unfamiliar. Tony explained that he
relied heavily on others’ input when viewing the audition videos:
TONY: The power of the committee helps you hear things. We had Tyler,
he’s a current senior, he was talking about Kerry, he said, “Mr. T, I know
Kerry can sing. This Youtube [audition video], she’s sick, she doesn’t
sound right. Mr. T., listen to me. This girl can sing.” And I was just like,
“OK”. You know what I mean? Like, “alright, let’s give her a shot.” You
know what I mean? You try to be understanding, it’s not a dictatorship,
you’re just trying to get the kids into a good position.
In the end, everyone who submitted a video in 2013 was given a space to perform.
Tony predicted that the same would happen in 2014. However, the interest in the event
was more than the committee anticipated. At the informational meeting in early
February, more than 50 acts signed up to perform. Again, Tony told students they would
have to send in an audition video by the following Friday (a week before the event). I
talked to Tony after the informational meeting. Although the interest in the event was
encouraging, he noted his conflicted feelings about the number of students desiring to
perform. While his goal had always been to include everyone, he thought that this year
might be different. He wondered aloud whether he should extend the night, add another
night, or find another event for students to perform at.
After much deliberation, Tony and the committee made cuts for Java Jam 2014.
Over 10 acts were cut. Tony emailed me, explaining his process for deciding whom he
should cut. He noted,
People were judged mostly on the strength of their video but also from
what we’ve seen of them over the years as musicians. Seniority played a
small role, but I tried to make it a meritocracy as much as possible. (Tony
T., personal communication, February 21, 2014)
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This difficult decision led him to mention specific students that he felt bad about
cutting. Despite wanting to give these students a chance, he explained, “some kids really
need help though and their songs just weren’t there yet . . .”.
Once Tony and the committee decided on the final list of performers, they sent an
email to everyone who submitted a video. The email begins:
Thank you for submitting auditions to this year’s Java Jam. If you do not
see your name/group listed on the attached schedule, then you will not be
performing this year. Every attempt was made to get as many people on
stage as possible. (Tony T., personal communication, February 21, 2014)
Tony stated that he would be meeting with students who did not make Java Jam
2014 to provide them with strategies for performing in subsequent events. This decision
was difficult for all involved in the process. Multiple participants in the study mentioned
negotiating a balance between inclusivity and time constraints. Tony was not the only
participant who found decisions difficult surrounding the questions of who to cut and
how long the event should last. Dina (a parent) and Sandy (a teacher) said that the event
was getting increasingly long and yet cutting potential performers could be detrimental:
DINA: In terms of the performances, I like the way there’s this
opportunity for people to perform more than once and so you may see
people, you know, more than once but sometimes it does get a little long,
so I don’t know if it’s maybe limiting saying, “This is the number of acts
we’re going to have . . . ”
SANDY: You don’t, you don’t wanna say no to anybody who wants to do
that [Java Jam], and that could change their life. You never know. You
never know what the magic ingredient is gonna be for a kid… So you
don’t wanna turn anybody away, um, but apparently the interest has grown
to the point where it’s almost mushrooming out of control with the number
of kids who want to be a part of it. And then, there’s a minute or two at
least in between to set up the next group . . . It’s like three hours now, and
I heard last year it went a half-hour over. I mean, what do you do? You
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don’t want to discourage anyone, you know. You don’t want to not give a
very special child that nobody knows very well a chance to come out of
their shell and find out that the kids aren’t who they thought they were,
that they can get support, they can make new friends, they can be
appreciated for something, a talent no one knows they have. It’s so
important. It’s so important to some kids’ psyche.
Students discussed the length of the event and number of performers during the
focus group session. Reflecting on Java Jam 2013, they had differing opinions on what
the event was about and how it should function:
SARAH: Do you think it’s better to give more people an opportunity to
perform or give people, who maybe have been doing it longer, more time
on stage?
CAROLINE G: More people, definitely.
CAROLINE M & JENN: Yeah.
MATT: I think a balance.
CAROLINE G: ‘Cause battle of the bands is, you know, bands playing
sets . . . which is still cool, but I thought that’s what Java Jam was about,
you know, everyone gets to sing, and people that maybe don’t get to
perform even in the school choir or anything, they get to go up and sing.
And it’s ok if it’s one song, because sometimes it seems like the crowd
gets a little antsy and I feel like if everyone did a lot of songs, it would be .
..
VINCE: . . . it’d lose the, the spark
MATT: You don’t have to wait too long for another act.
CAROLINE G: Yeah.
SARAH: Ok.
VINCE: Like the anticipation to see maybe one particular band or
performance that you wanna see and like they just keep singing like seven
songs in a row, you might get tired . . .
[Tyler shakes his head]
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SARAH: Tyler, you disagree? [laughter]
TYLER: With . . . what?
SARAH: Do you think there should be more stage time?
TYLER: Yeah, a little bit . . . well I think there should be like auditions,
like, better auditions. I don’t think there should be as many people, but I
don’t think there should be like four people . . . but last year we had, like
20 acts.
JENN: there was like 30 or something like that
TYLER: Yeah, everybody, everybody got like one song. He’s [Tony]
like, “Play it as fast as you can.” We’re like, “ok” [laughter]. Yeah, he’s
like, “No time messing around before songs or after songs.”
VINCE: We went over by like an hour.
TYLER: The whole thing was kind of rushed.
Tony and others stated that fixing the “good problem” of increased interest in subsequent
years might mean re-thinking Java Jam and the length of the event.
Even though Tony must make tough decisions about the event and work to please
multiple people, students respect his authority and the way in which he runs the event.
Throughout the study, participants spoke very highly of Tony and his leadership abilities.
It seems that his way of interacting with and involving students has been a contributing
factor to the success of the event. In general, students believe that he cares about them as
people and musicians. They said that he gives them feedback but also encourages them
to take risks and provides a safe environment for them to do so.
CHRIS: He is definitely a very, very strong leader in it. Uh, he runs it, I
guess, in a scientific way: you need to sign up and tell him what you’re
doing. You cannot make it up at the door, “You need to send us a video of
you playing so that we can improve it.”
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While it seems that Tony tries to make students feel comfortable, he also desires
to put them into a position to succeed. Tony mentioned that he works to make sure that
each performer will be well received and has a core group of students to provide extra
support to all performers during performances. He takes respect for the performers very
seriously. During the focus group session, students discussed Tony’s influence on the
event and the qualities that made him a good leader for Java Jam.
KARINA: He’s really down to earth . . . like he treats every student like an
equal and like he gives them a chance.
SARAH: An equal to him?
KARINA: I guess you could say that.
VINCE: I think how he, um, makes every kid feel like they’re important to
him and that he wants them to, you know, if you like music, he’ll do
everything he can to, you know, help you do what you want.
JENN: I think he feels like everybody is capable of like, music, and like
even if you’re not, he still wants to give you a chance . . . if you still want
to.
CAROLINE G: He’s really energetic and I think he gets people pumped
about it…and he also gets stuff done, like he makes sure that it’s gonna
work.
…………….
JENN: He won’t be like, “that sounds bad,” he’ll be like, “maybe you
should change that to this, or maybe you should switch up these two
things,” or like . . . stuff like that.
SARAH: So you feel like he gives you honest feedback?
TYLER: Yeah, he doesn’t B.S. at all . . . like, ever.
JENN: Like, he gives constructive criticism.
VINCE: Because, Java Jam is his thing as well as ours and he wants it to
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be as good as the reputation of Java Jam is, that it’s this great thing . . . so
he wants it to live up to it.
After Tony decided on performers for Java Jam 2014 and provided them with
constructive feedback, he moved on to planning the week of the event. In his email
listing performers and set times, he provided details for setup the week of Java Jam,
explaining that every performer had an integral role to the success of the event. After
witnessing the setup process for the event, I noted the amount of time and effort exerted
by many people to bring the event to life.
Since 1998, Java Jam has evolved into an elaborate production. Over the 17
years of its existence, the event has moved from a few students with stools and beanbags
to a large number of the student body with a stage, sound, and lighting. While the
specifications of performers and setup have evolved over time, many participants
described the feel or “vibe” of Java Jam with similar descriptions. Alumni from years
past, teachers attending the event for multiple years, and current students all described
Java Jam as having a “coffee-house” feel.
VINCE: I was pretty astonished that we were doing it in the lunchroom.
‘Cause I had no idea how that was gonna work and of course you know
Mr. T—he basically redesigns the entire lunchroom which I thought was
pretty cool . . . we got couches. We got very nice, comfortable chairs,
bean bags, stuff like that and I was like, “this is basically like a coffee
shop type of thing.”
The space transformation was very important to participants to make the event
feel different from other school events. It also seemed important for student performers
to actively participate in the actual setup, not simply perform. They reported taking pride
in the finished product and feeling more involved in the entire process. For some student
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performers, helping out with setup enables them to focus on something and calm their
nerves before the actual performance.
RUTH: a lot of our time actually went to decorating the cafeteria because
we were—we had to put black drapes everywhere so that was a fun
experience. And we had to make coffee for everyone and hot chocolate so
we were helping out with different things and it kind of kept your mind off
of it . . .
Students effort is critical to the technical side of Java Jam. While the first year
was very “bare bones” and acoustic, in following years students have taken a role in
developing sound and lighting for the event. Each year, the setup changes slightly as the
student leaders change. Currently, the school has a nice PA system and lighting setup
that is used for the event. However, the sound equipment at the event used to be
provided by the students themselves. Glen, a 2009 graduate, remembered contributing
personal equipment for the production.
GLEN: . . . we [Glen and his bandmates] ended up playing a big role in a
lot of the equipment that was used, from like a production side of it. We
enjoyed being involved with that and kind of over the years we just
accrued a ton of equipment, just PA’s and drumsets, and we would lend all
of our gear out and you know . . . for those couple of years, it was a lot of
our stuff. The school didn’t have what they have now, so it was very
much our energies put into it . . . and that’s what made it fun, that you
were involved with every aspect of it.
Since 2009, the PHS tech crew has become more involved in running the
technical side of the event. The PHS tech crew is a student run organization that handles
lighting and sound for school and community events. The tech crew has a teacher
sponsor that manages the club and organizes events, but students accomplish the majority
of the work. Chris worked as a tech crew member at Java Jam for two years before he
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began performing at the event. He explained the tech crew and its general role in the
community:
CHRIS: It’s an organization that’s pretty much student-run. And, uh, we
do all of the lighting, and sound, and other technical services for all of the
community events at the school. Anytime an outside organization wants
to rent out the auditorium, any fundraisers, any charity events, anything
that happens in the school that needs lighting or sound, it goes through the
tech crew.
The tech crew operates on a hierarchy system. Students begin working on the
tech crew their freshman year and spend most of the year watching older students work.
As time passes, they take on more responsibilities. Students learn lighting and sound
from watching older crew members and from learning skills on their own. The tech crew
works extensively at Java Jam. To set up, the crew must move all of the sound
equipment, stage, and lighting. Still, the tech crew members seem positive overall to the
work and enjoy the actual event. For many students, this event is a chance for them to
exercise creativity in live sound and lighting. Chris mentioned that this event was one
that the tech crew looks forward to all year.
CHRIS: Yeah . . . it’s definitely one of the more fun tech events that we
get to do all year . . . you get to see your friends up there performing.
All of the work accomplished by those helping setup contributes to a heightened
listening and viewing experience for Java jam attendees. Teddy talked about his first
time experiencing Java Jam as a freshman:
TEDDY: And I go to Java Jam, and all the sudden I see this . . . cafeteria
that I’m used to seeing, you know, with the lights on, and . . . decorations,
and the candles and everything. And all these people just sitting in the
middle, and just, like- I got this awesome feeling from it.
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Other students expressed that the transformation provided a relaxed environment for
listeners:
JOEY: It was very nice, quiet, acoustic setting. There was food, there was
people playing . . . just acoustic songs. But it was very mellow, not really
like an auditorium . . . It was very relaxing.
CAROLINE G: It just seemed really, really laid back and cool and
everyone was there cheering on their friends, and everyone was doing so
many different types of music.
KARINA: It was a really chill vibe from the crowd, ‘cause a lot of people
were there just to see their friends play, and, like, support them, so they
were all really supportive. Everyone was, like, clapping, and, like,
swaying their hands. It was, like, a little Woodstock inside a cafeteria.
Teachers also recognized the unique atmosphere at Java Jam:
TOM: It was dark, they made an effort to bring out candles, there were
drinks and things, kids felt comfortable, they liked to sit on the floor on
blankets and things like that. And, they just felt it was something different
. . . something special.
JESS B: It was very different from what I expected, because it was a
school sponsored event. I guess I didn’t picture it to be so authentic . . . it
was a neat atmosphere that they created within the school, which is really
awesome.
The atmosphere, while highly valued by participants, also seemed to present some
problems. The issue of space resurfaced many times throughout this study. During the
focus group session, participants said that the cafeteria provided a cozy performance
space but also limited the number of people who could come. Some commented on the
fact that the dim lighting in the room created a nice performance atmosphere but made it
difficult to obtain high quality videos of performances. This seemed to be a desire for all
participants: appropriately capturing the performances of the night. However, many
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stated that resolving these problems would also hinder the unique atmosphere of Java
Jam. During personal interviews, students talked about the space issues:
CAROLINE G: I would make the stage bigger. Well, I guess that only
mattered for my group last year with seven people. I think, I don’t know
if I would necessarily move it somewhere; I guess the whole setup is kind
of an issue because I feel like it’s super cramped in and people are sitting
on the floor and sometimes you can’t see or hear very well. But then if
you moved it somewhere bigger, it would definitely feel more spread out
and it wouldn’t feel as close with everybody cheering everybody on.
CHRIS: I think it’s good that it’s not in the auditorium . . . That’s too big a
stage. But I think the cafeteria is too small a space . . . it does get cramped.
And, especially with where we can put lights, that gets weird, because we
kind of have to put them on either side of the performer, aiming at them
from the sides, which makes it look weird. Um, and then just capacitywise, I think it will be getting a lot bigger, it’ll keep growing. So . . . I
don’t know where else we can move it.
In general, it seemed that the cafeteria was thought to be the best space for the
event and that overcoming some of the challenges with the space would negatively affect
the atmosphere and tradition of Java Jam.
7:45 PM: After standing by the soundboard
February 27th, 2014
7:45 P.M.
After standing by the soundboard for nearly an hour, taking photos and videos of
performances, I find a seat on the right side of the stage amidst PHS students. Many
performers have already had their time onstage and there are still many more to come. I
watch with pride as former and current students overcome fears and perform in front of
so many peers. I enjoy hearing the conversations around me: “Oh, she’s so good! I’ve
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heard her sing before . . .” “Did you know he could sing?” “Isn’t he in our math class?”
Java Jam is a space for many students to show their talent to the rest of the student body.
I think back on the motivations for participation that students expressed throughout the
study. I realize that this event really does impact students who may be “unknown” by the
majority of their peers.
I consider moving to the other side of the cafeteria to get a drink and two study
participants, Caroline and Chris, encourage me to stay. “Just wait until you see this next
act,” they say. I notice the student approaching the stage. I know him by name. He is in
the concert band and participates in the drama department. And, while he performs in
those settings, I would never imagine that he would perform at Java Jam. He doesn’t
have an instrument in his hand. Instead, he grabs the microphone. A few students join
him and create a rhythm section to accompany what he introduces as an original rap.
Within moments, the crowd is enraptured with his performance, myself included. He is
so confident and poised. His lyrics are witty and perfectly executed. I hear students
around me murmur, “Who is that?” By the end of his performance, nearly the entire
crowd is joining him in singing a repeating chorus. He has clearly won their affection.
Being “noticed” and gaining peer acceptance seemed to be a significant
motivating factor for many students involved in Java Jam. When Tony first conceived of
Java Jam, he predicted that Java Jam could provide an opportunity for students who
were largely disconnected from school culture to connect with something positive in
school.
TONY: . . . you’d see some kid playing his own music, or transposing a
Jimmy Hendrix song to a different octave, or a different timing signature,
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and you’d be like, “Wow. How come there’s no venue for this kid to
play?” And the greatest part about it was, normally that kid that didn’t
have a whole lot else going on here at school. And I thought, you know
what, man, if there was just one thing that they could have, they could at
least say that, “I didn’t really enjoy a lot of things at school. I didn’t go to
prom, I didn’t go to the back-to-school dance, but, I played at Java Jam.”
And then if they thought that the learning environment was, like, a little
bit better because of that one night, then I kinda thought that would be a
victory.
Dina, a PHS parent, agreed:
DINA: I think that it showcases the talent that we have here in Pikeford.
There are a lot of kids that aren’t involved necessarily in the music
program here but are still musical, and this is something that I think is
unique because you see them all come together and perform the kind of
music that maybe they choose that’s not like for a concert setting.
Jenn also believed that Java Jam provides a platform for talent:
JENN: It gives people a chance to perform, and, show people what they’re
capable of doing.
Ruth commented on the amount of talent that is displayed through Java Jam.
RUTH: . . . there’s so many people that are really, really talented at my
school, and it’s just like, you don’t really realize until an event like this
comes up. I was just kind of astounded at how much talent we have in our
school.
Many students in the crowd at Java Jam 2014 made comments about recognizing
new talent. As described in my journal, students who are largely unknown for their
talents can use the event as a platform for recognition. Erin, the band director, described
how many students perform in Java Jam but are not active in the classroom. This event
gives them a chance to be recognized by their peers and teachers.
ERIN: . . . And sometimes it’s kids who don’t even talk in school, which
is phenomenal. Like, it’s kids who come into your class, or other
teacher’s class, and uh—I have had several teachers who have come over
to us, or other music teachers that I’m standing with and say, “that kid’s in
my class and he hasn’t said two words all year. Like, I’m stunned that he’s
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up there singing, or performing this. It’s awesome.” So I think that it just,
it does something for them, obviously.
Erin remembers watching one of his concert band students in a Java Jam
performance. This student displayed a newfound sense of confidence in this
setting.
ERIN: The tuba player . . . he gets up in front of everybody with a
sousaphone and just, his personality, he just came out of his shell and
rocked the house on sousaphone. And you can’t say that much. You
know . . . I mean, it just brought the house down. It was so cool. And it’s
not that, you know . . . he can play, he’s really great, but it was just neat to
see him in that environment come out of his shell and just get the whole
crowd being like, “yeah, sousaphone’s cool.” [laughter] It was just really
neat.
Recognition is not the only motivating factor for Java Jam involvement. Some
students mentioned that they were motivated to participate in Java Jam to conquer fears
and challenge themselves:
JENN: Um, well I thought that doing a simple song might, like, help me
out in the future, with, like, playing in front of people if I ever decide to do
that. And, overall, just, help me out in being in front of people, and just,
like, doing something in front of them . . .
CAROLINE M: I always admired the people with the courage to perform
in front of others and just, like, I don’t know, express themselves
musically in front of such large crowds of people . . . I kinda did it just
because I like to see if I can perform in front of that many people. Like, to
kinda challenge myself.
Students explained that watching others perform at Java Jam also motivated them
to perform. Once they saw that it was an encouraging environment and that there were a
wide variety of abilities represented, they believed that they, too, could have a successful
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performance. The event itself motivated these students to perform in subsequent events.
The following students described this type of motivation during their personal interviews:
KARINA: Like, everyone was really good. And I was kind of jealous that
I didn’t, wasn’t able to get up there last year, but I was determined to do it
this year.
CAROLINE G: [about attending her freshman year] It definitely made me
want to do it next year. I was thinking, “Oh, I wish I knew about it
earlier!” I would’ve done it. It definitely made me want to do it.
CHRIS: As a freshman it was like, “Whoa, I want to do that.”
TEDDY: So, I think that’s why people decide if they wanna do it. They’re
like, “Hey, I saw you perform, and it was awesome. I decided I wanted to
perform, too.” It’s a big part of it.
During the focus group session, students discussed a variety of reasons for performing in
Java Jam:
JENN: I think it’s just like the idea of being able to show what you can do,
like even though you’re scared to perform, once you step up there and
actually start playing you kind of forget about what’s going on around
you, you kind of just focus on what you’re doing.
CHRIS: It’s fun. [laughter] It’s a lot of fun.
MATT: touché . . . touché
VINCE: . . . because we like music . . .
KARINA: Overcoming the fear is—kind of like, makes you feel good. I
don’t know . . .
MICHELLE: I think Java Jam’s like a lot more casual, also, so if you mess
up it’s not as terrifying.
CAROLINE G: Yeah, you’re on the same level as the audience.
MICHELLE: . . . yeah so if you mess up, I feel like it’s not a big deal if
you just like . . . mess up? [laughter]
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CAROLINE M: You get like recognition of some sort for like what
you’ve been working on. It’s like accomplishment.
Students also seem to be motivated to top previous performances each year.
Many of the students I talked with described strategies to improve their performance in
Java Jam 2014. Motivation also seems to derive from the fact that playing in Java Jam is
perceived as a fun project. Students are given freedom and choice and get the chance to
work on something they really enjoy. Mike, a parent, thought the element of choice is
what motivates students to participate in the first place.
MIKE: Because it’s almost like a music project that they get to do. You
know if it was a homework assignment they wouldn’t want to do it, but
it’s like a volunteer homework assignment for music for them to put
together an act, you know, and put it up there.
Both of Mike’s children decided to perform in Java Jam without any parental
prompting. Although Mike was heavily involved in music performance throughout his
life, he never forced his children to play music. But, they each chose to play in Java Jam
multiple years.
Whatever the motivating factors for Java Jam participation, the performance
experience seems to provide an array of emotions for Java Jam performers. Many study
participants described the feelings of nerves leading up to and during their performance.
RUTH: Me, Michelle and Vince and Kerry [all first time performers], we
all actually stayed all the way through, so, after school we were all
practicing like we usually did and then after that we were kind of just
walking around the school like just thinking, “Oh my gosh is this going to
be like, is this going to be horrible, are people going to judge us?”
To calm nerves, some students rely on positive advice from those who have performed in
Java Jam in past years.
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TYLER: I remember, I was saying to one of the kids that had done it a
couple of times, I was like, “Is it nerve-wracking?” He was just like,
“They’re paying to come see you. If they could do it they would do it, but
they can’t, so . . . ” I kind of roll with that advice.
Positive affirmation from older Java Jam performers seemed important to
participants. Interestingly, the students who are nervous as underclassmen usually end up
providing encouragement for others, as they become Java Jam veterans. Tyler used his
experiences to encourage to Michelle, a freshman who was performing for the first time.
TYLER: Sophomore year I was kind of nervous, like I said before. And
then last year Michelle was really nervous, and I was like, “you don’t need
to be nervous,” even though I was still nervous to sing. I was like, “you’re
an amazing singer, you don’t need to be nervous.” I don’t know if [she
felt] that helped her or not, but she did good.
Michelle reflected on the feelings she had before performing her freshman year.
MICHELLE: I was, like, really nervous [laughter] the whole time. The
nerves kept building up . . . And the entire time until I was down there [in
the cafeteria], I was nervous. And then, once I did it, I liked it. I liked the
feeling afterwards when you’re like, “I did that.” Yeah.
Despite the nerves Michelle experienced, she also described an emotional high
following her performance. Her story mirrored that of others. Many students reported
feelings of accomplishment once they left the stage. They also expressed relief. Vince
also performed with Michelle and Tyler in 2013. He remembered practicing prior to
coming onstage and the feeling of accomplishment after the end of the performance.
VINCE: I remember Tyler, me and Michelle, you know, before like the
three performers before us we went into this stairwell and started singing
together, practicing and I think that geared us up for it ‘cause then we just
nailed it every time that we practiced it.
VINCE: Best Java Jam memory, probably had to be um . . . [pause]
probably had to be at the minute we were done and we were just watching
everybody clap for us and everything like that. You know, it felt like you
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won and that the hard work paid off and that we were accomplished, so,
that was pretty fun.
In a personal interview, Ruth talked about her experience performing for friends and the
fact that it helped her push through nerves:
RUTH: I don’t know I felt kind of comfortable—because all my friends
were actually in the front row, like they were like, “Oh my gosh, Ruth is
singing.” So, um, in that case since they were all there it was just like me
singing in front of all of my friends . . . I felt like it was a cool experience
but I didn’t really feel nervous because of it. I would look at my friends
and they would smile at me and I would think, “Okay, I can do this,” and
then I’d go on and then when I would get nervous again I would just look
at them, but the other people didn’t really, I didn’t really think of them as
much.
Other students found it helpful to stop focusing on the crowd, instead of drawing
energy from friends and classmates. Jenn and Caroline M. performed for the first time
during their freshman year. They felt nervous at the beginning and eventually settled in
to the performance by trying to focus on the music and forget about the fact that they
were being watched.
CAROLINE M: Yeah, when we were on the stage, in fact, like, right
before the song was coming on, we kind of gave each other a look, like we
were both, really nervous . . . I kinda forgot about people in the crowd and
just concentrated on my song and the performance. Yeah. And, like, I
knew my friends were in the crowd but I tried not to look at them, ‘cause
I’d know it was kinda, like a distraction.
It seems that Java Jam is a very supportive environment and this assists with
confidence in performing. The audience is generally respectful and supportive of
performers and students feel comfortable taking risks in that environment.
RUTH: . . . no one’s there because they don’t want to be there or no one’s
there because someone dragged them there, everyone’s there because they
want to be there. No one’s there to judge you, everyone just wants to have
a good time.
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The noise level of the crowd changes at Java Jam depending on the performer.
Throughout each performance, friends cheer and provide encouragement. At times, there
is a low level of chatter in the room, despite the fact that people are performing.
However, there are certain performances that command the attention of the entire room.
The crowd grows increasingly silent, enraptured by the performance on stage. In this
sense, students have to work to engage the audience in their performance. Teddy
reflected on being a performer at Java Jam and experiencing the phenomenon of a
hushed audience:
TEDDY: I remember one moment when we started playing in uh, um,
what’s it called, “Cough Syrup,” by Young the Giant. The ending chorus
that we did, I still listen to the video. And for a brief second, I swear the
entire crowd got silent, ‘cause people just, like, looked up, and (thought),
“Wow,” you know what I mean? That, like, shock. And for me was just
awesome, you know.
Teachers also perform at times during Java Jam. In the early years of Java Jam,
Tony used to regularly perform when there were fewer student performers. Two other
teachers, Sandy and Tom, regularly perform and attend Java Jam. While there was not
enough time for them to perform at the 2014 Java Jam, they reflected on experiences
performing in past years.
Sandy, a Spanish teacher, remembered being approached about performing at
Java Jam by her students after they discovered that she performed for family events with
her husband:
SANDY: . . . the kids mentioned it one time, and said, “do you wanna do
the Java Jam?” And I thought, well, that’s a great way to have fun, be
involved in music, and have the kids be there. And then, have the kids
also see you in a different light than they do in the classroom.
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Tom, an English teacher, was also approached by a student to perform and began
performing regularly. His greatest Java Jam memory was being asked to play an
“encore” after one of his performances:
TOM: A student asked me. I said sure. I think I remember just playing a
song I had written, or maybe a couple songs I had written… I remember,
maybe the first couple of years playing, and, you know, Tony, or the
seniors, or somebody said, “[laughter] play a couple of songs,” um,
because there weren’t quite as many performers.
Not only do students enjoy watching teachers perform, it also gives the teachers a chance
to experience the nerves and excitement of performing at Java Jam.
SANDY: And, um, as nauseated as I was before- right before I did it, I
was really glad I did it, and they were very, very kind in their reception of
what we did. So, we did it again, and we’re planning to do it this year. I
felt that if they could do it, it’s a chance I should take. I’m always telling
them to take leaps of faith in trying to learn a language that isn’t natural to
them. If I don’t take a leap of faith every once in a while, what kind of
example does that set?
Tony highlighted that teachers get to understand the experience of their students when
they perform:
TONY: It helps the teachers that are performing to remind themselves of
what it’s like—of what it’s like to be in front of 250 teenagers, singing a
song, and you don’t quite know if you can hit that fingering on that cheat
chord when you’re coming out of that “C” . . . it’s good to be in that
position again.
Whether a student or teacher, performing in Java Jam seems to provide a positive
experience for accomplishing goals, overcoming fears, and being recognized by others.
8:30 PM: I decide to walk around the space
February 27th, 2014
8:30 P.M.
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I decide to walk around the space and get something to drink. The number of
people in the room has significantly increased since I left the soundboard. As I walk
behind the crowd, I notice the variety of people present at the event. Dina stands in the
back, filming each performance. The assistant principal walks around the perimeter of
the crowd. Parents and grandparents line the back of the audience, usually occupying
the only seated spaces. Multiple teachers stand in the back to watch students perform.
Many different people have come together tonight to support the students.
As I make my way to the left side of the stage, I notice Glen standing by the wall.
Glen, one of the study participants and a 2009 graduate, watches as a new set of students
takes the stage. From our conversation earlier this year, I know that he has not attended
Java Jam since he graduated. I approach him, “What do you think?” He nods and
smiles. “This is quite a production,” he says. I ask him to elaborate. He describes Java
Jam when he was in high school. There were fewer people performing, less sound
equipment, and no stage. At the time, students performed on the same level as the
audience. “What do you think of the changes?” I ask. He says that the changes are all
positive and that the event still has the same “vibe” that it did when he was in high
school. He comments on a student currently singing onstage and her confident presence.
I tell him that she is a senior and has never been involved in a music class at PHS. Glen
is stunned. “She needs to be in choir,” he says. I agree.
As we talk, I notice Jess B., a colleague. She walks in the cafeteria and greets me
with a smile. “How is it going?” she asks. I knew that Jess would be here tonight. As a
study participant, she expressed to me how much she enjoys Java Jam and makes an
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effort to attend each year. We talk about specific performances that she is anticipating
and I recap memorable moments of the night that she missed. She bids me farewell to
find a space to watch the remaining performances.
I continue to make my way towards the coffee station. I talk with students along
the way and run into familiar parents. All are excited about the event. A few students
nervously pace prior to their performance and talk to me about their nerves. I have a
sense that this event really does involve a large percentage of the community. It’s not
just an event for students. It’s an event that brings many people together over the
common interest of music.
Throughout the night of Java Jam, people move through the space. Performers
become audience members and vice versa. Audience members take breaks to eat or
drink. People chat between performances and socialize at the coffee station. The night
involves a constant flow of people. Some come and stay for the whole event while others
remain for short periods of time, looking to see specific performers. Part of the
community atmosphere of the night is a direct result of the involvement of a variety of
people. Participants in the study described the impact of this event from their unique
perspective.
Parents are highly involved in Java Jam as audience members and through
offering assistance to run the event. In the first few years of event, Tony remarked that
parent help was limited. However, that has changed over the years, and now parents are
integral to the production. In general, parents seem to give positive feedback about Java
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Jam and how it affects their children. Dina shared that Java Jam helped her son, Tyler,
socially and musically:
DINA: I think the teamwork is something that really sticks out to me.
Watching the kids get so invested in what they’re doing and in their music
that, you know, I know from Tyler’s experience he will accompany
several different singers, or be in several different groups and I see that
that is pretty consistent in the performance. And I love that about it,
because it shows that they can play a variety of genres also, you know, it’s
not just country or just classical music, or you know, pop, that they really
can cross over, and I really enjoyed seeing all the kids being able to do
that. So, that really sticks out to me, and that they just work together so
well….Just seeing him coordinate his schedule and working with different
types of people to perform with—that’s been a really good positive
because he’s been interacting with people that maybe he wouldn’t
otherwise interact with, because maybe it’s not somebody he’s been
friends with for a long period of time, but musically they have something,
they have a connection and they work together on that. So I think it’s had
a really positive influence on him.
Parents view the event favorably because they perceive it as positively affecting
their children. They describe a sense of pride when they see their children perform in a
setting like Java Jam: Many students said that their parents displayed pride and
excitement after seeing them perform.
DINA: It makes me enormously proud, just to see him up there happy and
smiling and doing what he loves to do; it makes me just really proud and
I’m happy that even though he’s not formally taking lessons at this point
that music is still a really important part of his life and Java Jam brings out
the best in him. People were clapping and I’m like, “That’s my boy!”
Chris described his parent’s positive response to his Java Jam performance and
the fact that his dad took pride in him by showing the video of his performance to others:
CHRIS: They loved it . . . And then he sent it around to some friends at
work, and they loved it.
Mike, a father who regularly helps with Java Jam, viewed the event as a positive
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experience because of the unique opportunity it provides for all students to perform.
Teachers are also integral to Java Jam. Many teachers attend Java Jam to support
specific students or all students in general. Teachers in this study spoke about being
impressed by the level of talent and ability among the students. Jess B., who was
mentioned in the preceding vignette, is a swimming coach and special education teacher.
She came to Java Jam after a long day at a swimming competition just to see her students
perform. She was so impressed by the level of musicianship that she was obliged to stay:
JESS B: I guess sometimes when I go to see a show I’m not as impressed,
because it doesn’t . . . you know, it’s what I already assume: “Oh, it’s a
high school performance, and it seems like a high school performance.”
This time I was extremely . . . it went way beyond what I expected, like
way beyond my expectations for a show . . . I was really impressed. It’s
why I ended up staying. I remember looking at my clock. And I think
districts, day two of districts, was the next day. I was like, “I’m going to
be so tired tomorrow,” but I just had to, I just felt compelled to stay,
because it was awesome. The show was great.
Teachers also view the event as a way to make connections with students. They
are able to see students succeed in an area that can differ from their performance in the
classroom. Jess B. reflected on a particular student for whom this was the case:
JESS B: Well, students like, Josh, he was in my writing class. And he was
kind of . . . I mean, he was a senior that was in a freshman course, so
obviously not very motivated in that course . . . he would do his work and
kind of ask to go to like either study hall or the counselor, because he
didn’t really want to be in there mixed in with freshman. And, he was so
talented. Like when he was up on stage I just . . . hearing him sing was
not what I expected. It was cool to see. Maybe in the classroom he was
kind of unmotivated and wasn’t a big fan of writing. Then seeing him on
stage as a totally different person . . . I know I acknowledged him when I
saw him. I was like, “Wow, I didn’t realize the talent that you had.” It
was really cool to see just students that, that are not as motivated in the
classroom but then to see what they really excel at and what they shine in.
It was really cool.
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Sandy also believed that Java Jam gave her a chance to connect better
with students who didn’t excel in the classroom:
SANDY: . . . my personal goal this year is, um, about students falling in
between the cracks: students who are quiet, students who don’t share and
tell you stuff, but if you are watching closely enough, you’ll pick it up
yourself. There were a few students, that I was shocked that they- they’re
so quiet and so reserved, and they don’t share much about themselves, that
they were able to get up there and do that. And, yeah, there was a
connection after that, for sure. For sure.
Students believed that performing in Java Jam changed the relationships
they had with certain teachers and enabled teachers to view them in a new light.
During the focus group session, I asked students about their experiences with
teachers at Java Jam and the effect their performance had on the way they
interacted with teachers. Vince believed that Java Jam provided a platform for
his teachers to notice him in class and call on him more frequently.
SARAH: Have you ever felt that someone saw you perform and it changed
the way they viewed you?
VINCE: I think I got into honors because of that [laughter].
SARAH: In honors what?
VINCE: Um. . . American Studies, because, like Mr. K and Mrs. F were
there [at Java Jam], and then afterwards they were all like, they paid like
no attention to me, and then after Java Jam they were always like, “Vince,
what did you think about the answer?” and stuff like that. [laughter]
Students at Java Jam value knowing that they have the support of their teachers
and the greater school community. Music teachers at PHS view Java Jam as a positive
addition to music-making experiences at the high school and are very supportive of
student participation. Jess S. was hired at PHS in 2005 to build the choral program. She
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first attended Java Jam when she began teaching and some of her students were
performing. Her Java Jam attendance became integral to growing the choral program at
PHS.
JESS S: There were three kids in my choir that were talking about it that
were really into it and really wanted to perform for it, so they brought
music selections back to me to practice for me and have me give them my
opinion on it. . . they would come to me after school or during lunch and I
would listen to them and give them advice and help them, and they were
so excited to, to do something on their own, or with a friend. I guess my
impression before going was I didn’t realize how serious of an event it
was or how serious the kids took it. And when I walked in the
environment was just such a neat environment and the kids were all so
attentive and listening to each other perform, where I feel like with, in my
experience with the music groups, the kids weren’t, in the school, were not
as receptive to listening to them. So for me to see everyone so intently
listening to these kids was really awesome and just the whole environment
was really professional, I would say. It was—it was just more than I even
pictured, and the kids were so excited to get up there and perform.
After attending Java Jam, Jess realized that many students at PHS were talented
singers and weren’t involved in the choral program. She began to view the event as an
opportunity to support students and an opportunity to recruit potential choir members.
JESS: I mean every year I went I can remember that there was always
individuals that I would notice and say, “They need to be in chorus. Every
year I went, it kind of became a routine for me to go and kind of see this
hidden talent that was in the school that maybe didn’t have the courage to
come join chorus. But I remember always hearing groups that I didn’t—
or kids that I didn’t know had that talent. And even kids that were in
chorus, a lot of kids when they’re in chorus would sing kind of softer or
kind of blend, where then I would see them on stage and say, “Well where
did this voice come from?” So it was neat for both sides of it. I remember
seeing people up there that, I would just think, “They need to be in chorus.
They need to be singing.” So I usually would find another teacher or a kid
near me and say, “Who is that?” And I said, “I need you to find them and
bring them to me.” . . . or I would go and seek them out. So, a lot of times
they would come over to me, a lot of times it was teachers bringing them
to me and say, “This is Mrs. S., she wants to talk to you.” And I would
say, “Have you ever thought of joining chorus? You have an amazing
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voice. You have such a great talent.” And you could just tell that
sometimes that would really give those kids such confidence. You could
just see it in their face that they were flattered that you thought they did a
good job. And sometimes they would join, most of the time they would.
Sometimes they wouldn’t, but even if they didn’t they still were so
honored or flattered that they were sought out. Um, but a lot of the times
the kids would come and join and they did a great job and then they kind
of found a new place to perform their talent.
Jess viewed Java Jam as an opportunity to build her choral program while
supporting her choir kids as they performed in a unique setting. Erin, the band director,
also viewed Java Jam as a positive experience. However, he preferred to not use Java
Jam as a recruitment opportunity:
ERIN: And I never went to it, you know, I didn’t want to go to it like a
vulture, you know, like every time someone walked off the stage, like,
“Hey you play that,” ’cause that’s not really the place to recruit, so to
speak. But if you find students that had a really successful night and liked
it, and got a rush from that, and wanna be involved, they kind of start to
seek you out. So that is kind of is a cool thing . . . I mean, I want them just
to enjoy themselves and have a good night, and, like, you know, the
second they walk off the stage, I think it’s kind of weird to run over and
say, “Hey, you need to see me tomorrow.” I don’t want them to feel that
way. Like, “Oh, the music teacher’s here. He must want something.” I’m
like, “No, I’m just enjoying your performance.” You know, so, I want to
separate that. I really do.
Each music teacher thought that Java Jam was important because it gives students
the opportunity to develop autonomy by working on music on their own. They saw this
as a positive benefit from participation that didn’t detract from other aspects of the music
program. Jess talked about the fact that Java Jam increased music-making among
students:
JESS S: I think it benefits the music program in that it gets kids excited
about music on all different levels. And I think it also has kids practicing
outside of your classroom where, I mean, I see kids in the hallway after
school, or coming to me after school, not even coming to me just
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practicing on their own after school, during lunch, they’re practicing
music, for this event, yes, but, still they are practicing it and they are
excited about making music, and I think that’s what you want in a class,
you want kids who are excited about making music and this event
definitely excites them. I think a lot of it is that they get to choose kind of
what they want to do and they are driven to do it . . . No matter what
they’re practicing, and I think that’s going to make better music learning.
Various administrators attend Java Jam as well. Julien, the principal at PHS, has
had a long history with Java Jam as a teacher and administrator. She began teaching
German at PHS in the mid-90’s and, after taking a variety of administrative positions in
the district, became the high school principal in 2012. She is exceptionally supportive of
the event and has attended Java Jam numerous times. She views the event as beneficial
to the school in general. She also found that Java Jam is an amazing display of
individual talent and school-wide support for that talent.
JULIEN: It’s amazing to see what our kids can do; absolutely amazing.
And it’s also, the other piece that I think really speaks to, I guess, the
quality of our kids’ interactions with one another is even when a
performance doesn’t quite hit the mark, our kids are wildly supportive,
they’re attentive, they sit and they watch it, they applaud enthusiastically,
and I think there’s an appreciation for the experience and then within that
there are different levels of performance and the quality of the
performance and how put together it is. And our kids are supportive
through and through, regardless of what, you know, the kids on the stage
are actually creating.
She also said that Java Jam provides a positive outlet for students who may be quiet or
shy in other settings.
JULIEN: . . . there have been times where kids who I would perceive as
being really quiet or shy have been up there and not seemed nervous and
not, you know, looked uncomfortable and that resonates with me
repeatedly; how confident they look in that setting and . . . but then
musically the quality of what most often comes out just gives you goose
bumps, because it’s amazing to hear what our kids can do.
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The three alumni included in this study all had positive experiences with Java
Jam. Although they represented a small sample of people who had performed in Java
Jam in the past, their perceptions are valuable for understanding ways in which students
view Java Jam after graduation. All three participants had vivid memories of Java Jam
and spoke freely about its role in their development as high school students. While it was
clear that they viewed this as a significant event, I found it especially interesting that all
three remembered specifics about the first time they performed at Java Jam. Glen
recounted his first Java Jam performance, detailing repertoire selection for his group’s
set:
GLEN: I think we might have played two original tunes.. uh, a really bad
cover of a Counting Crows song, “Mr. Jones..” and there was a big debate
because two groups wanted to play “Wish you were here,” Pink Floyd,
and we ended up being able to play that. We put a lot of time into it, we
were very proud to be able to play “Wish you were here,” so I think it was
maybe a five or six song set and we played for 20, 25 minutes . . . it was
fun.
Julian also remembered the music he performed:
JULIAN: The first year, I got a bunch of my punk rock buddies and we
did a bunch of songs by . . . the artist formerly known as Tom Gable, from
“Against Me.” I loved it. It was very visceral for me.
As mentioned previously, all three alumni viewed this experience as extremely formative
during their high school career. In their reflections on the impact of Java Jam, they
explained reasons why they considered the event to be so important. Glen viewed Java
Jam as a forum to express himself as a young musician:
GLEN: In the grand scheme of things it was a really small event. It
was…what? Four nights out of my entire high school career, but um, it
did play a huge impact on . . . like, you look back on certain things that
stick out in your mind and those four nights definitely do.
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SARAH: Why, do you think?
GLEN: Because it was so bizarrely unique from everything else that was
going on around here . . . It was really memorable and to be part of that
was really memorable. I have no other way of describing it other than it
just was always a really positive experience being that it was a great place
for a young musician to kind of grow and have a forum to express yourself
. . . whereas you don’t always get to do that. Sitting in band class, for sure
you don’t get to pick your own literature and kind of pick how you want to
play it. And so, that’s what that really gave a lot of us—that forum for
which to do it which was really important.
Julian detailed ways in which Java Jam affected him as an adolescent and
continues to affect him as he pursues a solo career in music. He noticed that Java Jam
was his first experience performing to a captive audience and this experience convinced
him of the power of music.
JULIAN: [Java Jam] supplied the captive audience that I needed because
anybody who thinks they are a born performer, they need an audience and
it was sort of the proof to me—the early proof, you know “The excitement
you feel playing these songs, you can give that to someone else.” . . . and
that’s the really cool thing about playing a lot of music.
Another former student, Teddy, believed that Java Jam gave him confidence in high
school and enabled others to notice him for the first time.
Each of the three alumni—Glen, Julian, and Teddy—had varying experiences
with the music program at PHS. Yet, they shared the view that Java Jam played an
integral part of their music development. Glen was heavily involved with large
ensembles and curricular school music, holding leadership roles in the concert band and
performing regularly in auditioned groups such as Jazz Ensemble and Honor Choir. He
had such a positive experience with school music that he eventually furthered his
education by obtaining a degree in music education. Even though Glen is a strong
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proponent of traditional music programs, he also acknowledged that Java Jam was
invaluable to his development as a musician. He believed that Java Jam gave him the
space to use his guitar skills that were mainly acquired through informal music learning
practices.
Julian was in the school band during his four years at high school. Even though
he never continued with formal training after high school, he reflected that his experience
in the music program was positive. While Java Jam provided him with an audience to
perform for, the school band provided him with the tools to understand and appreciate
music. Teddy had little involvement in the school music program and to him, Java Jam
was his only musical outlet in the school. All three participants stated that their
experience at PHS prepared them to continue making music in a variety of capacities
beyond graduation.
Because of the impact of Java Jam, many alumni return years after graduating to
attend the event. Both Glen and Teddy were at Java Jam 2014 and stayed for the entire
night. Teddy, only a recent graduate, remarked that it was fun to experience Java Jam
from the “other side,” and just to enjoy the performances without the pressure of playing.
The combination of students, staff, alumni, and family add to the positive atmosphere of
the evening. And, the positive atmosphere is one element that helps Java Jam continue
to run year after year. The crowd is very supportive. Jess S., the choir teacher, talked
about this environment:
JESS S: I think it’s a really safe environment, if that makes sense and I
think it’s very receptive where I feel like anyone who gets up there, it’s
going to be received well from everyone watching. I think the kids are all
so respectful of everyone, and I feel like watching other kids do it and
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seeing how excited they are to get up there and perform I think encourages
others to do it. And I think that a lot of kids have musical talents that
they’re maybe afraid to share but seeing other kids get up and seeing how
receptive everyone is to it I think is really encouraging for them . . . the
kids who go to an event like that are supportive of it where I feel like in
other music environments I think a lot of kids are forced to go to see it
where they may not even want to be there where I feel like everyone at
this event really wants to be there.
Ruth also believed that Java Jam is a supportive environment due to the voluntary nature
of the event.
RUTH: But Java Jam is completely voluntary and people are there
because it’s a fun time and you get to see a cool night of music and your
friends and performing and you see other sides of other people that you
never would even think, like you would see on a daily basis. So,
definitely everyone comes for everyone.
Mike reiterated the idea that Java Jam is a surprisingly supportive environment. He
played in bands from a young age and even spent 25 years in a full time touring band. He
mentioned that this environment was rare when he was a kid:
MIKE: I think they’re very accepting of everyone that got on the stage and
appreciated the work they put into it even if it didn’t come out perfectly . .
. and I know I didn’t have that growing up. There was no—there was no
safe place when I was playing at 13.
This supportive environment is what encourages many students to play in the first place.
TEDDY: It’s tough getting up in front of people and playing. Especially,
like, I know when I get nervous and I play in front of people, I know what
happens, my hands get shaky, I know my voice and my mouth gets all dry,
and- It is a tough thing to, like I guess, push yourself to do that. You
know, you challenge yourself to be like, “Alright. I’m gonna get up there,
I wanna sing in front of all these people that I see every day at school.”
You know, every single person that performed, I know they all got pat on
the back, and said, “Hey, great job. I’m proud of you for getting up there
and singing.” Even if, like- no matter how talented they were. So, I think
that was another plus for Java Jam—the environment is definitely a huge
key which makes Java Jam a lot different from other events.
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Sandy credits the positive environment to Tony and his leadership in making sure every
act is supported.
SANDY: Tony T. does such an outstanding job in, just as a leader of the
event, bringing everyone together on the same plane. And he introduces
people, and they’re, they’re very respectful. They’re very respectful when
people are singing, and performing, and, I think that it’s a great
opportunity, because it’s a level playing field . . . Nobody’s teasing
anybody. Nobody’s heckling, calling out, being rude. Nothing but
support.
Tom believed that the environment at Java Jam has been so established that students
respect the way things are run. He remarked that he believes students want to be
supportive in most cases but aren’t always given the right environment to do so:
TOM: I think, you know, there’s this environment over the years, that has been
created, that is special, and that students recognize that. And they chose to be
involved, and some of that choice adds some of that respect. Um, often times I
think I’m kind of surprised that students are as respectful as they are, sometimes.
But I think, fundamentally, um, thankfully, that’s naturally the way they are.
Often they need just to have an environment to behave that way. Often I think it
is challenging, because it is so natural for them to criticize or judge, or put others
down. But . . . I don’t really think they want to be that way.
10:20 PM: The night is drawing to a close
February 27th, 2014
10:20 P.M.
The night is drawing to a close. The audience has dwindled and the remaining
attendees have taken their chosen place to watch the final performance. Tony hops
onstage, one last time, to introduce the final performer. He briefly thanks everyone for
attending and expresses gratitude for a few specific individuals who have contributed to
the event. Then, he introduces the last act: Tyler. Tyler is one of only 4 acts that have
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performed alone at this Java Jam. It is no surprise that Tyler is the last act. He has been
integral to the event over the past few years, and this is his final Java Jam performance.
Tyler introduces his song, “More Than Miles,” and begins to play. He instantly captures
the audience’s attention. The room is silent except for Tyler’s hushed voice and gentle
guitar strumming. His performance feels authentic and brings about an appropriate
sense of finality to the evening. I look back at Dina, Tyler’s mom, who stands behind her
video camera. She watches him with pride, smiling during the entire performance.
When Tyler plays his final chord, cheers erupt. Tony invites everyone in the room
to stay and help take down decorations and clean up. After months of preparation, Java
Jam is over. For the next two hours, students, teachers, and parents will work to turn the
one-night coffee shop back into a high school cafeteria. The drapes will come down.
Lights and sound equipment will be rolled back into the tech closet in the auditorium. In
the morning, the cafeteria will be a cafeteria again . . .
While the actual performance for Java Jam is important to participants, the
reception following each performance is significant as well. Whether from peers,
teachers, or family, feedback matters. Java Jam performers describe lasting impressions
from feedback. They receive immediate feedback after their performance. They also
receive feedback after Java Jam and throughout the school year when teachers and other
students notice them as musicians. One other interesting type of feedback comes by way
of Youtube videos and videos posted on other social media sites. Students frequently
check video views and look forward to comments about their performances. Ruth
received feedback from her mom and friends when she performed in 2013:
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RUTH: A lot of people said it was really good and I got off the stage and
my mom was right there, so she always gives me a hug right after, like
that’s our tradition; she hugs me like right after I perform every time. But
then like when I was chilling with my friends and stuff they were like,
“Oh my gosh you did so good.”
Caroline M. felt relieved and encouraged that her performance was not met with any
negative criticism.
CAROLINE M: Well, no-, no one booed . . . people said we sounded good.
In 2013, Caroline G., Chris, and Matt performed with a large group and played a
jazzy version of Macklemore’s “Thrift Shop.” Most of the students in the school knew
this song, and it had an extremely positive reception. After the performance, Matt posted
a video of the cover on Youtube and the students continued to receive positive feedback.
As of February 2014, the video had over 7,000 views, a long list of positive comments,
and many “likes.” In fact, most of the participants in this study mentioned this
performance as one of the most memorable ones in Java Jam history. These three
students described the impact of the immediate and virtual feedback. Caroline G. noted
that this performance gave them recognition among peers that they wouldn’t normally
interact with.
CAROLINE G: Everybody loved the two songs we played because, and I
think, I guess that’s why people do it because all of your friends say, “Oh
my gosh that was so good!” And it’s such a good feeling. It gives you
butterflies. And I think we got a good response because of the songs we
played and just everyone was cheering and then we put the video up on
Youtube, and, because when you’re performing you don’t really know,
you kind of don’t feel everything that’s going on, because you’re focused,
but then I heard everyone, how loud everyone was cheering and I didn’t
think people enjoyed it that much, or as much as they actually did and then
it got a lot of views on Youtube, so that was pretty cool . . . lot of people,
you know, I wouldn’t normally talk to said, “Oh, that was great!” and to
all of us at the same time, which was really cool. And then just certain
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people that would never talk to us in general but go anyway, because
everybody goes to Java Jam, they, you know, they were cheering really
loud for us, which was cool to hear, and then people were sharing our
video on Facebook that wouldn’t, you know, wouldn’t even normally say
“hi” to us at school.
Chris drew satisfaction from the actual performance and the video.
CHRIS: Well for me, I just love to go back and watch it. Because, um, I
actually got to see the video of stats of where people were paying the most
attention, or going back and replaying it—it’s a cool little graph that
Youtube does. And there’s a part where I shout, “It was ninety-nine
cents,” and that part gets a spike. And there’s just this huge applause after
that. So, whenever I get to hear that, it just makes me happy and makes
me very, very proud. It was just so much fun to play. . . I was surprised
that the video did as well as it did. I was also surprised at the standing
ovation, which was the only one of the night.
This video not only drew feedback from the Pikeford community, it also
connected the students with other performers outside PHS. Matt talked about the video’s
impact:
MATT: Yeah. I was surprised at the reaction, actually, because I—I mean,
I knew it was a cool idea, but I didn’t think, I don’t know, it’s just, at the
end of the song, everyone kind of went crazy. That made me feel really
good and…you know, better than I expected. We shared it around on
Facebook and stuff, so it got a good amount of views, and kinda got
around a little bit.
Students seem to develop confidence from these positive responses. Every
student in this study identified positive feedback that resulted from Java Jam. Teddy
talked about his first time performing in Java Jam and its effect on his confidence:
TEDDY: It was definitely, it was my first experience, with, like,
performing in front of people. I didn’t have a whole lot of self-confidence
my first time, you know. It was because it was something really new, and
I’ve never tried it before, and I did not know how it was gonna go, so. . .
We got up, we played the first song, and it was awesome. And then, we
played the second song, and it was even more awesome. I got off stage,
and had all these people kind of, like, swarm me. And they’re like,
“Teddy, my man,” you know. “Oh my gosh, dude, you were amazing!”
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You know, I had all these people that I think didn’t know I played, think I
was, like, musically talented. You know, and they’d come up to me, and
were like, “Dude, I didn’t know you could play like that. Uh, you were
amazing. You play guitar, man, you sing great, too. You guys voices go
together great, too.” And, that was awesome. I loved it.
Teachers and parents also noted confidence development as a result of Java Jam. Jess S.
stated that Java Jam does more than provide a musical outlet for students:
JESS S: I think it’s to give them an outlet to perform, but also I think it’s for them
to gain confidence, I think goes much deeper than just a musical level. I think
it’s, it just gives them a big confidence boost to get up in front of a crowd and do
something that they love, and I think that it’s really good for them.
Many times, this confidence comes as a result of students being noticed for the
first time. Michelle, like Teddy, surprised others with her performance. This led to a
greater sense of confidence in her singing abilities.
MICHELLE: Like, in the hallways, people would be like, “Oh . . . ,you
have a really nice voice,” and . . . I remember some senior that I’d never
talked to, I didn’t even know who he was, came into my gym class and
was like, “You have a beautiful voice.” . . . My grandma [laughter] came
out, and was like, “I didn’t know you could do that!” ‘Cause she’d never
heard me sing before.
For many students like Michelle and Teddy, Java Jam is the first event where
students are noticed for their talent and abilities. It seems that all types of feedback help
provide confidence to perform in Java Jam again and to seek out other performing
opportunities. Participants in the study not only talked about receiving positive feedback,
they described providing it for others. They, too, noticed unique and impressive Java
Jam performances that changed their views about peers.
JENN: There was a, a girl who was a senior and she graduated that year,
who played the harp . . . and she, like, played two songs and she had one
of her friends play the box drum. It kinda stood out to me, ‘cause, like, it
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was, unique, you wouldn’t really see someone playing, like, a pop song
on, like, a harp and box drum.
Teddy mentioned a situation where he was pleasantly surprised by a performance and
noticed the abilities of two students for the first time. Not knowing these students could
perform well, he was amazed at their effort and the response they received from their
performance.
TEDDY: My senior year, my second time doing Jam . . . two kids signed
up to do Java Jam that I would have never, ever expected . . . nobody
thought he could play. I knew he played a little bit. He was in, actually,
your guitar class. And nobody really looked at them like people that could
play. And I think that’s what made it good, was because it was a shock,
also. The shock value of, like, these two guys that you wouldn’t expect,
get on stage- and plus, he has a good voice. I think that, for me, was, like .
. . wow. You know, and they played and, you know, I could tell it was,
they enjoyed it, not just because, like, everybody’s looking, but because
they liked playing. You know what I mean, they had that, I guess, that
little passion that everybody has . . . and the crowd loved it.
When students receive positive feedback following a successful Java Jam
performance, it can affect more than their self-esteem. Participants in this study noted
their changing identity as it related to performing in Java Jam. Students described the
way in which performing music and performing at Java Jam shaped others’ views
towards them and the way they viewed themselves. I, too, perceived a change in
students’ identities throughout the course of the study. Those students who initially
began the study with hopes of performing in Java Jam for the first time gradually took on
the identity of musician when others began to recognize their talent and invite them to
perform together.
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Joey is a great example of such an identity shift. At the beginning of the year, he
began practicing in my room multiple times a day with the goal of performing in Java
Jam. At that point, he usually played alone, and many other students in my study did not
even know him by name. However, throughout the course of the year, more students
began to see Joey perform in school and acknowledged that he was a skilled guitarist. By
February, Joey had multiple offers to accompany singers for Java Jam. Other students
performing in the event mentioned his name many times in conversation, and it was clear
that others began to view him as a talented musician. Joey believed that music provided
him with an identity. This identity came as a shift after pursuing other hobbies in the
past:
JOEY: If I didn’t have music I would have to find another way to, kind of
express myself. So I mean, I used to skateboard a lot, and then once I
found music I kinda, I kinda drifted off and now music is my big thing.
Joey transitioned from being known as a skateboarder to being known as a
musician. He was not the only study participant who identified such a transition. Many
participants detailed their own evolution of identity or recognized such an evolution in
others. Many times, this change related to prominent hobbies in the participants’ lives
and the way in which others interpreted their success in such hobbies. Tyler noted that
students at PHS mostly viewed him as an athlete until he started performing in Java Jam.
TYLER: . . . well a lot of people actually only saw me as a football player.
Now they see me as a football player that plays guitar, and sings too.
Dina, Tyler’s mom, also believed that other students viewed Tyler a certain way
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because of his association with football. Consequently, she explained that Tyler’s peers
stereotyped his abilities in both his hobbies and schoolwork. She thought that by
showing others he could play music, people began to view Tyler differently in many
areas of his life.
DINA: I think now he realizes that, you know, in our culture now being a
football player’s kind of cool, but it also limits you because people think
you’re that jock and that you can’t have any other talents. “You can’t be
smart or you can’t play an instrument.” He has expressed to me that he
feels more well-rounded because of that [music performance], and people
did look at him differently because they’re like, “Wow, I had no idea you
could play like that,” and—so that he has expressed that and that definitely
built his confidence and made him want to continue playing music.
Some students believed they didn’t have a defined identity until they were noticed
for making music. They thought that Java Jam gave them a chance to develop something
to be known and acknowledged for. Teddy struggled as a high school student at PHS and
had a hard time finding a place to fit in. After successfully performing at Java Jam, he
stated that this began to change. Others began to view him as a talented musician, and
music became a gateway to making friends and building confidence.
TEDDY: . . . from that moment on [Java Jam performance], I was actually
the music person, that everybody, you know, knew. People that I didn’t
even talk to in my grade. You know, like, I was friends with only a
certain amount of people, or, like, people that, you know, I wanted to be
friends with. But I had these people that were, like, the popular people, or,
uh, the band people. You know, just, like, all these different sections of
my grade and school come up to me, and, like, start talking about music.
It’s like, “How long you been playing? You like this?” . . . So when I
started, like, playing in the hallway here, and, you know, random people
that I didn’t know come up to me and start, like, sitting next to me and
talking to me about, like, music. Like, “I wish I learned guitar.” It’s like,
“Yeah, dude, it’s great. You know, it’s definitely something that you
might want to do in life. Learn any instrument, for that matter.” And I
think it was, it was just nice being viewed as, like, “you’re a cool guy.”
You know, “you play music, you’re chill,” you know what I mean. It was
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just, it was a good combination of things that people kinda noticed me for.
Before that, I don’t think…I enjoyed it—I enjoyed high school, obviously.
I didn’t enjoy it that much, until, like, I kind of brought something that
meaningful to me into the picture. And when I started playing, and, you
know, people started noticing, and I started getting along with people, and,
getting noticed, I guess, you know, it—‘Cause it’s nice, you know, you
wanna be noticed in high school. You obviously do. High school was
awesome, because I played. I even won in high school, uh, for my senior
year I got the best singer for my grade.
As a new student in the district, Vince was very shy and sought ways to get
involved in school and make friends. When he performed at Java Jam, other members of
the baseball team noticed his ability. He soon became known as “the singer.” His
teammates began asking him to sing regularly and encouraging him as a musician. His
new identity as the singer on the team even sparked a new baseball tradition.
VINCE: We had this thing where whenever we’d win a game on the bus
ride home I’d sing a song and, um . . . as soon as I started, we won a lot of
games. And the guys, they look forward to it afterwards.
Many students in this study expressed that being a musician was critical to their
identity in the school. Java Jam was one space to express this identity but these students
were also seeking other ways to exercise their musician identity: through playing in the
hallways, through talking about music, and through making connections to others and
performing with a variety of people. I saw positive changes in students’ confidence and
excitement for music as others noticed them and interacted with them as musicians. This
type of interaction and acknowledgement seemed critical for certain students to develop
community and find a space of belonging. It seemed that this identity was formed
through acknowledgement and positive affirmation.
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2:30 PM: It is the day after Java Jam
February 28th, 2014
2:30 P.M.
It is the day after Java Jam. I sit at my desk and turn on my computer. The final
bell has rung, and I settle in to enter grades and plan for the following week. Despite my
exhaustion today, I feel invigorated. Last night far exceeded my expectations, and I
reflect on the many positive comments I heard throughout the day about Java Jam. Even
in homeroom, students were talking about the event. “Did you see Shane sing?” one
student asks. “He was amazing!” They recap the evening to friends who missed the
event. Throughout the day, students talked to me about their performances, what went
well and what could have gone better. Joey was upset that he forgot some of the words to
his song but was happy that he performed. Ruth was ecstatic that a member of the
concert band complimented her singing. Chris was proud of his ukulele performance.
All in all, students seem pleased with the outcome. Students who attended the event talk
about it in my classes. They discuss memorable performances with each other and
describe surprising performers. The original rap by the concert band member seems to
be the most heavily discussed performance. There is already a video of the performance
on Youtube and students are sharing the video on social media. In one night, this student
has become legendary.
Sitting at my computer, I open my email and note a message from the principal
with the following subject line: Thank you. In this email sent to all PHS staff, Julien
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thanks Tony and the senior class for their hard work with Java Jam and remarks that this
event continues to be a wonderful showcase of PHS talent. She also commends teachers
for attending and reiterates the appreciation of her support.
I know that this email details just one example of positive effects of the event:
showcasing talent. From the stories I’ve heard this year, I know Java Jam will continue
to affect the students, teachers, parents, and administrators for years to come . . .
One positive outcome from Java Jam participation is reciprocal relationship
formation between students and staff. Many students described specific ways in which
teachers encouraged them and gave them the confidence to perform. As an educator, you
do not always have the opportunity to know how you affect students specifically. This
study provided a platform for students to share stories of teacher influence. It also
provided a platform for teachers to discuss ways in which students influence them
through Java Jam and connections in music-making.
During Vince’s freshman year, two teachers saw his Java Jam audition video and
played it for his class. After that point, he believed that these teachers noticed him more
in class, would call on him more, and even talked to him about his singing ability. It
gave him confidence and helped him perform well in the general education setting.
While teachers influenced students in this study, the opposite was true as well.
Students influenced the teachers I interviewed, providing examples of what Tony refers
to as a “reciprocal relationship” between teacher and student. It seems obvious that the
teachers in this study would be interested in reciprocal relationships with students given
the fact that they all voluntarily take part in Java Jam, going above and beyond their
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contracted duties as teachers. However, it was important to know just how important this
type of relationship was for teachers in the study. It was also interesting to note that most
of these teachers in this study were not music teachers and yet found that they connected
best with their students using music. As mentioned in the history of Java Jam, Tony first
began connecting with students as a new teacher using music. He found that music
offered a bridge between curricular content and personal connections to the material. It
also created a classroom where students and teacher contributed to the learning
environment.
TONY: . . . if we’d be doing a lab in class and it didn’t require us to do
sound, like, if we were doing a lab of measuring freefall, I would play
music. And sometimes I’d play the kids’ music if I knew it was
appropriate. So then there was that nice back and forth, you know, that
the kids would do. And then they would see that, like, you were open to
things and . . . Like any good teacher you’re gonna be open to change and
not just playing, you know, the Rolling Stones’ Flowers album, or
whatever. You’re gonna wanna listen to something new, you know what I
mean? And I would love it because I would be exposed to new music and
it’s to the point now where my friends my age, they rely on me to tell
them about good music because I’m hearing it from the kids…So that
reciprocal relationship is what comes out. And as a teacher you die for
that, you know what I mean? . . . the days you don’t have it are the longest
days of the universe.
Other teachers in this study formed reciprocal relationships with students using
music. Tom found that music was a great way to connect with students in the English
classroom. He introduced poetry by talking about relevant songs and performing for
students. He thought that by doing so, poetry became increasingly relevant for the
students in his classroom, and it gave him a way to connect with their musical interests.
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While connecting with students in class is important, teachers in the study also
described the importance of being present outside of the classroom. They agreed that
events such as Java Jam give you a chance not only to see students in a new light, but
also to connect with students in a deeper sense. Jess B. talked about authenticity and how
connecting with students creates authentic relationships:
JESS B: As an undergraduate in education one thing they recommend is,
you know, trying to find out what the students’ interests are, because you
can really connect to students . . . But I think it’s more authentic and they
appreciate it more if you see them doing those things. They can tell me
they’re good at sports, but if I don’t see it they might just say, “Oh, cool,
thanks Ms. Brown.” They may not, they might not be as excited to talk
about, because they just think, “Oh . . . she’s trying to relate to me, but
she’s not exactly . . . she’s not really trying. She’s not going to our events.
She’s not seeing us perform.” Um, and it’s so cool seeing, like when I’m
out on the field or going to Java Jam, to really show my appreciation. I’m
actually making a connection because I am actually relating to them or,
um, explaining something that I saw I firsthand. I mean if you’re
becoming a teacher, it’s because you care about the kids and you want to
get involved. We’re here. We care about kids. We teach them but we
also, we’re also supporting them in other ways . . . I enjoy seeing kids in
other atmospheres because you can actually get to know them and it does
help. I think it does translate to the classroom . . . because they, they see it
as a like you’re a support, that “you’re trying to support me,” not just
academically but kind of all over.
Jess S., the choral teacher, believed that supporting students in Java Jam also helped
build relationships in her classroom:
JESS S: It definitely brought us closer together and I feel like they trusted
me more as a leader, and as a director in their group. Because I feel like
whenever you go that extra mile to reach out to kids and show an interest
in what they’re doing, they’re going to feel closer to you and feel more
trusting with you.
The principal, Julien, also noted the relationship between students and teachers.
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Through Java Jam, teachers are able to make connections to students and support them.
Julien believed that this is a key factor in making the event successful.
JULIEN: I think one of the reasons that a night like this is successful is
because of our staff. Our staff makes connections with kids, encourages
them to take risks, our kids do that and then our staff comes and supports
them in that kind of setting and I think that speaks to the investment that
we make in our students regularly and um, then their willingness to take
the risk and put themselves out there.
Java Jam also positively affects students by providing them with tangible music
goals for which to direct their practice. Joey was one student who believed that Java Jam
provided him with a much-needed outlet for his guitar playing. While he spent multiple
hours practicing every day in years past, he never had a performance to practice for. He
thought that Java Jam was providing a goal for his music-making during this past school
year.
JOEY: I guess it’s better for me, practicing and then having a goal to
perform, instead of just practicing to practice.
Java Jam participation seems to carry long-term effects for participants. All three
of the alumni participants in this study described ways in which Java Jam prepared them
to keep making music as adults. Teddy talked about his current music-making habits and
the fact that Java Jam contributed to his desire to continue making music.
TEDDY: I play music still, I write my own songs now . . . I still play other
people’s songs, too. I still hang out with friends that play, and we go to
shows in the city together, and we just enjoy ourselves. And I don’t think
it would be the same without music and Java Jam, with the influence it
kind of gave to me and probably will give to a lot of other people.
Participants commented on the fact that students grow as people through
extracurricular events such as Java Jam. Julien said that Java Jam was an important
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extracurricular event at PHS and that such events carry much weight for a student’s
development throughout high school.
JULIEN: But in terms of the extracurricular, I think that most very often
informs a child’s friend set, and designates a different peer set for them
outside of the learning environment and so that sense of belonging, I think,
is very important to a student’s high school experience . . . I think the
other thing that’s very cool about the extracurricular components here is
their ability to become leaders in those settings. So a child who might be
very quiet in the classroom can be seen leading the charge on a field or
organizing their peers in some sort of fundraising effort. So I think in
terms of the interpersonal skills, communication skills, organizational
skills and leadership skills, our extra-curricular program really challenges
kids and brings out the best in them.
As a teacher, Sandy said that programs like Java Jam provide valuable
experiences for students and help them develop. She believed that music-making in
particular could be valuable for students in a unique way:
SANDY: But these things give kids something that the other subjects
don’t. And we mustn’t lose that. Because sometimes we lose kids that
way. I mean, there are students I have that are not particularly comfortably
strong with learning with a foreign language. But, when they talk about
music, their eyes light up. You can’t take that away.
It is evident that Java Jam affects people in a variety of ways. It provides
opportunities for music-making during and after high school. It gives students a chance
to develop confidence socially and as musicians. It also provides students with the
opportunity to become leaders and belong to something positive in the school
environment. Java Jam is an event that influences participants for years after they leave
high school.
Tony has been able to witness the long-term affects of Java Jam participation
more than anyone else involved with the case because he has run Java Jam every year
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and keeps in touch with alumni. It seems that Java Jam is a memorable event for many
students that they remember long after they graduate. Former students contact Tony and
frequently ask about Java Jam:
TONY: They’ll come back and visit just to say hi, let you know how
they’re doing. They’ll say, “hey, I really appreciate that”, or “that was a
great time”, you know what I mean? “Are you still doing Java Jam?” Or
they’ll say, “you should do it twice a year, you know?”
He has also had former students contact him about starting their own version of
Java Jam in other districts or schools. Another teacher, Jess S., noted the impact Java
Jam has on students for years to come.
JESS S: I think that this event—and I know this for a fact—is one of the events
that kids still talk about after they leave Lower Moreland. Because I think that
they, they just gain so much confidence from it and it’s such a positive experience
that they just remember it and I know that it just stays with them and they still talk
about it.
Teddy is a prime example of a former student still affected by Java Jam.
TEDDY: I think Java Jam, without it, I don’t know really where I would
be . . . I don’t think I would be the same without it. You know, experience
is a lot of things, and this is a big experience.
Java Jam seems to be one of the most defining experiences during high school for
students at PHS.
Throughout the study, participants also noted ways in which Java Jam
participation differed from other music-making activities in the school. While all of the
participants in this study participated in Java Jam, an extracurricular school music event,
not all students were involved in curricular school music. For this case, I sought to
understand individual connections with school music. Each student in this study
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represented a unique perspective on music learning and school music participation.
Many Java Jam participants are self-taught, and some have never been involved
in school music at the secondary level aside from the compulsory arts course. These
students had a variety of reasons for not being involved in curricular school music,
whether elective courses or large ensembles. Most of these reasons involved perceptions
of school music goals differing from the participants’ personal music goals. Joey said
that he would not want to join a large ensemble at PHS because he would rather work on
his own and not have to follow the trajectory of a course:
JOEY: Um, I wouldn’t really join the orchestra or anything like—it’s—I
don’t know, I kinda just like doing my own thing. I don’t really enjoy
having a big class going along with the scales and stuff like that. I kinda
just like to do my own thing.
Other students mentioned that they did not like the culture associated with certain
ensembles, that they would feel out of place joining a large ensemble:
SHANE: It’s not that I don’t like what comes with chorus, it’s just that a
lot of people who do chorus are kinda, like, nerdy I guess. I know my
friend Katie’s in chorus and she’s not nerdy. But, uh, she really loves
singing.
It seems that most of these students are not involved with large ensembles
because of pre-determined ideas of what it means to be in an ensemble. Jess S. believed
that many students at PHS are not aware of possibilities for large ensemble involvement
and the role each person can play in the school music program. She talked about a
student who became involved in the choral program after a successful Java Jam
performance. Although this student was never involved in ensembles before his
performance, he quickly became a leader for others:
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JESS S: There was one kid who I remember was singing with a full band
and he just kind of blew me away. He had a higher voice which I feel like
you don’t hear as often. I just have tons of basses and not a lot of tenors,
so he definitely was a tenor and I said to one of the teachers, “Who is that?
I need you to bring him to me right now.” And he brought him over and I
said, “You did an amazing job!” He’s like, “Really? Really? I didn’t—
are you sure?” I’m like, “Yes, you need to do chorus.” He’s like, “Okay,
well, what is that? I don’t even know what it all is, like, what does that
entail?” So I remember in Java Jam I told him, “Just come and see me
afterward, come find me during your lunch or a study hall,” and I had his
name too, so I knew if he didn’t find me I was determined to go and find
him, but he did come and find me . . . And so he came and found me and
we talked about it and I told him what the requirements were and he said,
“Alright, yeah, I think I’ll try it.” And I was absolutely thrilled and then
he joined chorus and I think all the other kids, they all knew he was a good
singer, seeing him at Java Jam and things like that, so I feel like when he
joined the chorus, the other guys in chorus were more likely to sing out
and kind of follow him. So he definitely became a leader in the group.
Aside from chorus, it can be difficult for self-taught musicians to join large
ensembles at PHS since many do not read music and do not play an instrument used in
band or orchestra. Also, there were many participants in this study who played in band or
orchestra as children and had a negative experience in those ensembles. Tyler, now an
accomplished guitarist, struggled to find a concert band instrument in middle school that
he felt successful playing:
TYLER: I couldn’t play any horn instruments [laughter] so, I just, uh . . .
did percussion and it was alright. I stopped it in seventh grade
Other students became disillusioned when music became more difficult, and they
were required to practice more. Teddy played trumpet for a few years before quitting and
eventually learned the guitar in high school.
TEDDY: And, you know, just . . . band wasn’t my thing. As much as I
enjoyed playing music in it and stuff, it just . . . something didn’t fit well
with me. And plus, trumpet was not my instrument. You know, I knew
the basics of what he taught, but when he started getting into more
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advanced stuff, I just didn’t understand it. So I just kinda quit before I
tried it.
Michelle quit piano lessons and music lessons in the school band program when
practicing became difficult and she thought she wasn’t making progress:
MICHELLE: I didn’t like practicing. And so I didn’t practice, I didn’t see
any results, really. And I didn’t like that I couldn’t see results. I liked the
idea of playing piano, but I didn’t like to follow through with it. Um, I
liked the band. I liked doing concerts and stuff, but, the same thing with
not wanting to practice. And it was just, like, boring to me ‘cause I
couldn’t, like, really—I wasn’t good enough yet to really play a song.
Despite the fact that multiple participants were not involved in performing
ensembles at the secondary level, many of them became interested in performing after
taking music electives at PHS, specifically, guitar class. A few students found that
playing guitar was a welcome alternative to large ensemble performing. Students like
Jenn and Caroline continued playing guitar after taking Beginning Guitar and continued
progressing on their own. Caroline M. stopped playing in the band in elementary school
but became interested in music performance again after this course.
CAROLINE M: In third grade, I played the clarinet. And, um, then my
clarinet broke so I stopped that. And, yeah, I wasn’t into it anyway. I
would never, like, wanna practice or anything. And, um, then I took
beginner guitar freshman year. And, yeah, I’m still playing the guitar.
It seems that music electives at PHS offer students like Caroline M. a safe
environment to learn a new skill. However, because many of these electives are only one
semester, students look for opportunities like Java Jam to keep performing at the school.
Overall, it seemed that the students who were not involved in regular curricular school
music participation (i.e., taking music classes consistently each semester) were still
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interested in learning music during the school day. The disconnect between the desire to
play music and the failure to study music in school for many students could be a result of
a lack of knowledge of course offerings and expectations, as Jess S. pointed out, or could
be the result of limited alternative music choices at PHS for students not involved in large
ensembles.
There were many participants in this study who had positive experiences with
curricular school music and were heavily involved in Java Jam and music classes at PHS.
Vince was first introduced to the choir following an invitation from the choral director
after his performance at Java Jam. Now he believes that the two experiences (singing
alone and singing with others in choir) are equally valuable in helping him become a
better musician.
VINCE: I remember the first time in honor choir, where like our voices
were put together and we actually sounded really good, I couldn’t help but
smile, like I was actually happy, like I couldn’t sing anymore because I
couldn’t believe what we all just did. I surprised myself with what my
voice, like our voices could do. It sounds completely different and you get
to feel that people rely on you and you also have to rely on people and you
have basically, you have to work on a team to create music, which I think
is pretty interesting . . . I love both experiences
Karina believed that singing in choir helped her personal practice:
KARINA: I liked it. I made a lot of friends, I liked singing, and I liked
learning how your voice is supposed to be controlled, and stuff like that.
But I took what I learned in chorus, and applied it to what I do at home, so
that I can try to make myself sound better when I sing songs that I like.
Other students, like Chris, Caroline G., Ruth, and Matt, are integral to the band
and orchestra programs at PHS as leaders. They value the experience of performing in a
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large ensemble and also value the experience of expressing themselves at Java Jam.
Many students heavily involved in curricular music at PHS noted that the Java Jam
experience provided something unique that wasn’t experienced in other music classes.
Students talked about these differences and the ways they are able to express themselves
in multiple venues.
Caroline G. described the process of preparing for Java Jam and how it provided
her and her friends with space to be in control of the music-making process. She
contrasted this to the large ensemble classroom where the music teacher is usually in
control of factors such as repertoire selection, rehearsal technique, and determining
performance opportunities. She believed that there are positives and negatives to each
type of music-making experience. Here, she contrasted the idea of being in control with
having someone directing each group:
CAROLINE G: . . . there are the cons of being in control because, like I
said before, not everybody agrees about what song we want to play. And I
don’t think anybody wants to step up and take charge because we’re all
friends, we don’t want to act bossy. So, there’s pros and cons to
ensembles and playing for fun.
Matt desired musical creativity and mentioned that Java Jam provided an opportunity for
creative expression.
MATT: Yeah. I mean, obviously, you know, playing in the ensembles is
great. But it’s sort of like you have that musical creativity, and Java Jam
is a way to kind of get that out. You have the freedom to do whatever you
want, basically, and a lot of people like that.
Ruth believed that the freedom and creativity involved in Java Jam preparation and
performance provide a unique experience for students in large ensembles at PHS.
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RUTH: I feel like in orchestra it’s more like, or any musical ensemble, it’s
more like this is the music you have, the teacher picks it out, here this is
what we’re playing this year; we’re going to keep playing this over and
over again until the next concert and then that’s kind of it. And then at
Java Jam, it’s literally whatever you want to do. It’s complete creative
liberty to the students, so they could do whatever they want; they could do
a mash-up, they could do, like, a couple girls did a Disney mash-up last
year and then, or you could do a complete song, a pop song, you could do
a classical song, you could do something from Broadway . . . that’s why
it’s cool because there are so many different genres coming into one place
because we all listen to such different music.
Some students involved in the instrumental music program at PHS perform at
Java Jam on secondary instruments, such as guitar and piano. However, others use their
large ensemble experiences to perform with their band and orchestra instruments. Erin,
the band director, thought that the students involved in the music program set themselves
apart with Java Jam performances that are more musically rich than other performances.
He believed that such students help inspire others not involved in the instrumental music
program.
ERIN: . . . you have kids, like, now, for instance, in AP music class, and
not to cater to the elite, but a lot of those students, almost all of them
perform in Java Jam, they just do. But these are students who are really
immersed in music and are learning more about the music, and their
performance is by far more complex. So, everybody just brings to the
table where they are, and it in turn inspires other kids to get to that, “Well
how did you do that? Well hey, can I take theory? Or can I take this
class, or can I take garage band, or can I do this, or can I be in band, or can
I be in orchestra, or can I-” And you know, rather than me trying to be a
vulture and recruit kids, they almost do it themselves. “Man, I wanna—
where did you learn that?” You know, “well I’m in jazz ensemble, or
orchestra.” Um . . . so I think it does have an effect.
Erin viewed this as a positive outcome to participation in the music program at
PHS. He believed that students involved in the program should have better performances
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than those not involved in the program if they are getting high quality music instruction
on a daily basis.
ERIN: . . . that should be the best performance of the night, quite frankly,
if we’re doing our jobs right. I mean, it should be. You would think that
the kids immersed in your program would rock the house. I mean,
hopefully.
Caroline G. believed that her formal training (and the training of her group
members) helped them with Java Jam preparation. She thought that their experiences in
the school music program helped them learn arrangements more quickly:
CAROLINE G: It helped a lot, that all of us except one of us were
involved in the school music program, and having that actual training in
music, so, it went a lot faster. It definitely helped us learn everything faster
and for instance with “Thrift Shop” we just kind of got the chords down
and then put it together and a little bit of improvisation, so we all knew
what was going on and when to change chords and everything. We didn’t
have to write out any specific parts for anybody, so it made it come
together a lot faster.
Whether or not students in this study were involved in daily, curricular school
music-making, all students had ideas for ways in which PHS could expand the music
program to provide more options for all students. Many students desired more creativity
and freedom in the music curriculum, including courses that allow them to control the
content. Caroline M. wanted a songwriting class at PHS:
CAROLINE M: I don’t know, like, a relaxed class where you could just
write songs with the guitar. ‘Cause I really wanna learn how to songwrite
but I’m—I can’t really, ‘cause . . . I haven’t been informed on how to do
it.
Tom, an English teacher, also thought PHS would benefit from offering a songwriting
class:
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TOM: As far as a music course offering, I think, uh, lyrical composition,
something to that effect. I think that would be a challenging, uh, course to
create, ‘cause song-writing is very challenging, but, that’s something that I
think could connect for students.
Students discussed other ideas in the focus group session, including creating a
course that resembled a music workshop, where students could choose music to work on
and have a performance at the end. They expressed these ideas after I asked them to
explain what would make music at PHS better:
SARAH: How could music, in general, be better here? What would make
it better?
CHRIS: More integration of things like that . . . of things like Java Jam.
SARAH: What do you mean, “more integration”?
CHRIS: Um… to have that be part of a curriculum, maybe…have more
classes that do things like that as opposed to being just band and orchestra
classes.
…………………………….
JENN: Kind of like a music study hall.
SARAH: A music study hall?
JENN & CAROLINE M: Yeah
CHRIS: a free music period . . . for credit . . . with a performance at the
end.
SARAH: So, you make music but it’s all self-directed?
CHRIS: Yeah.
MICHELLE: That’s a good idea.
…………………………….
SARAH: So, do you think it’s important to have an end performance?
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CHRIS: Yeah.
JENN: Yeah, ‘cause then you know that you’re actually working.
TYLER: Yeah, it’s like a test.
The students continued to discuss the idea of a music workshop, where all could
come and practice with their own instrument or voice and get credit for it. They also
stressed the importance of having a culminating performance that would provide
something for them to work towards. One student even called this a “build a band
workshop.” Caroline G. mentioned that this idea was similar to the activity in my
classroom during 4th period (my prep) in which students came on a daily basis to play
music together and practice if they had study hall. The difference, she said, was that this
could be a course that they could actually get credit for taking. In her personal interview,
Ruth mentioned a similar idea where students could come together and create music.
RUTH: I feel like if we did cooler things with music, like what if the
students created their own jazz piece or like, just came together doing
different things. If someone just started on something and another
instrument adds in and another thing adds in and it just creates this whole
explosion of music, I feel like students get more excited over things like
that than sitting down playing music for two hours and leaving.
As a parent, Dina also longed for more music opportunities for students at the
secondary level. She asserted that students need opportunities to perform the music that
they are passionate about. To her, this involves diversifying the music-making
opportunities at PHS:
DINA: And that was a challenge for Tyler with piano, he didn’t want to
play that kind of music anymore [classical music], but he still had the
music in him, he just didn’t want to play it that way. So, maybe classes
that could really bring that out in students would be helpful. I would have
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loved to have seen him be a part, more of the program, you know in terms
of electives here. Because we’re a smaller district I think it’s difficult.
Just getting into guitar was difficult for him because he couldn’t fit it in
with one of his classes so I think, you know maybe offering more sections
of the arts would be helpful to students who really want to do it but can’t,
they can’t fit it into their schedule.
It is interesting to note that the principal, Julien, also desired expanded course
offerings for students in music. She contrasted visual and performing arts, expressing an
interest in providing a more creative experience for students involved in music at PHS.
She began discussing this by saying PHS needs to provide more opportunities for
students to create in a safe environment.
JULIEN: You know, especially when it comes to art and students are
painting, there’s a lot of freedom in that. They’re given a topic and
they’re given guidelines to, you know, either emulate what other people
historically have done or they’re given a medium and then they’re asked to
apply it in their own way. Sometimes in music it’s more prescriptive than
that because they’re playing with a group of people and they need to make
it all sound the same. And so I’m intrigued by the thought that there could
be opportunities for kids, given a basic structure to kind of create music
the way we allow kids to create an art with less of a tie to, like, a group,
like a band or a choir, or something like that—that individualization, so
you’re differentiating because some kids come to you with years of
lessons behind them and others, this is their first experience, and being
able to be—you know, create a supportive learning environment where
you can meet each child where they are and then grow their skills, and
their interests.
Jess S., the choral director, thought it could be valuable to design a course on the
tenets of Java Jam in which students work on music to perform and hold mini-concerts
throughout the year, similar to students’ ideas for a music workshop:
JESS S: I think it would be really, I mean I love Java Jam and I think it’s a
shame it’s only once a year, I think it would be kind of cool if there could
be a class where kids kind of get to practice music like that, you know, or
just for fun. Or, put on mini concerts throughout the year, where you
could sign-up for it and you could choose your music and you could put
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together your own band. It would be really neat I think if they could do
that more than just once a year, or you know after school.
The interest and success of Java Jam provide an example of successful musicmaking at PHS that could translate to other courses in the school, as evidenced by the
views of participants above. If events such as Java Jam have a positive effect on
students’ overall musicianship, perhaps some of the tenets of Java Jam should be applied
to other music classrooms.
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CHAPTER 5
JAVA JAM: LESSONS LEARNED
The purpose of this study was to understand the function and significance of Java
Jam through the beliefs, values, and experiences of those involved with this event. In
chapter 4, I provided a detailed description and analysis of the case through my own
experience and the experiences of participants. In this chapter, I will summarize the
emergent themes and applicable lessons through recapping the research questions. I will
also provide implications for future research stemming from this study. Lessons learned
from Java Jam have implications for those the event touches, and ways I view my role as
a music teacher and future music teacher educator.
Lessons Learned from the Case
The Function and Significance of Java Jam
LESSON LEARNED: The experience of Java Jam (both preparation and performance)
was valuable for students at PHS. Students in this study used the opportunity to exercise
intrinsic motivation, make music in a setting that differs from other school music events,
and connect with the larger school culture.
Java Jam is significant not only the evening of the event, but during the year-long
preparation process. First, it provides space for students in need. Participants described
ways in which Java Jam provided valuable music-making experiences for students
largely disconnected from school culture or in need of recognition for their music
abilities. For example, Vince stated that Java Jam provided the platform for recognition
among his peers and adults. Participating in the event assisted him in developing
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friendships and sharing his capabilities as a singer. Second, Java Jam provides space by
offering a performance experience for students not currently enrolled in music classes.
Many students involved in this study participated in Java Jam as the only performing
experience they had at PHS. Third, Java Jam is significant because it provides a
performance experience that differs from other school concerts and events. Participants
described the ways in which Java Jam was unique at PHS. Ruth and Karina felt that this
performance experience was different because of the voluntary nature of both performing
and attending. In conjunction with this point, Java Jam is significant because it is a
voluntary extracurricular event, and many students choose to participate. This
significance points to the fact that students are largely self-motivated to perform in Java
Jam and derive value from the event other than completing a course or receiving credit.
Finally, participation in Java Jam is significant because it requires months of
practice and dedication for participants. All participants in this study began preparing for
Java Jam long before actual event. The commitment required a large amount of intrinsic
motivation on the part of each student. I found this to be one of the most significant
aspects of the event. This event and the culture surrounding the event seemed to elicit
music-making behaviors from many students throughout the year. The preparation for
this even contributed to both personal and musical development.
Research Questions
1. How do different groups of Pikeford High School community members view Java Jam?
LESSONS LEARNED: Java Jam is highly regarded by a variety of people in the PHS
community. Due to the fact that many different groups of people were positively affected
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by the event, this event seems to hold positive benefits for multiple types of people in the
PHS community.
Through this research question, I sought to understand how a wide variety of
people viewed Java Jam. All of the participants in this study viewed the event favorably
and noted many positive benefits from Java Jam participation. Students viewed Java
Jam as an opportunity for self-expression and connecting with peers. Parents stated that
the event provides students with confidence and helps shape their identity. Teachers and
the principal viewed the event as a means for connecting with students and
acknowledging the talent at PHS. And, the three alumni agreed that Java Jam was a
formative event that helped shape them as individuals and musicians.
The positive attitudes expressed towards Java Jam provided context for the
significance of the event. Prior to conducting this study, I knew that many people viewed
the event favorably. However, I was surprised by the specific examples given by study
participants about Java Jam and its potential benefits, positioning this event as having
affected the larger PHS school community, not students alone.
I would like to note that although the views in this study were positive towards
the event, it is possible that there are people who view Java Jam negatively. It would be
interesting to conduct a study with a larger sample of Java Jam participants, both current
and past, and seek possible negative views on the event. In this study, no one shared an
overall negative view toward the event.
2. How does Java Jam influence music-making?
LESSONS LEARNED: Participation in Java Jam positively influenced the frequency
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and quality of participant music-making behaviors. Through Java Jam preparation and
performance, students rehearsed regularly and grew as musicians in many ways.
Java Jam influences student music-making behaviors in terms of frequency and
quality. Students involved in Java Jam increase the frequency of their music-making in
order to properly prepare for the event. The quality of their music-making is influenced
as well; students set goals, learn to self-assess, and learn to peer critique as they improve
musically. As students navigate their own music-making, they seek the advice of peers
and adults to improve.
From my observations throughout the school year, it was apparent that
preparation for Java Jam helped many students with their overall musicianship. It also
seemed that Java Jam preparation allowed students to be more creative in their musicmaking. I noticed students making creative decisions involving arrangement, instrument
selection, group formation, and improvisation. Students viewed Java Jam preparation as
an opportunity to learn new skills and master secondary instruments. I noted
improvements among multiple students throughout the year as they worked on musical
skills both alone and with peers.
3. What are the successes and failures of Java Jam?
LESSONS LEARNED: Java Jam is successful due to elements including tradition,
flexibility, promotion of risk-taking, and the fact that it is a student led activity.
Participants in Java Jam noted challenges in the event arising from negotiating a balance
between a polished and organic setting, and practicing inclusivity while preserving
manageability.
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As I investigated the successes and failures of this program, I noticed that many
of the failures could be considered good problems. Most of the Java Jam issues that
surfaced in this study were a result of positive challenges. Good problems stemmed from
finding a balance between the following: cozy atmosphere and adequate space,
inclusivity and a manageable number of performers, acoustic music and adequate
sound/lighting. Many participants in this study noted that the good problems had positive
and negative points on either side. However, if Java Jam is to continue growing in
interest, these problems will need to be addressed.
Through analysis of the data, I noted several themes that could be considered Java
Jam successes. Many participants highlighted aspects of Java Jam that pointed to its rich
tradition. Those running the event, especially Tony, have embraced the flexibility to
evolve through the years. While the event has maintained a similar atmosphere through
the years, it has evolved in terms of number of acts, type of music played, and technical
setup. The event also promotes student autonomy and promotes music-making among a
large variety of students at PHS. It is successful in that it promotes risk taking, equipping
students with necessary 21st century skills involving creative thinking. Lastly, this event
involves a large portion of PHS and affects more than just a small group of students who
perform in the event.
I also want to note that a large portion of Java Jam’s success seemed to stem
directly from Tony’s leadership. Many participants described Tony’s role in creating a
positive atmosphere and sustaining the culture of Java Jam. As a music educator, his
example has been valuable for me in understanding ways to connect with students and
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provide them with opportunities to succeed while taking risks. It was evident that he
respected the students involved with Java Jam and valued their input. The opposite was
true as well: students in the study respected Tony and the event that he worked to sustain
each year.
4. What are the connections between Java Jam participants and school music?
LESSONS LEARNED: Java Jam is unique in that students from all musical backgrounds
can participate and work towards similar goals. Java Jam both enhanced music-making
opportunities for students involved in school music and provided music-making
opportunities for those not involved in school music.
In this study, there were a wide range of connections between Java Jam
participants and school music experiences. Some had little experience with curricular
school music and were content not pursuing any music courses at PHS. Others had little
experience and desired more. Still, many participants were heavily involved in both
curricular school music and Java Jam. Despite the range of experiences with curricular
music, all participants had specific desires for expanding music-making experiences at
PHS. Many desired a greater emphasis on creativity and student choice in music classes.
Some desired music classes that mirrored Java Jam in terms of process and performance.
In all cases, it seemed that Java Jam provided a music-making experience that differed
from other school music experiences.
5. How does Java Jam affect the Pikeford High School community?
LESSONS LEARNED: Java Jam has a lasting, positive effect on a variety of people.
Each person in this study represented a unique perspective on Java Jam and the
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effect it had on them. However, there are similarities among participants that can be used
to summarize the effects of this event. It provides music-making opportunities for
students both during and after high school. Many students gain confidence from
participating in Java Jam. It also provides students with the opportunity to contribute
positively to the school culture and take on leadership roles for the event. For teachers, it
allows them to connect with students on a deeper level. For parents, it creates a platform
for which their children can be noticed and appreciated. And, for administrators, it is an
event that contributes positively to the school culture.
Personal Lessons Learned
The lessons I have learned from this case study have already begun shaping my
philosophy and practice as a music educator. My music classroom has evolved since the
beginning of this study as I observed participants and analyzed data. The lessons learned
from Java Jam have proved beneficial to my teaching and I intend to offer them in order
to benefit other music teachers and music programs.
Lesson #1: Provide Space
In this study, participants talked about the importance of space in multiple ways.
Physical space is important, as students need room to practice and make music to prepare
for Java Jam. A transformative performance space is important for creating a special feel
to Java Jam and providing a positive atmosphere. Metaphorical space is needed to
provide students with the opportunity to experiment, create, fail, and try again. And last,
students need space to explore new relationships with other musicians and navigate the
music-making process with a sense of autonomy.
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I found that creating space in my own classroom changed the entire music-making
process. This study prompted me to provide my students with opportunities to take
active roles in the classroom. It also helped me rethink performances at PHS and provide
additional performing opportunities that differed from formal school concerts. I believe
that other music educators could benefit from exploring these notions of space in their
classrooms.
Lesson #2: Explore Motivation
The theme of motivation emerged again and again during this study. Specifically,
students in this study were highly intrinsically motivated to set and reach musical goals.
This type of motivation seems extraordinary for a high school student. As a teacher, I am
constantly seeking ways to motivate my students to practice more and to enjoy playing
their instrument. It seems that most of these students were intrinsically motivated
because they genuinely enjoyed playing music, not because of external pressures.
Allowing students to determine musical goals with content that they enjoy seems to
produce results that differ from certain prescribed performance goals found in secondary
music education.
Drawing from the experiences represented in Java Jam, I think the above points
on motivation could help influence music-making at the secondary level in general.
When students are highly intrinsically motivated, they must be given an opportunity to
work towards a goal. It could be valuable to provide frequent examples of successful
music-making in order to motivate others to take risks and try something new. And,
providing freedom within assignments or performance goals seems to increase student
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motivation because they are connected with their chosen process. The result of applying
these principles could translate to higher student motivation and provide opportunities for
students who are already motivated but lack a venue for their craft.
Lesson #3: Be Inclusive
Many students are excluded from secondary school music programs because they
do not possess skills necessary for traditional large ensembles. Java Jam is a prime
example of a music-making experience that involves many students from different
backgrounds. However, this type of inclusivity does not need to stop at extracurricular
music events. Music educators could benefit from working towards including more
students in music-making at the secondary level through expanded course offerings and
expanded opportunities in traditional ensembles. For example, The Lakewood Project
(Constantine, 2010) combines traditional string orchestra players with informally trained
rock musicians to create a rock orchestra for high school students. Finding ways to
include all students in music-making at the secondary level will no doubt benefit our
music programs and the students we serve.
It is important to note that there are challenges associated with applying this
lesson to curricular music making. Java Jam is effective in terms of inclusivity partially
due to the fact that students negotiate their own processes for preparation and
performance goals. Therefore, participation in the event is not dependent on the ability to
function within a prescribed music-making process as determined by a music teacher or
another type of mentor. However, despite the challenges for including students with
diverse backgrounds in curricular music-making, it is a worthy goal for music educators.
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I noted the many benefits expressed by students for involvement in Java Jam and believe
that these benefits could also be derived from inclusive courses.
Lesson #4: Notice Students
As an educator, it is easy to have a one-dimensional view of students: how they
operate in the classroom. As music teachers, we may view students solely based on the
music ability and performance success they demonstrate in the classroom. This study
revealed how important it is to connect with the whole student and to take a genuine
interest in their lives outside of the classroom. Many of these teachers in this study made
successful connections with their students because they were willing to invest time into
their students’ interests. These connections clearly influenced students and provided
them with the confidence and security to take risks and get involved in events such as
Java Jam.
Throughout the study, I noted the way Tony noticed students with the potential to
perform in Java Jam. He made it a goal to reach out to those students and encourage
them to participate in the event. Tony felt that Java Jam was a much needed outlet for
them to become involved in a school event. His example has reminded me of the
importance of paying attention to students and finding ways to connect with them. I’ve
found that this study has caused me to invest in students’ lives outside the music
classroom and invest in music-making activities they are already engaged in.
Lesson #5: Develop Lifelong Musicians
As music educators, it should be our goal to foster musicians and musicianship
that extends far beyond the classroom walls. I lament whenever I see a former student
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who has stopped making music after graduation. In this study, many students said that
they did not plan on pursuing music as a career in the future but fully intended to
maintain it as a hobby. I believe that this is partially due to the developed autonomy as
musicians experienced by many of the students. Therefore, their music-making is not
dependent on a course or ensemble. Java Jam participation seemed to foster independent
musicianship, and in turn, helped develop musicians who continued to value musicmaking into adulthood. Perhaps it would be good to develop more of a music hobbyist
philosophy at the secondary level, where we provide students with the tools to make
music on their own (Mantie, 2012).
Java Jam and Past Lessons
This case study on Java Jam provides a unique perspective on extracurricular
music-making at the secondary level. Some of the emergent themes from this study fall
in line with past research while others present new perspectives that can influence music
education, music teacher education, and future research.
Students involved in Java Jam experienced a wide range of positive outcomes.
There seem to be benefits for participation in Java Jam that coincide with findings from
earlier studies on extracurricular involvement. Students in Java Jam seemed more likely
to engage in the wider school culture after participating in an event in which they
exercise intrinsic motivation (Westling, Pyhalto, Pietarinen, & Soini, 2013). Also,
students in this study claimed that participation in Java Jam helped them express and
explore their identity. This mirrors positive outcomes from prior studies on
extracurricular involvement (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005).
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This case study provided examples of student music-making behaviors during
Java Jam preparation. Based on Folkestad’s description of informal music learning as a
set of learning processes that are not sequenced beforehand by a teacher or instructor,
students involved in Java Jam are involved in informal music learning processes
(Folkestad, 2006). As with Jaffurs’ study investigating the behaviors of a young rock
band, students in this study used peer critique, peer learning, and democratic action to
improve (Jaffurs, 2004b). Similar to Green’s study on informal music learning in schools
in the UK, students in this study reported a sense of autonomy and ownership during the
music learning process (Green, 2008).
Two studies were highlighted earlier in this paper as examples of research on
extracurricular music-making. The findings from Java Jam both confirm past results
from these studies and present new applications. In Allsup’s study on extracurricular
small group instrumental music, students engaged in peer learning and viewed the teacher
as a guide to facilitate learning (Allsup, 2003). Students reported similar experiences
when preparing for Java Jam. Most of the preparation was completed through peer
engagement and teachers were used as resources for guidance. However, Allsup’s study
involved students who were already involved in the school music program and were
given a structured timeframe to learn and perform music. Students in the Java Jam study
came from a variety of music backgrounds and exercised autonomy in deciding when and
where to rehearse. Findings from this study expand on Allsup’s work by providing
examples of small group extracurricular music learning that is completely voluntary,
consists of a diverse group of participants, and is student directed.
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In the second study detailing extracurricular music-making, Andrews created an
extracurricular recorder club at the elementary level (Andrews, 2013). As with Andrews’
study, students participating in Java Jam study enjoyed a balance between “standing on
their own two feet” and having input from another adult. However, in this setting, this
was not a structured extracurricular club in which students practiced together regularly.
Again, this study differs in that Java Jam was an extracurricular event and students
decided upon times to practice. Both Andrews’ and Allsup’s studies were limited in that
they investigated extracurricular music-making in contexts in which the researcher
designed the types and times of interactions. This study on Java Jam expands the
literature on extracurricular music-making by investigating a program that was in place
prior to the research study.
In general, students in this study desired space to create and make music during
the school day. As with the Campbell, Connell, and Beegle study, students in this study
desired expanded course offerings at the secondary level (Campbell, Connell, & Beegle,
2007). Specifically, study participants desired more music-making opportunities in
which they could exercise creativity and autonomy. These findings both impact music
education and provide further areas of investigation.
Application of Lessons
Implications for Music Education
In the personal lessons section of this chapter, I demonstrated areas of personal
growth as a result of the study. While the findings from participants and lessons learned
during this case study are not generalizable, readers might consider whether those
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resonate for their settings. In this section, I invite readers to focus on a few specific ways
in which the whole study has influenced my broader thinking about music education,
music teacher preparation, and future research. In the paragraphs that follow, I draw on
this case to share ways lessons learned from Java Jam have suggested that benefits from
this case—representing music education after the school day—could also be applied to
music learning during the school day. While there are challenges to applying some of
these principles to curricular music participation, I also believe there could be numerous
benefits.
Participation in Java Jam encourages students to engage in self-directed learning
and creative decision-making. Encouraging creative thinking and self-directed learning
can be difficult for educators because it can look and sound messy or disruptive (Hickey
& Webster, 2001). Yet, this study provides examples of how such processes can
positively benefit students’ social and musical development, providing students with a
sense of autonomy and pride in their work. Others should use this case to develop spaces
in music education in which students are engaged in aesthetic decision-making and are
combining skill building with creativity. These are worthy goals for music education
(Hickey & Webster, 2001).
Students in Java Jam valued both the preparation process for the event and the
actual experience of performing in the event. In-school opportunities that, like Java Jam,
emphasize the process of music-making while still valuing the product would both create
space for teachers to learn more about students, and for students to learn more about
themselves. Because many courses in secondary music education are performance
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focused, teachers may feel challenged to also emphasize music creation; yet, researchers
have underlined the importance of including students in the creative process: “Alienating
our students from the creative process sets up a duality between how they have known
music to be constructed and created—whether through a garage band model, or jazz
band, or even a chamber ensemble experience. . .” (Allsup & Benedict, 2008, p. 170).
Despite the type of ensemble, students can be involved in creative decision-making to
exercise a greater amount of agency and autonomy over the end product they present.
Involving students in the process of music education can prove to be difficult at
the secondary level when music teachers are given certain specified performance goals
and limited time or resources. Obviously these limitations do not apply to Java Jam
since the event is voluntary and students determine the goals and the process. However,
music teachers could apply, even in small ways, changes to music learning and creating
processes that provide students with decision making opportunities. Consequently, this
could enhance the end musical product.
Java Jam also provides an important example of music-making that is directly
affected by positive teacher and peer relationships. Many study participants felt
encouraged to perform by Tony or other teachers, even when they were unsure of their
skills. It is important for music educators to understand the complex musicianship of
each student and provide them with opportunities to grow and develop as musicians. It
seems that part of the success in Tony’s leadership is his ability to encourage and provide
a safe environment where students can experiment and fail. Music educators would
benefit from applying similar principles to their classroom by providing space to
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experiment and support to succeed.
Java Jam has existed for nearly two decades and has successfully involved a wide
variety of students in music-making opportunities. Even though the general philosophy
of the event has remained steady, the particularities of the event have changed. Music
educators could benefit from this model by carefully considering ways in which change
could enhance current music programs. “To foster growth, schools must transmit and
communicate important traditional values, but they must also be open to change and
inclusion . . . ” (Allsup, 2007, p. 52). Being open to change in certain key areas while
remaining consistent in philosophy and intention could create more inclusive, innovative
music curricula that includes both valuable curricular and extracurricular programming.
In terms of the extracurricular nature of the event, music educators could use Java
Jam as a model for expanding music-making opportunities for students in their schools.
Java Jam could easily be adapted to other environments, modeling programs after its core
values. I believe that it is beneficial for students to have a balance of curricular and
extracurricular options for music-making. Java Jam confirmed these beliefs by providing
examples of students who benefited from both experiences. Starting an event like Java
Jam could involve more students in music-making opportunities while simultaneously
building the curricular music program at an institution. As Tony stated early in the study,
doing so requires a certain amount of advocacy on the part of the teacher. Music teachers
interested in creating events like Java Jam would need to address logistical concerns in
order to produce a successful result.
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Implications for Music Teacher Education
Part of the difficulty in applying principles of Java Jam to the classroom relates to
current music teacher preparation programs. Webster claimed that the answer to creating
more innovative, democratic music-making experiences at the secondary level is
adequate teacher preparation (Webster, 1999). It may be difficult for music teachers to
encourage creative environments when little attention is paid to creativity in teacher
preparation programs and many music teachers also feel ill-equipped to create (Randles,
2009). However, in looking ahead to the future, Webster and Randles (2013) assert
What is certainly going to change is that music teachers will be held
accountable for a wider music audience at the secondary level and that
students will be expected to be far more creative in their exploration of
music as an art form that holds deep personal meaning. Our
understanding of creativeness will certainly evolve through research and
practice and our overall understanding of creative music education will
improve as we take advantage of new technologies and new paradigms for
learning. (p. 427)
Future music educators need to be provided with tools to encourage creative
exploration at the secondary level. They also need to be given space to be creative
themselves and experience music improvisation and creativity in a variety of genres in
order to better serve their future students. This may necessitate a shift in focus in music
teacher education programs that focus on technical skills.
In many ways, future music educators need to learn how to facilitate and guide as
much as they need to learn how to teach. Students participating in Java Jam learned
from a variety of sources: peers, music teachers, online tutorials, parents, and non-music
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teachers. In most of these cases, music learning came as a result of guidance and
thoughtful facilitation. Students weren’t simply given a task and told how to complete
the task. Much can be learned from community music research in the area of music
facilitation. Future music educators could benefit from studying community music
practices and applying them to the music classroom as well as extracurricular musicmaking experiences. Lee Higgins discusses teacher-student relationships in regards to
community music-making. His relational suggestions for interactions could easily be
applied to music-making in secondary schools. Higgins suggests that the role of the
community music educator is to set up music experiences that are active, not passive,
establishing trustworthiness and respect among participations. “Teachers as facilitators
emphasize process and self-reflexivity and work alongside students in the hope that they
will discover their voice among the many they hear daily” (Higgins, 2012, p. 165).
One additional way in which Java Jam informs teacher preparation relates to
alternatives in music education. Many music teacher preparation programs focus on
skills relative to general music at the elementary level and ensemble instruction at the
secondary level. However, it is important to prepare future teachers to engage in both
curricular and extracurricular alternatives to this traditional music education structure.
As experiences with music-making change for students, experiences for potential
teachers need to prepare them to engage with such change.
Implications for Future Research
There is much to be accomplished in the area of alternative music-making at the
secondary level. I will highlight specific areas of need that should be further investigated
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as a result of this study. First of all, this study consisted of a variety of students with
different music backgrounds, all seeking to perform at the same event. It would be
helpful to design a study that was focused on the prior music experiences of students
involved in such a program to determine whether there are any predictors for this type of
music involvement. This topic was outside of the focus of the case but could be helpful
for understanding how to create music rich environments for persons that could be prone
to future music-making activities that are largely intrinsically motivated.
In addition to studying the unique music background of each participant, it would
be helpful to study the interactions of students from various music backgrounds. In this
study, both formally and informally trained musicians worked together in groups for the
common goal of music-making. Although the nuances of these interactions were beyond
the scope of the study, it could be beneficial to study situations in which both types of
learners work together. Confredo (2013) studied the interactions of formal and informal
learners within the context of popular music groups. It would be beneficial to craft a
similar study investigating such interactions within a school ensemble or event such as
Java Jam, or The Lakewood Project (Constantine, 2010), where both types of learners are
engaged in working towards a common goal. Understanding such interactions could
inform music teachers on ways to include both types of learners in school-based music
experiences.
The need for studies addressing lifelong music learning is apparent in music
education literature. This study provides a unique perspective of Java Jam as it involves
perspectives of three alumni. Currently, most of the research on adult perspectives on
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school music-making has focused on curricular involvement, specifically that of large
ensembles. It would be helpful to further investigate long term effects of extracurricular
music events such as Java Jam to know whether such an event influences lifelong
learning. Some researchers have called for greater focus on avocational theories of music
participation (Mantie, 2012), and this study demonstrates that some students embrace
music-making as a prominent adult hobby when involved in such an event.
There is also a need for research in music education involving voluntary music
participation in activities that do not involve formal assessment. Researchers have found
that adolescents are more likely to participate in leisure activities that are self-selected
(Wilson, Gottsfredson, Cross, Rori, & Connell, 2010). However, Java Jam is just one
example of many programs that could exist to involve voluntary music participation. It
would be helpful to conduct more case studies on programs such as Java Jam that
involve a wide variety of students in extra-curricular music-making.
Final Thoughts
I began this study with my perspective, a question, and a purpose. I conclude this
study with a changed perspective, with more questions, and with an even greater sense of
purpose. Java Jam is a unique event and the lessons learned from this case will
profoundly affect the rest of my teaching career as I hope they will affect those who read
this study. The lessons learned from Java Jam are lessons learned from people, with
stories and experiences that shed light on rich music-making practices. I have provided
my perspective on the case and I now end this study with those whose stories crafted the
realities presented on these pages. I conclude this study with their three lessons:
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1. Be an advocate for programs like Java Jam:
DINA: I hope Java Jam lives on. Just, in terms of providing that
opportunity for kids like Tyler to just go out there and really have fun with
music and I know it’s something he’s really going to miss when he
graduates because there aren’t too many places that have opportunities like
that. So, you guys have to keep it alive.
2. Become a better music educator by looking at the “big picture”:
JESS S: I think sometimes I can get, as a music teacher, I can get caught
up in the literature we’re doing or trying to perfect certain things where
sometimes I can, and I think any music teacher probably can too, kind of
forget the bigger picture, what it’s about. It’s about making music and the
experience and having fun with it, and I think sometimes I could get
caught up in trying to make things so, so perfect or focused on other things
which is good but I think seeing Java Jam and how excited they were and
motivated, kind of made me realize the bigger picture. And sometimes I
still will forget and have to snap back into that, you know, but it’s such a
good lesson, I think, for any music teacher to remember.
3. Keep Learning:
TONY: The day you stop learning is the day you start dying. And I learn
something new every day when I’m working here, and a lot when I do
Java Jam, so I don’t plan on stopping that.
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APPENDIX A
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY IRB PROTOCOL
Temple University Institutional Review Board Protocol
Java Jam: Alternative Music Making at the High School Level
Submitted by Sarah A. Gulish
Boyer College of Music and Dance -- Department of Music Education
sarah.gulish@temple.edu
267-934-2947

June 20, 2013

1) Summary of the study:
The purpose of this case study is to investigate a successful extra curricular music
performance event at a public high school: Java Jam. The questions guiding the study
are: what are the beliefs and values of those associated with Java Jam? How does Java
Jam affect the music development of students? What are the perceived successes and
failures of this event? What are the motivating factors for involvement in Java Jam?
Upon approval from the IRB, I, Sarah Gulish, will invite a minimum of 8 participants to
take part in the research study and provide their experience with Java Jam through
multiple means. The participants could include high school students, teachers, parents,
and administrators, all who fit within the parameters of the case: experience with Java
Jam. After attaining participant consents and assents, I propose observing, interviewing,
and attending performances and practice sessions. I will use these techniques to analyze
data in order to write a comprehensive description of the case and provide an analysis of
the implications for the case. In conducting this case study, I hope to add to the body of
research on alternative forms of music making at the high school level and provide an
example for music educators who are seeking to expand music making opportunities at
their institution.
2) Protocol Title
Java Jam: Alternative Music Making at the High School Level
3) Investigator
Principal Investigator:
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Alison Reynolds
Student investigator:
Sarah Gulish
4) Objectives
Research purpose:
The purpose of this intrinsic case study is to describe and analyze the beliefs,
values, and experiences of individuals involved with Java Jam. Java Jam is a voluntary
annual coffee-house-style music performance event for students of varying ages and
abilities at Lower Moreland High School.
Research questions:
What are experiences of those involved with Java Jam?
What are perceived benefits and challenges to Java Jam?
How does Java Jam influence long-term music making?
Do experiences with Java Jam differ among performers based on prior musical
experiences?
What are contributing factors to Java Jam’s success?
How could Java Jam be improved?

Research Objectives:
I seek an in-depth description of a successful non-traditional music learning
setting that can serve as a model for potential replication and implementation in other
high schools. To accomplish that, I am requesting permission from IRB Committee B to
use purposive maximal sampling (Creswell, 2006) to invite individuals involved in Java
Jam to allow me to observe, interview, and collect artifacts that meaningfully relate to
their Java Jam experience. After collecting participants’ diverse perspectives and
experiences, I plan to disseminate this research through my dissertation, and subsequently
publish and present the findings. Although the findings from this study will not be
generalizable, perhaps administrators and teachers at other schools and districts could
find this model of alternative music making useful for involving a wide variety of
students.
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5) Rationale and Significance
In recent years, researchers and educators have demonstrated a need for diverse
music programs at the high school level that better serve the majority of students.
According to a study in 2011 surveying high schools across the nation, most high school
music programs are not serving a wide range of students (Elpus & Abril, 2011).
Specifically, the music programs that do exist consist mostly of large ensemble
instruction, notably in the concert band classroom (Abril & Gault, 2008; Jaffurs, 2004a;
Williams, 2011). This large ensemble structure dominating many school music programs
neglects a large portion of the student population. The result of these factors is that
approximately 80% of high school students in the United States do not make music in
school (Elpus & Abril, 2011).
Music educators and researchers have been addressing such issues recently
through alternative forms of music making with a focus on informal learning and popular
music (Allsup, 2011; Green, 2001; Green, 2006; Green, 2008; Jaffurs, 2004a; Rodriguez,
2004). Informal learning, the process of “natural” skill acquisition through performance
and collaboration, has been outlined in detail with applications for the music classroom
(Green, 2008). While it is common knowledge that adolescents listen to and make music
on a regular basis, many of these experiences occur outside the classroom. Through
embracing informal learning, and acknowledging diverse music making settings, teachers
could provide more opportunities for students to make music in schools. Engaging
models of relevant music making at the high school level are necessary to foster this
philosophy. Currently, there are only a few examples of such programs that have been
researched in depth (Clements, 2010).
This intrinsic case study will examine an extracurricular music performance event
that is successful in inclusivity, relevance, and long-term music engagement. Java Jam
has been in existence for 15 years. Over the course of those years, the program has
consistently grown in both numbers of performers and audience members. Each year,
students involved in Java Jam learn music in groups and practice together from
September until February. Many alumni also attend the event, effectively creating a
culture around Java Jam that represents multiple ages. Java Jam is also inclusive
considering the fact that any student can be involved in the performance, regardless of
ability or experience. Consequently, students from diverse musical backgrounds perform
in this setting.
As a qualitative study, the research implications are not generalizable. However,
This case study will provide an example of a high school program that is reaching the
additional 80% of students through performance based music engagement. By seeking to
understand the beliefs and values of participants, I hope to provide insight into the
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motivations of those who are involved in such a program. Through the examination of
the successes and failures of the program, I hope to shed light on possibilities for
replication in the field. Music educators may be able to use this case study to inspire and
create similar opportunities for their students

6) Resources and Setting
Both primary and student investigators have the required CITI training (Appendix A).
The study facility will be Lower Moreland High School. I will recruit subjects and
collect data at the high school. As a teacher at Lower Moreland High School, I know the
teachers and students involved in Java Jam. I am interested in the ways that Java Jam
influences music making outside the school environment and I will invite subjects to
provide additional data such as audio, video, photographs, or artifacts. I will invite
participants to the music room at Lower Moreland High School for group and individual
interviews. Alternately, subjects can elect to meet somewhere else in the school, such as
the library or auditorium lobby. I will also collect data in the form of observation and
field notes throughout the school as students prepare for Java Jam after school hours.

7) Prior Approvals
Lower Moreland Township School District has granted approval for this study
(See Appendix A for their permission granting access to potential participants). The
school board and administration will have a copy of this protocol.
8) Study Design
a) Recruitment Methods
Each year, from September to February, student form groups and prepare to
perform original music or arrangements of popular songs (covers) in a coffee-house
setting. The Java Jam performance occurs in February and is well attended by students,
family members, teachers, alumni, and school administrators.
For this case study, subjects will be recruited based on inclusion in the case:
participation in Java Jam at Lower Moreland High school. For this study, “participants”
could include performers, chaperones, parents, teachers, and administrators at Lower
Moreland High School. I will approach potential participants based on prior knowledge
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of their involvement. As a teacher at LMHS, I have had the privilege of witnessing
multiple Java Jam performances and have knowledge of those who have been involved.
I will use snowball sampling by asking a colleague (the science teacher who started Java
Jam) to identify potential participants. My goal is to include at least 8 different
participants who demonstrate a wide range of ages and experiences. Specific participants
could include: the LMHS principal, the teacher who started Java Jam, students who have
performed at Java Jam in the past, students who hope to perform at Java Jam in 2014,
and individuals who have attended Java Jam performances.
Once subjects have been identified, I will explain the study to them and provide
them with consent forms. If the potential subjects are considered minors, I will contact
their parents by phone to explain the study to them (See Script in Appendix B). After
that initial contact, I will send consent packets home. If the subjects are students, it will
be made clear that their participation is strictly voluntary and will not affect their
relationship with me as an educator at LMHS (see Appendix C for Consent for Child’s
Participation Forms and Subject’s assent forms).
Subjects will not be paid for their time. Their participation will be voluntary.

b) Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria:
Participants will be included in the study based on the case restraints: experience
with Java Jam. I will bind the case by time and place (Stake, 1995) to involve
participants with experience in Java Jam. In order to gain a holistic view of Java Jam, I
will attempt to include a variety of participants, as stated in section a). I expect that each
participant has either previously attended Java Jam as a performer or audience member
or is planning to attend the 2014 Java Jam.
I will exclude potential subjects if they have no experience or connection with the
program.
c) Study Timelines
I will collect data between September 2013 and May 2014. The proposed
schedule is as follows:
September 2013: Identify and Enroll subjects; distribute consent and assent forms
October 2013: Collect paperwork and set interview schedule.
November 2013 - January 2014: Conduct one-on-one interviews, group focus session,
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and take field notes (participant observations).
January - February 2014: Collect meaningful artifacts from participants.
February 2014: Observe Java Jam, interview participants following the performance, and
continue to take field notes.
March 2014 - May 2014: Follow up interviews and final analysis.
As with any qualitative study, this timeline may change as themes and ideas emerge from
the case.

d) Study Procedures and Data Analysis
Once I enroll participants in the study, I will begin data collection. Participants
will engage in a one-on-one interview (See Appendix D for semi-structured interview
questions), followed by a focus group session involving all participants. I will derive
interview questions for the focus group from emergent themes following the one-on-one
interviews. I will then conduct follow up interviews for clarification and investigation of
emergent themes or issues from the focus session. I will record, transcribe, and code
interview data based on content. Data will be stored on a computer and kept confidential.
In addition to interview data, I hope to observe participants’ practice sessions (if
applicable) and take field notes on the experience. I will also invite participants to share
personal artifacts throughout the data collections process. I anticipate that artifacts could
include musical instruments, mementos from past performances, audio or video content,
and other related materials.
I will analyze this study holistically, using all collected data to understand and
interpret the case. The analysis will be a continuous process from the start of data
collection to the final compilations of collected information (Stake, 1995). In order to
make sense of the case and arrive at new meanings, I will employ methods of direct
interpretation and categorical aggregation: sequencing action, categorizing properties,
and aggregating data. I will focus primarily on direct interpretation, however, since I am
conducting an intrinsic case study and my primary goal is to provide a thorough
description of the case (Stake, 1995). In order to find the meaning of the case, I will
search for patterns and reoccurring instances within the data, coding where necessary. I
will use these codes to interpret the data by themes and common occurrences within the
case.
The analysis will result in a thorough description of the case and interpretation of
meaning. I will aim to provide a thoughtful narrative that pulls conclusions and
descriptions from the wide range of data collected.
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Describe the study procedures and how the data will be analyzed.
e) Withdrawal of Subjects
Once a subject consents or assents to participate (as well as legal guardians, if
applicable), he/she is expected to complete both one-on-one and group interviews. If a
subject does not come to a scheduled interview session, I will contact he/she via e-mail in
an attempt to reschedule. If the subject is unresponsive or unable to find another time to
complete the interview, he/she may be withdrawn from the subject without consent. In
this case, I would contact the subject via email and notify him/her of his/her withdrawal.
Or, if a subject does not communicate at all with the researcher after agreeing to
participate, he/she may be withdrawn from the study and notified via email.
If a subject decides to withdraw from the study for any reason, he/she may do so
without penalty or prejudice. I will destroy all data from participants who request to
withdraw from the study. Withdrawing will not harm relationships with me or Lower
Moreland High School, or Temple University. As stated in the consent and assent forms,
participants can contact me by email.

f)

Privacy & Confidentiality

After I have transcribed the interviews, I will contact subjects for a member check
and ask them to review the transcriptions. I will give subjects the opportunity to revise or
clarify any information they believe does not represent their viewpoint accurately. I will
present final study results as a doctoral dissertation, share the document with my
dissertation committee and study participants, study subjects, and will upload the
document to fulfill the dissertation requirements for my PhD. I will also form the study
into a journal article and audio/visual artifact for dissemination in research journals and
for conference presentations
I will not require subjects to share personal information beyond their experiences
with Java Jam. I will give subjects the option to use a pseudonym to protect their
identity. I will schedule all interviews at LMHS in a comfortable setting. During group
interview sessions, I will provide subjects with the opportunity to socialize prior to the
data collection portion in order to create a comfortable atmosphere.
9) Risks to Subjects
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There are no foreseeable risks to participants.
10)

Multi-Site Human Research

N/A
11)

Potential Benefits to Subjects

While I cannot guarantee direct benefits due to study participation, participants
may derive satisfaction from knowing what they share will be of interest to music
educators.

12)

Costs to Subjects

N/A
13)

Informed Consent

In order to obtain consent from participants, I will provide consent and assent
forms to subjects based on age. I will attach a cover letter to the consent forms
explaining the study in detail and outlining the requirements for study participation. I
will also make it explicit that study participation or nonparticipation will not affect the
subject’s relationship with me. I will scan, file, and email Consent and Assent Forms to
the study participants so participants can refer to them to at any time.

14)

Vulnerable Populations

I will involve adolescents in this study due to the fact that the case is a music
performance event at a high school. As stated in section 13, I will give all participants
the necessary consent and assent forms.
No other vulnerable populations will be included in this study.
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APPENDIX C
LETTER TO POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS
Principal Investigator: Alison Reynolds, PhD
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University
2001 N. 13th St.
Philadelphia PA 19122
reynolda@temple.edu
215-204-8310
Student Investigator: Sarah Gulish, PhD Student in Music Education
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University
2001 N. 13th St.
Philadelphia PA 19122
Sarah.gulish@temple.edu
215-204-8310
June 20, 2013
Dear Potential Participant,
Thank you for considering participation in this research study. In this
packet you will find information regarding the study and a consent form that needs to be
filled out if you choose to participate. Participation in this subject is completely
voluntary and you are able to withdraw at any time.
If you are under 18, you will need your parent or legal guardian to sign a
consent form, and you will need to sign an assent form. If you are 18 or older, you may
fill out the consent form without any additional parent signatures. Please read each
section of the packet carefully. If you decide to be a participant, please give the form to
me (Sarah Gulish). A copy of the form will then be scanned and emailed to you. The
packet includes the following:
♦ Consent/Assent Form
♦ Check Boxes for Permission to Audiotape/Videotape/Photograph
Thank you again for your time. Please feel free to call or email if you
have any questions regarding the study. My contact information is listed on the consent
form.
Sincerely,
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Sarah Gulish, PhD Student in Music Education
Student Investigator
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APPENDIX E
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Semi-Structured Interview Questions
This is a collection of questions that will serve as a starting point for each
interview. Interview questions may be added and changed depending on responses.
Questions for one-on-one interview
1. Describe your music background in detail:
a. Do you play in instrument/sing?
b. What kind of training did you have early on?
c. What is your performance experience to date?
2. What is your connection to Java Jam?
3. Talk about the first time you heard about Java Jam.
4. How does Java Jam differ from other music experiences you’ve had?
5. What is your best Java Jam memory?
6. Why do you choose to participate in Java Jam?
7. What role does Java Jam play in the LMHS community?
8. What are some positive outcomes related to Java Jam? (personal and group)
9. How could Java Jam improve? What are some challenges associated with it?
10. (Performers) How do you prepare for Java Jam?
11. Do you anticipate Java Jam influencing future music experiences?
12. What makes a Java Jam performance successful?
13. Describe the Java Jam event.
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APPENDIX F
FOCUS GROUP SESSION QUESTIONS
Semi-Structured Focus Group Questions
This is a collection of questions that will serve as a starting point for each the
focus group. These questions were derived from personal interview data.
Questions for Focus Group
1. If it’s intimidating to perform at Java Jam, why do you do it?
2. Is Java Jam competitive? To people want to “be the best?”
3. Which is better: More performers and less stage time? Or, more stage time and less
performers?
4. Was it nerve-wracking to make an audition video?
5. Why are people so respectful at this event?
6. Describe Mr T. Is he a good leader? If so, why?
7. Talk about the cafeteria space.
8. If Java Jam is so successful, should we do it more often?
9. How can we make music at PHS better?
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